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ABSTRACT

Manitoba Energy and Mines has a mandate to promote the eff,rcient use and

conservation of energy. Energy conservation has been shown to be an important energy

management technique, providing environmental and economic benefits, and favoured

by many groups in society. One of the barriers to energy conservation is insufficient

information with respect to energy waste, energy conservation alternatives, and associated

costs and benefrts. One way to overcome this information barrier is to provide energy

conservation education to the public. The public school system offers a vehicle of

information transfer which reaches students, staff, parents and sometimes the community

at large.

This study used an energy conservation challenge to promote energy conservation

education in Manitoba grade seven, eight and senior one classrooms. Teacher resources

were developed which used some learning activities from existing programs identif,red

through a literature review of energy education programs. Other activities were

developed by the researcher. The teacher resoutce materials presented a variety of

teaching methods in five subject areas and included background information, evaluation

instruments/suggestions and a resource listing. Preliminary teacher interviews were

conducted which provided feedback on a few of the prepared activities, and provided

opinion on preferred learning methods for the challenge. A rural challenge between

Kiltarney School and Elm Creek School, and an urban challenge between Valley Gardens

Junior High School and Nordale School took place during the month of January, 1994.
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Schools used the teacher resources to work through activities such as energy audits and

round table discussions in an effort to conserve energy and win awards for school

participation, student creativity and effort.

A follow-up evaluation used student attitude surveys to measure any post-

challenge change in attitude toward energy conservation. Activity record sheets were

compieted by teachers at the end of each activity to provide feedback on the value of the

activity and to provide a method for keeping record of the number and types of activities

used. Observation was used to provide further information on the implementation of the

resource materials into the classroom.

The evaluation determined that the challenge was successful in increasing

energy conservation education and action in those schools which participated in several

activities (two of the four schools). There was a positive response to most sections of

the resource materials, based upon results from the activity record sheets (which followed

each activity) and final teacher questionnaire. The study recommends that Manitoba

Energy and Mines administer a pilot energy conservation challenge (with certain

modifications from the research study) to a sample of four schools in Manitoba which

volunteer to particþate and meet the requirements outlined in the study.
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CHAPTER. l

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Energy conservation has been recognized. as an important energy management

technique since the 1973 Arab oil embargo. Interrelated with energy efficiency and

demand-side management (DSM), energy conservation has appeated to various groups

in society. Environmental groups have called for the tougher scrutiny of new energy

developments and for the conservation of energy as an alternative to increasing supply.

Consumers have recognized the economic benefits of fuel-efficient vehicles and other

energy-saving devices and practices. Utilities have discovered that energy efficiency can

be a practical alternative to new energy developments (Standing Committee on Energy,

Mines & Resources 1993).

The Energy and Mines department in Manitoba has a mandate to promote the

efficient use and conservation of energy (Manitoba Energy & Mines L993-L994). The

Department has been involved with several public education programs, including

operation of an Information Centre and delivery of Home Energy Savers Workshops.

The department has also provided technical and financial assistance to the Fort Whyte

Centre's energy exhibits and to community colleges.

Energy and Mines in conjunction with the Manitoba Round Table on Environment



and Economy, has been involved with the preparation of an Energy Strategy for

Manitoba. The following policies a¡e included in the proposed Energy Strategy:

Ð Energy efficient lifestyles shall be encouraged;

iÐ Energy education and information programs shall be developed and supported

(Manitoba Round Table on Environment and Economy 1990).

The Round Table has listed the establishment of energy education programs in

Manitoba's school system as a possible program under this energy strategy.

There are obvious interests in energy conservation. The question remains who

should be responsible for its implementation. Should a utility be responsible for a DSM

program that cannot be shown to be economically viable? What role can education play

and who should be responsible for educating the public about energy conservation

alternatives?

One potential target audience for energy conservation education in Manitoba is

the school system. The middle grade level curriculum offers the opportunity in several

subject areas for energy education. Through the classroom, energy conservation

education has reached students, staff, parents and sometimes others in the community.

A multi-disciplinary approach to energy education has been encouraged to address the

growing complexity of energy issues (Leon 1992; Frantz 1992). An activity-based

approach has also been favoured in current energy education programs. Environmental

education researchers have reported upon the effectiveness of practical learning activities

which engage students to solve problems in their own school/home/community (Kirwan

1987; Wals, Beringer and Stapp 1990). The current curriculum provides opportunity for
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energy conservation education; however it is uncertain if the teacher resources available

today and the traditional teaching methods will allow students to take an active role in

cuffent energy conservation issues and applications.

L.2 Statement of the Problem

One of the barriers to energy conservation participation by society in general, is

a lack of information regarding the costs, benefrts and effectiveness of various

conservation alternatives. This barrier may be addressed at the Manitoba middle school

level curriculum in subject areas which include the topic of energy and conservation.

There is a need for innovative classroom materials and methods which enable students

to take part in solving current energy waste problems. It is difficult to conclude whether

an energy conservation practice is worthwhile without observing first-hand its

implementation.

1.3 Research Objectives

The main goal of the study was to develop an energy conservation challenge and

to determine whether a challenge is an effective means of implementing energy

conservation education into Manitoba Grade 7, 8 and Senior L classrooms.

Specific objectives were:

1.

,)

To identify existing learning activities aimed at energy conservation;

To develop new activities which could be used for the study;

To develop guidelines and tesources for teachers to facilitate the operation
of an energy conservation challenge;

J.
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To conduct an energy conservation challenge between two sets of schools;

To evaluate the results of the challenge to determine whether it is an

appropriate means to increase energy-conserving action (including
conservation promotion) by junior high school students.

To make recommendations based upon the f,rndings to Manitoba Energy
and Mines.

1.4 Limitations of the Study

There are certain limitations of the study:

1. It is recognized that an energy conservation challenge alone is limited in
generating lasting changes in behaviour. Changes in behaviour are
developed over a period of time, and behaviour must be reinforced
through other methods.

The study may not appiy in its entirety to northern and remote rural
communities which have unique energy needs and limited energy options.

The number of schools chosen for the resea¡ch sample was limited to four
schools; this small number limits the generalizability of the challenge
results to the larger population of schools in Manitoba.

1.5 Research Methodology

1.5.1 Description of the Energy Conservation Challenge

An energy conservation challenge was selected as the main vehicle of carrying out

this study. For the purposes of the study, a challenge is defined as a method which uses

goals, incentives. and awards to encourage participation in an action-oriented energy

conservation program. The challenge as undertaken in the study included a competition

between two Winnipeg schools and between two rural Manitoba schools. A common

goal was created in each participating school; that goal was to save energy and to

4.

5.

6.

2.

J.
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promote energy conservation.

A pilot challenge between two sets of schools in Manitoba was used to introduce

teacher resource materiais into the classroom. The teacher resource materials were

activity-based to provide a range of energy conservation education exercises in several

subjects and extra-curricular activities. A challenge was used to encourage participation

in conserving energy. Awards were offered for school participation, student creativity

on individual projects and effort in the energy audits. Following the one-month

challenge, it was determined how the resource materials were implemented by

particþating schools.

1.5.2 Study Area and Selection of Schools

A rural challenge and an urban challenge were chosen; each involving two

schools, to provide a sample from both a rural and urban setting. School divisions in

rural Manitoba were only contacted if located within 250 km of Winnipeg (Figure 1).

This limitation was chosen to reduce travel expenses and time required by the researcher.

Schoo1 divisions within the selected radius were chosen at random, one at a time, using

the V/innipeg Yellow Pages and the Manitoba Yellow Pages directories. The

superintendent from a selected division was f,irst contacted by phone. If interested in the

project, helshe either recommended a school(s) for further contact or requested more

detailed information. Divisions continued to be randomly chosen until a sufficient

number received initial contact and information (10 divisions totai: 5 from Winnipeg and

5 from rural Manitoba). Each teacherþrincþal recommended by the superintendent were
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contacted, and those four schools which were the most eager to participate were selected

for the challenge. In all cases, the schools which were the hrst to commit were chosen.

The urban challenge only included grades seven and eight, due to the structure

of Nordale School which consists of grades K - 8. The following school divisions

participated in the energy conservation challenge:

Winnipeg:
Norwood School Division - Nordale School
River East School Division - Valley Gardens Junior High School

Rural Manitoba:
Turtle Mountain School Division: Killarney Collegiate, Killarney
Midland School Division: Elm Creek School, Elm Creek

1.5.3 Review of Energy Education Programs

Several energy education resources developed for schools in Canada and the

United States with a high conservation component were reviewed. This review provided

examples of various teaching methods, activities and incentives being used. In some

cases specif,rc activities were chosen to be included in the teacher resource materials

prepared for the challenge. Permission was sought from the authors where necessary.

Adaptation was usually necessary to include specific learning objectives, clarify

instructions or otherwise suit the activity for the challenge. The review was limited to

those materials which were obtainable at no or low cost. Materials from the United

St¿tes which appeared to be designed specifically for that country or state of origin were

avoided (i.e. if alarge component appeared to be maps or data specific to the area).
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1.5.3. 1 Canadian Programs

Several provincial government energy departments were contacted for information

on educational programs for schools. Some departments provided referrals to non-

government organizations with which they are affrliated. For instance the Ontario

government works with the Energy Educators of Ontario.

1.5.3.2 United States Programs

The National Energy Information Centre in Washington, DC publishes a listing

on energy education resources for the United States. This listing was used to contact

various agencies for information. The California Energy Extension Service provided

further information through its "Compendium for Energy Resources". This document

listed and described several energy education programs in the United States which had

been evaluated by school teachers. Some of these programs were found through ERIC

(Educational Resources Information Centre) microfiche and some were ordered from the

author.

1.5.4 Cursorv Evaluation

A cursory evaluation of each selected program was undertaken. A checklist was

used to evaluate the educational programs which contained several criteria adopted from

Fred Niedermeyer of the Fducational Development Specialists in California.

Niedermeyer created a checklist containing criteria which have been est¿blished in the

research as desirable to environmental education programs (Hungerford & Volk 1990:
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Hanson & Schultz 1979). This checklist was chosen since other similar tools for

environmental or energy education programs could not be found. Table 1 illustrates the

evaluation too1, with Niedermeyer's criteria indicated by an asterisk. Other criteria are

tied to the usability in Manitoba junior high school classes.

CRITERION COMMENT

Are the learning objectives stated clearly?

Do the objectives include energy
conservation behaviours?

Are the teacher's lesson plans adequate?

Are there adequate opportunities for
students to practice program objectives?

Are the program's materials attractive and
appealing to students & teachers?

Is the program's content descriptive and
multisided as opposed to prescriptive?

Are tests or other assessment measures
included?

Are required materials easily obtainable for
the classroom?

Does the activity(ies) follow Manitoba
curricular obj ectives?

Are there any unique features?

1.*

2.*

J.

4.*

10.

Table 1.--Checklist for Cursory Evaluation of Energy Education Programs

* 
ftems marked by an asterisk have been extracted from Niedermeyer, 1992.
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1.5.5 Teacher Exoloratorv Interviews

Preliminary teacher interviews were carried out to obtain input from educators

into the design of the challenge and to acquire feedback concerning the earliest of the

prepared activities. Teachers were approached for the intervie-w by phone and fax

machine. Two activities were faxed to each school for circulation, as was one interview

schedule which was copied and distributed to all those teachers wanting to be involved

in the challenge. Five teachers weÍe reached for a phone interview, while one teacher

returned the written interview that had been faxed to the school. Table 2 illustrates the

interview schedule.

Table 2. --Teacher Exploratory Interview Schedule

Teacher Name:
Grades & Subjects Taught:

1.

2.

3.

What sections in the curriculum will you be working on in January?

what barriers do you perceive in implementing energy conservation
education in your classroom?

what kinds of exercises do you feel would be the most valuable for
implementing energy conservation in your classroom? Please rank order the
following from 1 to 6, with 1 being the most valuable.
a) pencil and paper work
b) ciass discussion
c) hands-on / interactive
d) multi-media presentation (eg. video, slides)
e) student research and presentation

Ð other (explain)

4. Please express any concerns you have regarding the energy conservation
challenge. If you have reviewed any of the draft activities circulating in your
school, please comment on suggestions/concerns you may have regarding their use.
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1.5.6 Design and Preparation of Teacher Resources for the Challenge.

A teacher resource package with information, activities, evaluation mechanisms

and a resource listing was prepared (Research Objectiv e #2). The activities were chosen

to help students engage in problem-solving, decision-making and implementing practical

solutions to energy waste. In some cases, activities from other programs were used.

Each activity contained some background information, energy conservation objectives and

curricular objectives, grade level, instructions, follow-up recommendations and suggested

student evaluation tools. The resource materials were organized into sections fo¡ each

subject area. The subjects chosen were home economics, language arts, mathematics,

science and social studies. Some of the activities were recommended for use in more

than one subject area, such as the "insulation tester" which could have been used in the

science or industrial arts classroom. Another section contained activities suitable for an

environment club, followed by "games", "resources", "slides" and "videos" categories.

The resources were prepared using V/ordPerfect 5.1 and KeyDraw Plus for Windows

computer programs (See Appendix 8).

1.5.7 Operation of the Energy Conservation Challenge

The Energy Conservation Challenge was planned to take place during January,

1994 (Research Objective #3). Teacher resource materials were sent to the participating

schools in December, L993.

As part of the process, teachers were asked to administer student attitude surveys

before and after the challenge, and to complete activity record sheets following each
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activity, and a f,rnal questionnaire following the challenge. Communication was

maintained between the researcher and each school contact during the challenge. The

researcher requested to make at least one school visit to observe an activity in progress.

This was attempted via an enclosure letter that was delivered with the Íesource materials,

and through further telephone conversations with the contact in each school. A visit was

made to those teachers' classrooms which agreed to allow the researcher to observe an

activity in operation.

1.5.8 Evaluation of the Results of the Challenge.

The evaluation was focussed on conservation actions taken as a result of the

challenge. Change in student attitude toward energy conservation was also measured.

Results from the student attitude surveys (before-and-after design), activity record sheets,

observation and the final teacher questionnaire were analyzú. The overall success of

the challenge and resource materials to implement action-oriented energy conservation

education was determined.

1.5.8.1 Student Attitude Surveys

(Before-and-After Design)

The teacher resource materials included an attitude survey which was to be

completed both before and after the challenge by all particþating students (Appendix 1).

The survey was intended to measure any attitudinal changes in students regarding energy

conservation. The survey results were analyzed to compare before and after scores
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within the same group.

Since the survey was designed to measure one single concept; i.e. attitude toward

energy conservation, the internal consistency of items on the survey was estimated. The

split-half method for reliability was used to check the correlation between the results on

the fust and second halves of the survey (Kubiszyn & Borich 1987). The correlation was

then adjusted using the Spearman-Brown Prophecy Formula to reflect the ¡eliability of

the test had it been twice as long. This formula is:

2T^
7 : ----_--::_-14 1trL'Lh

where r* is the correlation for the whole test, and ro is the correlation between the two

halves of the test (I(ubiszyn &, Borich L987). An item analysis was also performed to

identify any possible test items which resulted in a significantly (and consistently) higher

or lower score than the overall test average score.

1.5.8.2 Activitv Record Sheets

An activity record sheet followed each activity in the teacher resource manual

(Appendix 2). Question #2 of each activity record sheet was a unique question specific

to the particular activity. The data from these records was needed to provide feedback

concerning the value of each specific activlty, and to provide a record of the completed

activities for award purposes.
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1.5. 8.3 Final Ouestionnaire

A final questionnaire was sent to particþating schools to obtain feedback

regarding the value and usability of the energy conservation challenge and the resource

materials. The questionnaire was sent to those teachers who particþated, and to some

teachers who were initially interested, but did not later particþate. Appendix 3

illustrates the cover letter and questionnaire used. It should be noted that teachers who

participated in energy theme days only may not have received a questionnaire.

1.5.8.4 Observation

It was intended that observation by the researcher in the classroom would take

place once or twice in each school during the challenge. The putpose of the observation

was to:

i) determine the degree of particþation (the estimated percentage of
students who appeared to take an active role in the activity based on what
was required of them for the activity);

ii) the ease of implementation into the classroom setting (degree of
difficulty with instructions, and availability of required/suggested
materials);

iii) to take note whether the objective for the activity was attained, and

iv) to scan for other evidence of participation in the challenge; i.e. any
display of completed projects.

Teachers were consulted prior to visitation to enable observation of a planned

activity(ies). A checklist was developed to guide the observation (See Table 3 on the

following page).
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Table 3.-- Classroom Observation Checklist

8.

SCHOOL:
ACTIVITY:

GRADE / # STUDENTS:

FREQIIE¡.ICY OF OCCURRENCE
BEHAVIOI]R Iligh Med. Low N/A

1. Students followed instructions.

Students used the information provided, if
any.

J. Students appeared enthusiastic/interested.

Students worked cooperatively in groups (if
applicable).

5.

6.

1

Teacher provided adequate instructions.

Teacher had all necessary materials.

Students discovered an energy conservation
concept through results obtained or
discussion.

Evidence was noted outside of the activity
of energy conservation promotion or action.

1.5.8.5 ludging and Award Assignment

The evaluation was also used to help decide the "winners" of the challenge who

were recognized with awards. For each of the urban and rural challenges, there was a

schoolparticipation award, an energy conservation creativity contest award and an energy

audit award. All particþating schools were recognized, whether or not they won the

competition. The criteria for award assignment were conveyed to teachers on pages A1

COMMENTS:
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to A3 of the resource manual. Table 4 describes the awards that were offered to the

school/class/students. Local businesses were contacted by phone to request donations

which were used for awards. An information letter was also sent if the business was

initially interested. A total of eight businesses and organizations contributed to the

awards. The remaining awards were purchased with research funds from Manitoba

Energy and Mines.

Table 4.--Energy Conservation Challenge Award Schedule

AWARI) DONATOR

School Participation Award Lifestyle - The Energy Game Q.
games donated for the cost of one)

Energy Educators of
Ontario

Book: Time To Change Angus Murray Books

Book 5O Simple Things Kids Can Do
to Save the Eanh

Purchased with Funds
from ManitobaBnergy &.
Mines

School participation certificates

Energy Conservation
Creativity Contest

Solar calculator Gregory-Cartwright
Office Products

Solar calculator Bob's Business Machines
Ltd.

Plan-It short-term membership Plan-It Recycling

Several small items including binders
and day-book made from recycled
materials, reusable pocket book, and
recycled message board

Purchased with Funds
from Manitoba$nergy &.
Mines

Energy Audit Award Motion-sensor light switch Super-Lite

Compact fluorescent bulb Robinson Lighting

$450 for energy conservation
meazures/products in the school

Shell Environmental
Fund
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1.6 Organization

This practicum is organized into five chapters. The purpose of the study and the

methods used were described in the first chapter. A review of literature related to the

rationale for energy conservation, and the role ofeducation to address barriers to energy

conservation in the schools is presented in Chapter 2. The third chapter documents

results obtained from the study. A discussion of the effectiveness of the challenge and

the administration of such a project follows in the fourth chapter. Conclusions and

recommendations are presented in Chapter frve.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATTJRE REVM,W

A review of literature was undertaken to examine the rationale for energy

conservation and the reasons why it is not a more customary practice. Recent works on

energy conservation and environmental education were researched to determine the

appropriateness ofan energy conservation challenge to integrate energy conservation into

Manitoba schools.

Energy conservation in its simplest form means using less energy. ,'Energy

efficiency" has become the more popular terminology in recent years. Efficiency implies

using less energy to get the same job done, and thus it has been more appealing than

conservation which has connotations of doing without.

For the purpose of this research, energy conservation was defined broadly as any

strategy which involves:

L. curüailment (doing without),

2. readjustment (changes in basic procedures such as taking public transit
instead of driving a car), or

3. improved efficiency (by improving the energy conversion process or
improving the match to end use)

18
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with respect to using less energy (Fowler 1984). Thus, energy efficiency was classified

as an energy conservation strategy.

2.2 Rationale for Energy Conservation

Prior to the 1970s, energy was generally viewed by Canadians as inexpensive and

abundant. The f,rrst oil price shock due to the 1973 Arab oil embargo, followed by

another price shock in 1979, stimulated energy conservation and efficiency in this

country (standing committee on Energy, Mines and Resources 1993). 
!

Canada's per capita energy consumption is the highest in the world (Manitoba

Round Table 1990). The harsh climate and vast geographical area have 1ed to significant

space heating and transportation fuel usage. The high electricity consumption in Canada

may be attributed to the abundant water resources which have allowed inexpensive

development of hydroelectric power. This has attracted many electricity-intensive

industries to Canada @lectricity Branch 1992).

There have been significant environmental costs associated with energy production

and consumption. Oil extraction, processing and transportation contributed to land

degradation and spillpollution (Hall, Howarth, Moore & Vorosmart y 1978). Large-scale

hydro-electric developments used water diversion, impoundment and flooding which have

had negative impacts on the natural ecosystems, including the fishery GIall, Howarth,

Moore & vorosmarty L978; Strange, Bodaly & Fudge 1992; and others). The

consumption of fossil fuels has been the primary source of carbon dioxide and nitrous

oxide emissions in Canada. Carbon dioxide and nitrous oxide are greenhouse gases
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which contribute to global warming (Figure 2). Canadawas ranked second among the

industrialized countries in its per capita energy-relateÅ CO2 emissions (Government of

Canada 1992). The federal government has committed Canada to the stabilization of

greenhouse gas emissions at 1990levels by the year 2000 (Government of Canada 1990).

The importance of energy conservation by households to reduce harmful emissions should

not be overlooked. Households have accounted for more CO, equivalent emissions than

any single industry (Statistics Canada March,1993).

Garbon Dloxlde E¡nlssions

N¡lu¡rl G¡¡

Nltrous Oxlde Emlsslone

Chanlc¡l Producllon Fa¡llllz¡n lJ¡a
27t

Fuol Combuatlon
¡lEf

Totql Emle¡lona 3tS Ml {CO2 equlvalent}

(1990 Estimatas)

Figure 2. Major Energy-Related Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Government of Canada L992

The price of energy has been at least partly responsible for energy-conserving

practices by households. In 1990, urban households spent an average of $1,052 on

electricity and heating fuel (Statistics Canada March,1993). The cost of transportation

accounted for $5,603 of total household expenditure with fuel accounting for 23% of

expenditures on private vehicles (Statistics Canada March,1993).

Totsl Emlsslon¡ 458.2 Mt
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2.3 Benefits of Energ)¡ Conservation

Reasons for conserving energy and using it efficiently have shifted over the years

from concern over security in supply following the 1973 oil crisis, to primarily

environmental concerns and the realization of cost-effectiveness (Standing Committee on

Energy, Mines & Resources 1993).

2.3. 1 Environmental Benef,rts

Energy conservation has been recog nizeÅas an important method of prolonging

the availability of our natural resources (Manitoba Round Table on Environment &

Economy 1990). Conservation takes into account future generations and their needs.

By slowing down the rate of resource extraction and energy production, conservation has

provided time to develop more sustainable, renewable energy forms. Energy

conservation has assisted in reducing the growth of energy demand, thus delaying the

need for new energy developments and their associated impacts. Our use of fossil fuels

may also be curtailed, thus resulting in fewer harmfur emissions.

2.3.2 Economic Benefits

The economic benefits of energy conservation have been varied and sometimes

unpredictable, as they are linked to market forces. The¡e have been both immediate and

long-term economic benef,rts available to consumers through lower utility bills and

reduced fuel expenditures. Several conservation measures required low investment costs

and offered a fairly immediatepayback. Household measures which had a good payback
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of less than five years include caulking and weatherstripping, insulating an uninsulated

wall, replacing the furnace filter and installing a water saving showerhead to name a few

(Manitoba Energy and Mines brochure).

Utilities have recently invested in demand-side management (DSM) programs as

an alternative to new energy developments. Investment in energy efficiency is an

attractive alternative to expensive, risþ large-scale energy projects (Berg rgg2).

Energy efficiency improvements have played an important role in meeting

Canada's energy needs. It is estimated that between 1973 and 1986 the amount of energy

saved through effrciency improvements was at least as large as the increase in natural gas

or electricity production during the same period (Torrie 19g7).

2.4 Barriers to Energ)¡ Conservation

The Manitoba Round Table on Environment and Economy has recognized

"market, institutional and information barriers that hinder the development and use of

energy conservation and efficiency measures" (Manitoba Round Table 1990, 13). Five

general barriers have been identifred through the literature: institutional/regulatory,

market, uncertainty and risk, information, and lifestyle barriers.

2.4. 1 Institutional/Reeulatory Barriers

In the past, Crown electric corporation policy has tended to favour increasing

supply for provincial job creation and economic benefits. This has lead to overcapacity

when market demand was not the basis for energy expansion @nergy, Mines &
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Resources Canada 1988). I-arge central generating units have been favoured at the

expense of small power projects, private co-generation and demand-side measures

(Energy, Mines & Resources Canada 1988).

Another example of this type of barrier is the lack of incentives for builders in

the construction industry to build an energy-efficient home. Homeowners may have

wanted to have a more energy efficient home for long-term financial, comfort or

environmental reasons. But builders have focussed on initial cost rather than operating

cost (I{irst 1991).

2.4.2 Market Barriers

Initial capital costs of energy-effrcient technologies have discouraged investment

by consumers and business, even when there are subsequent economic gains. Consumers

often have focussed on the initial costs as opposed to the future financial gains @erg

L992). Income has been an important factor in the adoption of certain energy

conservation practices. Table 5 on the next page shows the positive correlation between

income and energy conserving thermostats or thermostat use, and compact fluorescent

bulbs, as reported by households.

Income has not always been a barrier in undertaking energy-saving practices. For

example, those with a higher income more often owned their own vehicle and used fuel

to drive to work, as opposed to taking public transit (Statistics Canada March,1993).

A mail survey research study in the western United States has found that in response to

higher energy costs, lower and higher income groups reacted differently. Higher income
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groups were more likely to invest in home retrofit conservation actions, while lower

income groups were more likely to make lifestyle cutbacls @illman, Rosa & Dillman

1934).

The market has failed to calculate environmental and social costs of energy

activities which are borne by the envi¡onment and society (Standing Committee on

Energy, Mines and Resources 1993). This lack of social costing has favoured

conventional energy products over renewable sources such as solar and wind, and over

conservation and effrciency measures (standing committee 19sg).

Table S.--Selected Practices and Characteristics by Household Income Group, T99L

INCOME
GROT]PS

OWNING
THEIR

owN
HOME

THERMOSTATS
PROGRAMMÄBLE

OR LOWERED

COMPACT
FLUORESCENT

BI,]LBS

LIVING IN
SINGLE

DETACHED
ÐWELLING

REPORTED USE
OF ACCFSSI-

BLE
RECYCLING
FACIT,TTIES

percent ofhouseholds

lst; lowest

2nd

3rd

4th

5rh

6rh

7th

8th

9rh

10th;
highest

2l

23

27

37

42

46

53

65

73

87

6t

64

63

70

70

72

73

70

76

79

7

6

7

6

8

T2

11

L2

13

t6

16

t6

22

28

30

35

39

50

62

74

77

86

81

88

87

88

86

89

90

93

72 11

Source: Statistics Canada, Environmental Perspectives 1993 - Str+dies and Statistics, (Ottawa: Statisiûcs
Cana¡la Cat. No. 11,-5288, March tgg3),56.

85
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2.4.3 Uncertainty and Risk Barriers

The perceived risk of energy conservation investments has stemmed from the

uncertainties of the costs and effectiveness of the conservation investment versus non-

investment.

Many energy efficient products are relativeþ new and unproven technologies

when compared with tried and true products. Research has shown that new technologies

are first adopted by people of high socio-economic status who are risk takers and

innovators (Griffin 1986). Conservation measures which involve a higher proportion of

labour/action than expense on capital have been less susceptible to financial risk (Griffin

1e86).

A recent consumer research study in Manitoba has reported that prospective R-

2000 home buyers wanted to see actual energy consumption rates of R-2000 homes

versus conventionally built homes to determine the cost savings if any (pele Research &

Consulting 1994). They were more trusting of actual examples rather than estimated

savings @ele Research & Consulting L994).

2.4.4 Information Barriers

Information barriers have existed due to the lack of knowledge of energy-efficient

alternatives or the benefits that arise from them, ild also due to perceived risk of

technologies which are new and unproven @erg t992). Information transfer plays an

important role in providing energy options to the public (Aronson & yates 1985). The

Canadian Industry Program for Energy Conservation considered information and
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institutional barriers as the main impediments to realizing its efficiency goals (Energy,

Mines & Resources Canada 1988).

Economic factors have often been shown to be strongly motivating in the adoption

of energy conservation practices. Many utilities have used this motivation to promote

energy conservation. However, there is evidence to suggest that economic incentives are

not the only determinants of an individual's energy consumption choices (Sumners,

Heilman & O'Toole 1989). Energy conservation promotions which have focussed only

on economic factors may have left out those who cannot afford the initial investment

(Bauman & Petrock 1981). An education program stressing environmental, social and

economic aspects of energy conservation may reach and influence a larger number of

people. Energy has been so central to everything we do that energy choices ultimately

affect the environment in which we live and our quality of life (Leon L992). Public

awareness of this more comprehensive view of energy may further energy conservation

efforts.

2.4.5 Lifestyle barriers

The wealth of Canadians has led us to purchase things which make life more

comfortable and convenient. Even with the knowledge of the economic benefits of

energy efficiency, sometimes energy-use choices ignored economics and were based upon

lifestyle and convenience @nergy, Mines & Resources Canada 1988).

The number of "necessities" has continued to grow in both low-income and high-

income Canadian homes. During the sixteen years from 1976 to L991., the number of
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air conditioners in Canadian homes increased from 13 per cent of total households to 27

per cent; the number of automatic dishwashers from 19 per cent to 44 per eent. Nearly

100 per cent of all households were equipped with refrigerators and colour television sets

by 1991 @lectricity Branch L992). By L992, one in five households had a home

computer (Statistics Canada February,1993). Microwave ovens and video cassette

recorders have gained acceptance within all income groups in Canada, and a growing

number of homes have reported having compact disc players (Statistics Canada

February,1993).

Canadian lifestyles and preferences will continue to evolve in pace with

perceptions of the economic, social, environmental and technological realities of the

future @nergy, Mines & Resources Canada 1988).

2.4.6 Education to Address Barriers to Energy Conservation

The information barrier is the most obvious of barriers which may be addressed

through education. However the information barrier is interrelated with

institutional/regulatory, market, uncertainty/risk and lifestyle barrie¡s also discussed in

the previous section. For example, if consumers want energy-efhcient appliances

because they have been informed of the cost savings in appliance operation, they may put

pressure on retailers to supply them. Retailers in turn will ask wholesalers to supply

them who will ask manufacturers to make them. Lack of market pull by consumers will

not initiate this chain of events (Fickett, Gellings & Lovins 1991). This example has

demonstrated the importance of awareness which may bepromoted through education to
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create a market demand for energy efficiency.

2.5 Energy Conservation and Human Behaviour

Energy conservation may be considered an environmentally responsible behaviour.

An education program may help to develop an environmentally responsible behaviour

such as energy conservation. As human behaviour is complex, an attempt to understand

the various forces at work when one chooses to adopt an energy-conserving practice may

further actual participation in energy conservation (Aronson & yates 1985).

The importance of understanding human behaviour has been demonstrated by the

American electric utility experience. "The utilities that have realízeÅ the highest levels

of conservation have backed up their programs with sophisticated efforts to understand

their customers' needs and motivations" (Hemphill & Meyers 1986, 146). Several

customer attitude trends have been identified through surveys of American utility

conservation program participants . Through these surveys, the most importånt attitude

to predict customer intent to engage in conservation behaviours has been identified as

personal control and belief in the effectiveness of conservation actions. Following this

belief, saving money has ranked as the highest motivator to act @nergy cost savings have

been identified as the primary motivator to upgrade to an R-2000 home in Manitoba)

(Pele Research & Consulttng L994). Other lower-ranking reasons to conserye energy

have been to improve home comfort and increase the home's value (Hemphill & Meyers

1986).

Education researcher Marion Dresne¡ has observed the importance of social
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influence on the adoption of energy conservation practices (Dresner 1989/90). In a

simulation game setting, Dresner (1989/90) found that social influence in conjunction

with active participation caused students to be more willing to particþate in energy

conservation efforts in the community. Other research has identifred the importance of

peer pressure and social szurctions in the adoption of energy conservation practices

(Dresner 1989/90).

Manitoba Energy and Mines has been involved with public education in energy

conservation in several areas. The department has operated an Information Centre and

advisory service to respond to technical inquiries about enetgy eff,rciency and alternative

energy. 'I{ome Energy Saver V/orkshops' have been delivered throughout the province

since 1986. The workshops informed homeowners how to make their homes more

energy-eff,rcient. While past workshops have dealt with retrofitting homes, a workshop

series was developeÅ in L992 aimed at buying or building new energy-efficient homes.

The Department has delivered the workshops in schools and also has a special lunch hour

package for corporations (Retro-Vision Nov/1994). A total of 255 Home Energy

Workshops involving 4,930 homeowners and 11 New Home Energy Savers Workshops

involving 379 people have taken place as of March, 1994 (Manitoba Energy & Mines

1993-1994).

Other initiatives of the department in energy education have included a series of

Home Retrofit Booklets, assis|ance to educational institutions such as community
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colleges with educational reference materials, involvement in the Manitoba Advanced

House Project and the Manitoba R-2000 Program, and provision of technical expertise

and financial support to energy initiatives at the Fort Whyte Centre for Environmental

Education (Ir4anitoba Energy & Mines 1993-1994). The Department, with the support

of the Fort Whyte Centre and public libraries in Manitoba, participated in the Energy and

Environment Calendar produced by Natural Resources Canada. Artwork representing

energy and the environment was selected from each province and the complete calendar

was distributed to schools and libraries in the province (Manitoba Energy & Mines lgg3-

1994). Upon request, the Department intermittently will make presentations to

classrooms on various energy topics (wyndels, personal communication).

2.7 Utility Energy Conservation programs

Utilities have been sited as the most significant of institutions for the deiivery of

energy efficiency programs (Standing Committee on Energy, Mines & Resources 1993).

Major utilities in Canada have engaged in energy conservation and eff,rciency programs,

such as those developed under Power Smart Inc. B.C. Hydro created the "Power Smart"

name to describe a variety of efficiency programs. Winnipeg Hydro and Manitoba

Hydro have both been members of Power Smart fnc. since 199L. Through the program,

utilities have offerred education to the consumer, in addition to rebates and other methods

to encourage the use and purchase of energy-efficient products. Manitoba Hydro

estimates that since inception, its Power Smart initiatives have saved 11.5 megawatts of

power as of March, L993 (Manitoba Hydro 1993).
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Utilities have spent millions of dollars in recent years on investment in demand-

side management (DSM). While there has been signif,rcant investment in DSM, it has

proved difficult to assess the costs and benefits of these programs (Natural Resources

Canada f9%). It is also uncerüain as to the long-term viability of utility DSM programs.

The department of Natural Resources Canada foresees a reduction in utility spending on

DSM programs as overcapacity sets in during the next decade (Natural Resources Canada

1993). DSM programs which are not cost-effective may not survive the tougher

economic scrutinty that is predicted to come (Sullivan & Ebeling 1gg4). Utilities are

more recently relying more heavily on marketing skills to sell DSM, while financial

incentives are used more sparingly (Stone 1993). With the prospect of utilities

withdrawing or even cutting back on energy efficiency programs, the responsibitity for

energy conservation may shift to the government and to the public at large.

2.8 Conservation Education in the Schools

2.8.1 Conceptual Framework for Energy Conservation Education

The focus of energy education in the schools has changed over the years in

response to world events (Leon 1992). Educators and curriculum developers worked on

several energy education projects following the increase in the price of oil in the 1970s

(Leon 1992). The teaching materials produced in the 1970s and early 1980s reflected

the concern of an inadequate energy supply (I-eon L992). The decrease in oil prices

during the early 1980s resulted in most of these educational materials being outdated

(Leon 1992). Recent events such as the Chernobyl nuclear power plant accident in 1986,
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the Exxon Yaldez oil spill and the threat of global warming have played an important

role in the reappearance of energy education (Leon 1992).

While environmental concerns havepredominated this return of energy education,

a more complex view of energy has surfaced as it has become understood that there are

economic, social and environmental implications associated with any energy choice (Leon

1992; Indiana State Department of Education 1992; Hickson 1987). This view of energy

conservation is shared by the Onslow County Energy Education Program coordinators:

"'We in Onslow County have felt that the time has come for us to consider the historical,

sociological, economical, moral and philosophical impact energy resource conservation

poses for humankind. Knowing that advancement and/or survival of a society is

determined to a great extent by the t¡re, abundance, and development of its energy

resources, we ask, 'Can we meet the challenge?' (Jackson & Ross 1985).

The NEED (National Energy Education Development) project has been underway

in the United States since 1980. This network of students, educators, industry

representatives and community and government leaders in the United States, has learned

through past efforts that energy is a topic which may be implemented into several subject

areas (Frantz L992). This notion of the multi-disciplinarity of energy is supported by

other programs such as the Energy Educators of Ontario's "Sustainable Energy Issues"

(Energy Educators of Ontario L992) and Iowa State Department of Education's "fowa

Developed Energy Activity Sampler" (Iowa State Dept. of Education 1987). While in

some instances energy concepts may be infused into the existing curriculum, often it may

be suffrcient merely to give more emphasis to energy-related parts already present in the
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curriculum (Bauman & Petrock 1981). For instance a history teacher might cover the

historical aspects of energy use, or an art teacher could lead a school energy poster

contest (Kirwan 1987).

One of the noted problems environmental education researchers have found with

infusing environmental concepts into different areas of the curriculum is that they tend

not to be infused equally within the different subject areas (Simmons 1989). Instead,

environmentai education has often been used to enrich the science program (Simmons

1989). Lack of both teaching time and preparation time have been noted as an important

barrier to environmental education (Ham & Sewing 1987/88). An integration of

environmental education into other cur¡iculum areas besides science might further

environmental education efforts in the schools (Ham & Sewing 1987/88). One of the

reasons environmental education has not permeated other subject areas may be the lack

of curriculum materials developed or adapted for use within non-science subject areas

(Simmons 1989). Teachers may also lack the training which may be required (Singletary

Igg2). Team teaching is one solution which would provide an integrated approach

through several teachers, each specialized, in a different area. This approach, however,

tends to be impractical for the setting in most secondary schools (Singletary 1992).

Teacher training through inservice or other means has been noted as an important

component in energy education program planning (Kirwan L987).

2.8.2 Student Active Participation and Motivation

There are several methodologies which have been used to educate students about
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energy conservation, ranging from the distribution of printed material to theparticipation

in an energy conservation project. There is likely no one best way to accomplish the

goal of energy education. Howevet, several environmental and energy education

researchers have recommended the active involvement of students in their own learning

(Wals, Beringer & Stapp 1990; Ramsey & Hungerford 1989; and others). Students have

become involved in their own learning through the study of an issue or interest in their

own community or home. Recognized social benefits of a hands-on approach have

included the promotion of stronger self-images through the completion of short-term tasks

and the opportunity for students to work cooperatively towards

completion of the task (Kirwan 1987). The NEED project has promoted projects in

which students work togethe¡ in small groups to complete an activity (Frantz IggZ).

Motivation, as in any educational program, is an important component for

successful learning. Involvement at a personal level by providing reasons to learn and

relating information to students' own experiences have been valuable classroom

motivation techniques (Grossnickle & Thiel 1988). The NEED project has found that

relating energy topics to students' lives today is the best way to add¡ess energy-related

current events and behaviour (Frantz 1992).

Other energy education programs have found that it is important to motivate both

staff and students (Schwarzbach & Philbin 1984). Staff awareness of energy waste and

the cost of that waste is often motivational (Schwarzbach &. philbin 1984). This

awareness of energy waste has been promoted through staff meetings, large charts

showing monthly energy consumption and monthly contests to guess energy consumption
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for the previous month (Schwarzbach & Philbin 1984). The California Energy Extension

Service has recommended that students can be motivated to save energy through the

following

ll@

means:

giving students a challenge;

letting them know they can make a difference in energy costs;

providing opportunities for recognition; and,

sponsoring awareness activities such as contests, etc." (Schwarzbach &

Philbin 1984:5).

2.8.3 Support for the Energy Education Program

It has been well documented that support for an energy conservation or

environmental school program from staff and administration is vital to its success

(Jackson & Ross 1985; Is Five Foundation 1993 Cornwall 1989 and others). Financial

support from local utilities, government or business may provide needed resources or

awards for the program (Jackson & Ross 1935). It is important for students and staff to

get recognition for the work they have done. This should include encouragement and

positive reinforcement (Is Five Foundation 1993), and may include high marks for good

work (Is Five Foundation 1993), public display of completed projects (Jackson & Ross

1985), prizes or publicity (Schwarzbach & Philbin 1984), or a return of some of the

monetary savings ralizeÅ through the program (Is Five Foundation 1993). The

Wellington County Board of Education in Ontario distributed to schools fifty per cent of

all savings reaJized through reduction of energy consumption (Is Five Foundation 1gg3) .
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2.9 Energy Conservation Education in Manitoba Schools

Integration of energy conservation into the school curricula is appropriate given

the recent emphasis in Manitoba curricula on sustainable development: development that

meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to

meet their own needs (World Commission on Environment and Deveþment 1987).

Sustainable development re*ognizes the interrelationship between the environment,

society and the economy. The Manitoba Round Table on Environment and Economy has

developed a list of sustainable development principles; several of which are linked to

energy. Through energy conservation and efficiency, the wise and eff,rcient use of

resources is served (Sustainable Development Principle #5: Conservation); prevention of

further damage to the environment is accomplished by postponing energy production

(Sustainable Development Princip Ie #4: Prevention); energy efficient technologies are

being developed (Sustainable Development Principle #9: Scientific and Technological

Innovation) and there can be economic development through energy-eff,rciency programs

and technologies (Sustainable Development PrincþLe #I: Integration of Environmental

and Economic Decisions) (Manitoba Round Table 1990).

The Manitoba Department of Education and Training has prepared resources for

teaching about the complex relationship between society, economics and environment in

social studies and science classes for grades Senior 1 to Senior 4 (Manitoba Education

and Training 1994) and grades 5 to 8 (Manitoba Education and Training 1993). The

guidelines presented in these documents offer opportunity for the comprehensive study

of energy in the view of the researcher.
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2.10 Evaluating Energy Conservation Educational Programs

Since the goal of a school energy conservation program usually includes the

conservation of energy, it is necessary to plan for the measurement of energy

conservation. Possible evaluation strategies have included the measurement of the

following: the att¡inment of energy conservation knowledge or skills following the

program, the change in attitude or interest level toward energy conservation, the amount

of energy saved following the program or the adoption of energy conservation practices.

rt is also worthwhile to determine whether the students enjoyed the program.

The attainment of energy conservation knowledge has been measured with an

assessment device such as a written test. An example is a recently conducted evaluation

of the Energy Source Education Program in California by Hanson Research Systems

(Hanson 1993). A written test was used to evaluate the long-term effects of the program

(confirmative evaluation) at the elementary school level. The test was administered to

a broad set of students who had received instruction in at least one of the Energy Source

units (There a¡e 8 in total from kindergarten through grade 6 in the United States). A

comparison of the results was made with post-hoc comparison groups of students who

had not received any of the instruction. It was found that those who had received three

or more units scored higher on energy knowledge than those who had not received any

instruction in the units (Hanson 1993).

Change in attitude or interest may be assessed under the assumption that a positive

attitude toward energy conservation may in the future lead to an energy conservation

action. While the relationship between attitude and behaviour is somewhat unclear,
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environmental education researchers have sited attitude as one component of

environmentally responsible behaviour (Hungerford & Volk 1990). Hines' model of

environmentally responsible behaviour is summarized in Figure 3 below. The model

describes several variables which act in combination to produce an action (Hungerford

& Volk 1990).

The Hines Model of Responsible Environmental Behaviour
Source: Hungerford & Volk 1990

Action skills Situacional
facro ¡s

Knowledge ol
rcrion strateg:es

Arritudes

Persona.lity
facro¡s

Adaptcd from Hincs cr al. r i98ó, Jl)

Figure 3.
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Attitude has been measured through a self-report such as an attitude rating scale.

There a¡e various forms such as the Likert scale, bipolar adjective scale, and two-point

scale. Students may also be observed demonstrating their attitudes using unstructured

(open-ended) or structured observation techniques. Individual journals and other written

work such as tests or assignments have been used to assess student attitudes (Bennett

1988-89). V/ritten tests have had limitations when used to measure attitudes. Bennett

(1988-89) has identified certain limitations such as student awareness of being tested

(which may lead to responses to please or defy the teacher), lack of motivation and an

emphasis on reading and writing which may interfere with the variable being tested.

The amount of energy saved following a program has been estimated when taking

into account average energy usage and other factors such as weather. The Princeton

Scorekeeping Method or "PRISM" used weather dat¿ and billing information to provide

estimates of saved energy. This method claimed to be applicable to all fuels and a wide

range of climates and building types (Fels 1985). In Alberta, the Destination

Conservation program also used a statistical method to estimate energy savings. This

program was designed to improve school district energy, water and waste management.

The Environmental Resource Centre in Edmonton, which created Destination

Conservation, received payment for their services in the form of a percentage of energy

savings (Staszenski, personal communication).

Sometimes the adoption of energy-conserving practices has been evaluated.

Observation may have been used to examine the practice in action, or during a follow-up

inspection. For instance, the acceptance of energy-eff,rcient lighting may be observed
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through replacement with more efficient lighting. Self reports of actions taken provided

an individual's perspective of his/her own actions. These reports have been in the form

of individual journals or follow-up surveys. A parental questionnaire has been used to

collect parent observations of students' environmental behaviour (Ramsey, Hungerford

& Tomera 1981). This data has sometimes been used in conjunction with student self-

report data. Other evidence has been obtained through third-party observation or

reporting, videotaping and photography, etc.

2.11 Summarv

-

Energy conservation has been shown to be an important energy management

technique. Environmental concerns associated with energy use and production, and the

growing cost of energy have been shown to motivate government and utility energy

conservation programs. One of the barriers to energy conservation is a lack of

information regarding energy-efficient alternatives and corresponding social,

environmental and economic costs and benefits. This barrier may be addressed by

offerring education programs which deal with current energy issues and offer first-hand

experience in decision-making and testing energy conservation actions. It has been

demonstrated that educational methods which allow student active participation may be

motivational and effective to teach energy conservation. There is opportunity at the

Manitoba junior high school level to include energy conservation education in several

subject areas. A multi-disciplinary approach has been endorsed by numerous

environmental and energy educators. Several methods exist which could be used to
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evaluate an energy conservation education program, including the testing of knowledge

attainment following the program, attitude measurement before and after the program,

measurment of energy saved, and observation of energy-conservation practices.

The next chapter describes the process of preparation, operation and evaluation

of an energy conservation challenge in four Manitoba schools.



CHAPTER. 3

PREPARÄTION OF TEACHER RESOI]RCE MATERIAI^S AND
RESI]LTS OF EIIERGY CONSER,YATION CHALLEÀIGE

3.1Review of Energy Education Materials

Results from the cursory evaluation of selected energy education programs are

presented in Table 6. For the purposes of a challenge, where an activity-based approach

was decided upon, the most valuable of the researched programs was determined to be

the "Iowa Developed Energy Activity Sampler" (comprising various subject areas). The

lesson plans were very comprehensive, and provided a considerable choice of hands-on

activities. There were f,rve activities from the Iowa materials chosen for the study

including one home economics activity, two science (one which could also be used for

industrial arts), one social studies activity and one game. The solar food dryer activity

was tested by the researcher and the instructions modifred to simplify the project.

The "4-H Home Conservation Guide" consisted of hands-on projects for 4-H

clubs. Two of the activities were modified and used in the home economics and science

(or industrial arts) sections of the challenge resource materials. There were additional

activities which could have been used in home economics o¡ industrial arts, but were not

chosen due to the expense of the materials required and diffrculty in obtaining them.

"Somebody Should Do Something About This" contained some interesting

activities for extra-curricular/environment club projects. The lesson-plan style that is

42
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suitable for schools was lacking in this program. The materials contained a section of

environmental information which could prove to be a good resource for teachers, but the

use of this information would require further planning.

"Lifestyle - The Energy Game" was considered to be a good role-playing board

game that provides students the opportunity to learn in an enter¡aining way. A brief

handbook for teachers is included which offers ideas on how to use the game in the

classroom. One suggestion was to purchase three or four games to be used with different

groups of students at the same time.

Once an activity was selected from the various resources following the cursory

evaluation, permission from the author was sought to use the activity, where necessary.

In several cases the activity chosen was from educational materials not protected by

copyright, such as the Iowa developed energy activity sampler. Credit was noted for atl

activities which were used.

Activities were chosen for the challenge to provide a sample of energy

conservation in various subject areas. Modification was necessary in most cases; i.e.

mathematical units often needed to be converted to metric, instructions needed to be

clarified, and objectives and evaluation suggestions were added (See Appendix 8).
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Table 6.--cursory Evaluation of Energy Education programs (RESULTS)

,ISOMEBODY SHOI]LD DO SOMETTilNG ABOUT TIIIS'"
Alberta Energy, 1990.

CRITERION YES NO COMMENIT

1. Are the learning objectives stated
clearly? '/

2. Do the objectives include energy
con servation behaviours? I

3. Are the teacher's lesson plans
adequate? ,/ No suggested evaluation,

grade level or subject

4. Are there adequate opportunities
for students to practice program
objectives?

{
Uncertiain where they fit
into curriculum

5. Are the program's materials
attractive and appealing to
students & teachers?

I Easy to follow, few
illustrations

6. Is the program's content
descriptive and multisided as
opposed to prescriptive?

/
Investigative properties
lacking

7. Are tests or other assessment
measures included? /

8. Are required materials easily
obtainable for the classroom? ,/

9. Does the activity(ies) follow
Manitoba curricular objectives? /

Appropriate for
environment club, extra-
curricular

10. Are there any unique features?

,/
Good background info.
and list of resources at
back of manual
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SUSTAINABLE ENERGY ISSUES.
Energy Educators of Ontario, 1992.

1.

.,

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

CRITERION

Are the learning objectives stated
clearly?

Do the objectives include energy
conservation behaviours?

Are the teacher's lesson plans
adequate?

Are there adequate opportunities
for students to practice program
objectives?

Are the program's materials
attractive and appealing to
students & teachers?

Is the program's content
descriptive and multisided as

opposed to prescriptive?

Are tests o¡ other assessment
measures included?

Are required materials easily
obtainable for the classroom?

Does the activity(ies) follow
Manitoba curricular objectives?

Are there any unique features?

COMMEI{T

Many activities are only
fact sheets needing
lesson plan

Easy-to-follow, includes
illustrations

Affective and cognitive
evaluation strategies

Sometimes

Many subject areas,
concise fact sheets

10.
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LIIIF"STYLE - THE ENERGY GAME.
Energy Educators of Ontario.

CRITER.ION YES NO COMMENT
1. Are the learning objectives stated

clearly? ,f
2. Do the objectives include energy

conservation behaviours? { Role-playing

3. Are the teacher's lesson plans
adequate? {

4. Are there adequate opportunities
for students to practice program
objectives?

/
But only 6 students can
play game; need more
games/other projects

5. Are the program's materials
attractive and appealing to
students & teachers?

/

6. Is the program's content
descriptive and multisided as
opposed to prescriptive?

/Y

7. Are tests o¡ other assessment
measures included?

/ De-briefing instructions

8. Are required materials easily
obtainable for the classroom?

Yes, but costs $25 to
purchase game

9. Does the activity(ies) follow
Manitoba curricular objectives? ,/

10. Are there any unique features?
/ Entertaining board game

style simulation
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IOWA. DEVEITOPED ENERcy ACTTVITY SAMPLER, 6_tZ.
Iowa State Dept. of Education, 19g7.

CRITERION YES NO COMME¡.IT

1. Are the learning objectives stated
clearly? ,/ Very clear

2. Do the objectives include energy
conservation behaviours? / Many hands-on projects

included

3. Are the teacher's lesson plans
adequate? {

Mostly very good; some
needed modifred
instructions

4. Are there adequate opportunities
for students to practice program
objectives?

{

5. Are the program's materials
attractive and appealing to
students & teachers?

{
Small ty¡re, few
illustrations

6. Is the program's content
descriptive and multisided as
opposed to prescriptive?

,/

7. Are tests or othe¡ assessment
measures included? I Many include follow-up

questions

8. Are required materials easily
obtainable for the classroom? I Generally, yes

9. Does the activity(ies) follow
Manitoba curricular objectives? ,/

Many fit into Home
Economics, Social
Studies

10. Are there any unique features?
{ Many practical,

interesting ideas
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4.H HOME CONSER.VATION GUIDE.
California Energy Extension Service.

1.

1

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

CRTTERION

Are the learning objectives stated
clearly?

Do the objectives include energy
conservation behaviours?

Are the teacher's lesson plans
adequate?

Are there adequate opportunities
for students to practice program
objectives?

Are the program's materials
attractive and appealing to
students & teachers?

Is the program's content
descriptive and multisided as
opposed to prescriptive?

Are tests or other assessment
measures included?

Are required materials easily
obtainable for the classroom?

Does the activity(ies) follow
Manitoba curricular obj ectives?

Are there any unique features?

COMMEI\T

No evaluation, lack of
scientific info. (designed
for 4-H club; not
schools)

Easy to follow,
illustrations

Some expensive
materials needed

Some do

Reproducible pages,
practical projects to
make

9.
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CONSER.VING ET{ER.GY IN CANADA.
Energy, Mines & Resources Canada

1.

t

J.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

CRITERION

Are the learning objectives stated
clearly?

Do the objectives include energy
conservation behaviours?

Are the teacher's lesson plans
adequate?

Are there adequate opportunities
for students to practice program
objectives?

Are the program's materials
attractive and appealing to
students & teachers?

Is the program's content
descriptive and multisided as
opposed to prescriptive?

Are tests or other assessment
measures included?

Are required materials easily
obtainable for the classroom?

Do the activities follow Manitoba
curricular obj ectives?

Are there any unique features?

COMMEI{T

Mostly science
experiments

In the science classroom

Good illustrations &
tables but somewhat
difficult to follow

Strength, due to
scientific nature

Questions and a final test

Many may not be

Science; but many may
be too difficult for
grades 7,8 and Senior 1

Solar car, advanced
house activities

10.
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EI{ER.GY CONSER.VATION FOR NEW YORK STATE.
New York State Education Dept.

CRITERION YES NO COMMENIT

1. Are the learning objectives stated
clearly?

{

2. Do the objectives include energy
conservation behaviours?

{

3. Are the teacher's lesson plans
adequate?

I
4. Are there adequate opportunities

for students to practice program
objectives?

I Several at-home projects
included

5. Are the program's materials
attractive and appealing to
students & teachers?

/ Illustrations & tables but
sometimes hard to follow

6. Is the program's content
descriptive and multisided as
opposed to prescriptive?

I

7. Are tests or other assessment
measures included?

,/ Questions afte¡ each
activity

8. Are required materials easily
obtainable for the classroom?

I
9. Does the activity(ies) follow

Manitoba curricular objectives?
/ Science & math

10. Are there any unique features? / Energy-related careers,
pre-quiz on energy
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TIIE EI.{ER.GY SOURCEBOOK.
Tennessee Valley Authority, 1986.

CRITER,ION YF,s NO
COMMEIYT

1. Are the learning objectives stated
clearly?

,/

2. Do the objectives include energy
conservation behaviours?

{

3. Are the teacher's lesson plans
adequate?

{

4. Are there adequate opportunities
for students to practice program
objectives?

/ Many practical activities
for high school

5. Are the program's materials
attractive and appealing to
students & teachers?

Small print, incl. some
illustrations.

6. Is the program's content
descriptive and multisided as
opposed to prescriptive?

,/

7. Are tests or other assessment
measures included?

,/ Follow-up questions

8. Are required materials easily
obtainable for the classroom?

,/ Generally, yes

9. Does the activity(ies) follow
Manitoba curricular objectives?

,/ Home Ec., Social
Studies,

10. Are there any unique features? Developed and tested by
high school teachers
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1.

)

3.

4.

5.

6.

GREENIING YOT]R SCHOOL.
rs Five Foundation & Hamilton Region conservation authority, 1993.

CRITERION COMMENIT

Are the learning objectives stated
clearly?

Do the objectives include energy
con servation behaviours?

7.

8.

9.

Are the teacher's lesson plans
adequate?

Are there adequate opportunities
for students to practice program
objectives?

Are the program's materials
attractive and appealing to
students & teachers?

Is the program's content
descriptive and multisided as
opposed to prescriptive?

Are tests or other assessment
measures included?

Are required materials easily
obtainable for the classroom?

Does the activity(ies) follow
Manitoba curricular obj ectives?

Are there any unique features?

Evaluation suggestions
generally lacking,
subject area not given

At the elementary school
level

Illustrations, easy to
follow

Generally lacking

Some do with adaptation

Good suggestions for
program implementation
in school

10.
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3.2 Teacher Exploratory Interviews

During the first two weeks in December a few sample activities from the

chaiienge resource materials were faxed to schools for review. Teachers were invited

to comment through an interview. It was difficult to reach teachers during the school

day, but some were contacted for comment. It was noted that those teachers that were

interviewed (5 in total), all responded that hands-on/interactive and multi-media

presentation were preferred teaching methods for energy conservation education

(Question #3 on Interview Schedule: Table 2 in Chapter 1). There were no negative

comments regarding the sample activities that were circulated in the schools.

3.3 Operation of the Challengc

The challenge had been planned to operate during the month of January , L994.

Due to very cold weather, Elm Creek School was closed during the first week in

January. For this reason, the date for completion of activities was extended to the first

week in February. The other three schools were offered and accepted the same deadline.

There was a wide range of actual participation rates between the four schools. Two of

the schools did not particþate as fully in the challenge as had been expected. On the

other hand, Elm Creek School spent more time on the challenge than was expected.

Strong staff commitment from the Elm Creek School principal, teachers and custodian

was evident through observations and communication with school personnel. Students

also were enthusiastic, especially with the energy audit exercises and individual projects

done for the creativity contest.
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3.4 Evaluation of Results

3.4.1 Student Attitude Surveys

The student attitude surveys were used to determine whether there was any change

in student attitude toward energy conservation following the challenge. The student

attitude surveys were completed both before and after the challenge only by Elm Creek

School and Valley Gardens Junior High School. Nordale School completed the surveys

once during the challenge, and Killarney School only once after the challenge. The

results for Elm Creek and Valley Gardens were analyzed. The following abbreviations

identify the school and grade level for rest of this document:

EImT: Elm Creek School - Grade 7
ElmS: Elm Creek School - Grade 8
YalS: Valley Gardens Junior High School - Grade g

Pre-challenge and post-challenge results showed little variation within both Etm Creek

School and Valley Gardens School. Thus, according to the survey, student attitude

toward energy conservation did not change following the challenge. Some interesting

results were obtained when a comparison was made between ElmT and Eim8. Before

the challenge, the total average score of ElmT was higher than E1m8 by a.79 points

(Figure 4). Following the challenge, the spread increased to 11.L3 points (Figure 5).

This change was mainly due to a decrease in scores for Elm8. There was a slight post-

challenge increase in scores for Elm7.

The reliabiiity of the survey instrument was estimated to determine if there may

have been cerlain test items which did not measure the same thing; i.e. attitude toward

energy conservation. The correlation results for the first and second halves of the attitude
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survey are displayed in Appendix 4. The values obtained for E1m7 and ElmS are fairly

high, with a somewhat lower correlation for Va18. A second estimate for internal

consistency of the test items was obtained using the odd-even method (correlation

between odd and even numbered items). A summary of the estimated reliability

coefficients using both methods follows (see Table 7). There does not appear to be a

problem with the instrument's internal consistency based upon the reliability estimates

obtained from the two methods.

Table 7.--Estimated Attitude Survey Reliability

RELIABILITY F.STIMATES FOR SURVEY
INSTRI]MENT

ElmT ElmS V
Split-half reliability
coefficient

0.862 0.62t 0.385

Spearman-Brown
adjusted coeff,rcient

0.926 0.766 0.556

Odd-even reliability
coefficient

0.723 0.455 0.409

Spearman-Brown
adiusted coefficient

0.839 0.626 0.581

An item analysis was done to identify any possible survey items which resulted

in a signifrcantly higher or lower score than the overall test average score. Item #9 was

found to have produced higher than average scores (ranging from L7% - 36% higher than

average), while #20 resulted in lower than average scores (ranging from L7% - 24%

lower than average). Item #9: 'Recycling should be practiced whenever possible' is
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likely favoured by the majority of people and does not discriminate between those who

favour energy conservation and those who do not. Item #20:'Cleaning up our rivers and

lakes is more important then conserving energy' was designed to propose a choice

between the prevention and treatment of environmental problems (conserving energy

being preventive), but may have been a confusing item. Since the results for test items

9 and 20 varied from the average scores significantly, these two items should be omitted

from any future survey measuring attitude toward energy conservation. The remaining

items did not result in scores that were signif,rcantly and consistently different than the

test average score.

3.4.2 Activi[v Record Sheets

A summary of the completed challenge activities and frequency of school use

follows in Table 8. The heading 'suggested Subject Area' represents the section of the

Teacher Resource Materials in which this activity was found. ,Actual Subject Area,

indicates the subject area in which the activity was actually used. This summary shows

that the most widely-used activities were the energy audits found in the science section

of the resource manual. All of the language arts and social studies activities were used

at least once, while there was only one mathematics activity completed by one school.

The majority of activities were carried out in the science, followed by the social studies

classroom. None of the activities were carried out in the language arts or mathematics

classroom, even though some activities from these subject areas were used. I-ater

questionnaire results indicated that the mathematics activities were regarded by some
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respondents to be too difficult. The complete results of the Activity Record Sheets

follows in Table 9. Responses are italicized.

Table 8.--Summary of Completed Activities

SUGGESTEI)
ST]BJ¡CT

AREA

ACTUAL ST]BJECT
AREA ACTTVITY # oF scHool,s

Home
Economics

At Home Activity Making a Draft Dragon 1

Home Economics Choosing & Using Appliances 1

N/A Watt to Wear 0
ï ^nguage Arts

Mathematics

Social Studies Energy Conservation Debate I
Social Studies Round Table Discussion I
Science Conservation Calculations L

N/A Cost of Keepine Clean 0

Science

Social Studies

Science Water Faucet Audit 1

Science Insulation Audit 2

Science Waste Audit a
L

Science Draft Detectives 2

Science Light Audit 2

At Home Activity Making a Solar Waúer Heater 1

N/A Insulation Tester 0

At Home Activity Solar Food Dryer I
Science Energy Crisis I
Social Studies Life Without Electricitv 2
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Table 9.-Completed Activity Reco¡d Sheet Results

ACTTVITY RECORD SIIEET
(RESULTÐ

SUBJECT AREA: Science

ACTMIY: Water Faucet Audit

# OF SCHOOLS: l

GRADE/# STUDENTS: Grade T: 4 stud,ents

RESI]LTS:

1. Did the students maintain interest during the activity?
High interest /

2. Describe some of the frndings of students which demonstrated signihcÍmt energy
loss in the school (if any).o Water loss was due to not turning offfaucets property.

3. Did you find the activity to be of value for classroom use?
High value /

4. Would you use this activity agun?o Yes, but I would choose a dffirent buitding next year.

5. What improvements to this activity would you suggest?c Øtange name to "Water Au¿ít,.

6. Did the class or any individual students carry out further action or investigation
as a result of this activity? Explain.o The students wanted to calculqte the cost of the "wested," w.ater so they

phoned the municipat ffice to get the tocai water rate.ø Recommendations to school board.
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ACTTVITY RECORD SITEET
(RESULTÐ

SUBJECT AREA: Science

ACTIVITY: Insulation Audit

# OF SCHOOLS: 2

GRADE/# STUDENTS: Grade 7: 4 students
Grade 8: 135 stu¿ents

RESULTS:

1. Did the students maintain interest during the activity?
High interest { ,/

2. Describe some of the findings of students which demonstrated significant energy
loss in the school (ifany).
e Both huts had terrible iruulation.o The quantitatíve nature of the activity supported tlte value in this activity's

valid application at this grade level, as most datø results were consístent
regardless of who did the audít.

3. Did you find the activity to be of value for classroom use?
High value { {

4. Would you use this activity again?e Yes, but a dffirent building; perhaps the nextyear could do school again
to see if ímprovement.

o Yes-.-it is a simple activity that gives very direct, meanìngful data that
students this age can understand.

5. What improvements to this activity would you suggest?

" Repeat in sunmer to see how heat gets in too.ø None.

6. Did the class or any individual students carry out further action or investigation
as a result of this activity? Explain.o Recommendatíoru to school board.o Some did afollow-up "bonus, study at home.
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SUBJECT AREA:

ACTIVITY:

# OF SCHOOI,S:

ACTTVITY RECORD SIIEET
(RESULTÐ

Science

Waste Audit

2

GRADE/# STUDENTS: Grade 7: 4 students
Grade 8: 10 stu¿ents

RESULTS:

1. Did the students maintain interest during the activity?
High interest { ,/

2. Describe some of the findings of students which demonstrated significant energy
loss in the school (if any).o The staffwasted the most paper. The waste reduction day did not curb the

amount of waste.e This actíviry was avoluntary project due to the nature of the audít. Some
students just don't want to be put ínto a posìrton tu sort through
refine...Pity!

Did you find the activity to be of value for classroom use?
High value I nigh-,lverage value {

V/ould you use this activity again?o Yes, but perhaps during. the spring/fail when garbage could be stored
outside.

o yes!

What improvements to this activity would you suggest?ø I belíeve the same impact would be possible by simpty recording the
overall volumes of each type of refine...eg. how many bla,ck garbogibog,
full over how much time.

Did the c-lass or any individual students carry out further action or investigation
as a result of this activity? Explain.o Recommendations to school board.c Not that I lotow of.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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ACTTVITY RECORD SHF',ET
(RESULTÐ

SUBJECT AREA: Science

ACTIVITY: Draft Detectives

# OF SCHOOLS: 2

GRADE/# STIIDENTS: Grade 7: 4 students
Grode 8: 135 students

RESULTS:

1. Did the students maintain interest during the activity?
High interest / ,/

2. Describe some of the findings of students which demonstrated signifrcant energy
loss in the school (if any).ø Maior drafr at an emergency exit, and in electrical outlets and around

doors.
ø Students were pleased wíth their abílities to observe this phenomena of

drafr locatiotts.

3. Did you find the activity to be of value for classroom use?
Hígh value / {

4. Would you use this activity again?o Yes, as with the insulatíon audit, it ís an activíry that Grade I students
can successfully gather data wíth.c Yes- The students enjoyed using the incense sticl<s. Also, they díscovered
unexpected drarts @ electrical outlets.

5. What improvements to this activity would you suggest?ø None.

6. Did the class or any individual students carry out further action or investigation
as a result of this activity? Explain.o Recommendatiow to school board.. Some did afollow-up ,,bonus,' stttdy at home.
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ACTIVITY RECORD SHEET
(RESwrÐ

SUBJECT AREA: Science

ACTIVITY: Lighr Audir

# OF SCHOOLS : tx

GRADE/# STIIDENTS: Grade 7: 4 stu.dents

RESULTS:

1. Did the students maintain interest during the activity?
Hígh interest {

2. Describe some of the findings of students which demonstrated significant energy
loss in the school (if any).

" Lights were lefi on unnecessarily and incandescent lights lost a tot of
encrgy due to heat. Some rooms needed to be rewired and have butis
replaced.

3. Did you find the activity to be of value for classroom use?
High value {

4. V/ould you use this activity again?o Yes, but I would choose a dffirent buildíng the next year,. eg. hospital,
senior's home.

5. TVhat improvements to this activity would you suggest?t I would include the student's experiment: fluorescent bulb heat vs.
incandescent bulb heat.

6. Did the class or any individual students carry out further action or investigation
as a result of this activity? Explain.e The students wanted to meosure the amount of heat created from an

incandescent líght bulb so they conducted a separate øcperiment
(fluorescent vs. incandes cent).o Recommendatiow to school board.

*(At one school, some students did this activity at home, but an Activity Record Sheet
wa"s not completed)
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ACTIVITY RECORD SHEET
(RESULTÐ

SUBJECT AREA: Science

ACTIVIIY: Making a Solar Water Heate¡

# OF SCHOOLS: l

GRADE/# STUDENTS: Grqde T/g: 4 students

RESULTS:

L. Did the students maintain interest during the activity?
Average ínterest {

2. Summarize the students' responses to the benefrts and applications of a solar
water heater.
ø This does not requíre energy (other than the sun), but you could only have

hot water at the end of the døy and you could, never have it boiling.

3. Did you find the activity to be of value for classroom use?
High value /

4. Would you use this activity again?o Yes- A lot of tímes students do not realize the potenrtal of solar energy
nor the impo,tance of the colour of the "solar iollector',.-

5. What improvements to this activity would you suggest?e Controlled experiment; eg. silver can ys. black can.

6. Did the class or any individual students carry out further action or investigation
as a result of this activity? Explain.
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ACTTVITY RECORD SHEET
(RESULTÐ

SUBJECT AREA: Science

ACTMTY: Solar Food Dryer

# OF SCHOOLS: l

GRADE/# STUDENTS: Grad¿ 7/B: 3 stu¿ents

RESULTS:

1. Did the students maintain interest during the activity?
Hígh ínterest /

2. Describe the results of the solar food dryer experiment. 'Was there adequate
sunlight to dry the food?
c The stu¿ents commented that they worked, well. The parent of a student

even plaw to use the invention later on in the year.

3. Did you frnd the activity to be of value for classroom use?
High value /

4. Would you use this activity again?
ø Yes. It is very proctical and is another øuample of where energy is

wasted; eg. electric food dehydrator.

5. What improvements to this activity would you suggest?

6. Did the class or any individual students carry out further action or investigation
as a result of this activity? Explain.

" No, but some plan to keep usíng it.
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ACTIVITY RECORD SHEET
(RESULTÐ

SUBJECT AREA: Home Economics

ACTIVITY: Drafr Dragon

# OF SCHOOLS: l

GRADE/# STUDENTS: Grade 7/B: 4 stu¿ents

RESULTS:

1. Did the students maintain interest during the activity?
High interest {

2. what variations of the standard pattern did the students use?. Pipe cleaners, buttons, markers, dffirent ,stuffing,.

3. Did you f,rnd the activity to be of value for classroom use?
High value /

4. Would you use this activity again?o Yes. It was a very practical and self-satísfyíng activity. The stu^d,ents
were pleased with their creatíons.

5. What improvements to this activity would you suggest?c None. (Perhaps other patterrß eg. students improvised and made
shopping bags and lunch bags).

6. Did the class or any individual students carry out further action or investigation
as a result of this activity? Explain.
c Made own patterrß re: lunch bag and grocery bag.
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A.CTTVITY RECORD SHEET
(RESULTÐ

SUBJECT AREA: Social Srudies

ACTTVITY: Energy Crisis

# OF SCHOOLS: l

GRADE/# STUDENTS: Grade 7: 20 stu¿ents
Grade 8: 14 stu"dents

RESULTS:

1. Did the students maintain interest during the activity?
High interest / /

2. what were the most common items chosen as important in the home?. .ftídge, mícrowave/stove, car block. fridge, water heater, television.

3. Did you find the activity to be of value fo¡ classroom use?
High value / {

4. V/ould you use this activity again?c yes.

ø Yes. Excellent introduction to the "energy shonages' of the 1970's.

5. What improvements to this activity would you suggest?

' Game format? - Bank account of energy to use and must spend x amount
of J to own en appliance.

6. Did the class or any individual students carry out further action or investigation
as a result of this activity? Explain.ø Discwsíon re: the number of clocrrs ín a home (vcR, coffee pot, stoye,

stereo).
ø Díscussion re: telephone service availabílity when no electricíty.
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ACTTVITY RECORD SIIEET
(RESULTÐ

SUBJECT AREA: Social Studies

ACTIVITY: Life Without Electricity

# OF SCHOOI-S: 2

GRADE/# STIIDENTS: Grade 7: 20 stu¿ents
Grade 7: I student tried to live without electriciry for 1
evening (no Activíry Record Sheet completed).

RESULTS:

1. Did the students maintain interest during the activity?
Average ínterest /

2. Did students in general see the lack of electricity as a hardship or as a benefit?
Explain.
ø Hardship - We enjoy our comforts.

3. Did you find the activity to be of value fo¡ classroom use?
Hígh value /

4. V/ould you use this activity again?
c Once ayear.

5. What improvements to this activity would you suggest?
e More details. More exciting research topics.

6. Did the class or any individual students carry out further action or investigation
as a result of this activity? Explain.
o Nothing fur-ther thøn class.
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ACTIVITY RECORD SHEET
(RESULTÐ

SUBJECT AREA: Language Arrs

ACTIVITY: Energy Conservation Debate

# OF SCHOOLS: l

GRADE/# STUDENTS: Grade 7: 20 stu.dents

RESULTS:

1. Did the students maintain interest during the activity?
Hígh interest /

2. What we¡e the topics debated?ø Encrgy conservatíon/fficiency creates a loss of employment ín the energy
industry.

e Energy conservation means givíng up comfort and conveníence.ø The amount of fuel a farmer or índívidual uses should be ratíoned.

Did a variety of energy conservation/effrciency benefrts emerge from the debate?
Explain.
n Topícs well discussed and options introduced, but none put into action.

3. Did you find the activity to be of value for classroom use?
High value {

4. Would you use this activity again?ø yes.

5. What improvements to this activity would you suggest?n Quaffied judges.

6. Did the class or any individual students carry out further action or investigation
as a result of this activity? Explain.c Just in preparatíon for activíty.
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SUBJECT AREA:

ACTIVITY:

# OF SCHOOLS:

ACTTVITY RECOR.D SIIEET
(RESULTÐ

Mathematics

Conservation Calculations

I

GRADE/# STUDENTS: Grade B: 140 students

RESULTS:

1. Did the students maintain interest during the activity?
Average interest {

2.

3.

4.

5.

what were the most common tips (Answer #g) that students gave as a reply?ø Buy smaller cars with smaller engínes; look at wøys to inctude solar
energy in homes; use lightbulbs with less wattage to save energy.

Did you find the activity to be of value for classroom use?
Average value /

Would you use this activity again?c Cenainly.

What improvements to this activity would you suggest?o An answer key with the steps íllustrated woutd hetp. Problem solving is
a challengefor kids at all grade levels and is now afocus ofprovinlciat
curriculum. Thís activiry was dfficult as a result.

Did the c-lass or any individual students carry out further action or investigation
as a result of this activity? Explain.ø Not that I am aware of...some science fair projects for March 2nd møy

arise from these energy activities.

6.
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ACTTVITY RECORD SHEET
(RESwrÐ

There were some activities completed for which no Activity Record Sheet was filled out:

SUBJECT AREA: Home Economics
ACTIVITY: Choosing & Using Appliances

# OF SCHOOLS: l
GRADE/# STUDENTS: Grade 8: 16 students

RESULTS (Obtained by student records kept):

2. What were the most energy-efficient methods of cooking the various foods?
o Boiling carrots on a small burner with a small pot with lid (0.375 I{MI

used); potatoes microwaved with skin (0.60ÃltMI used).

SUBJECT AREA: Language Arts/Social Studies
ACTMIY: Round Table Discussion
# OF SCHOOLS: l
GRADE/# STIIDENTS: Grade 7: 20 students

RESULTS (Obtained b]¡ observation by the researcher):

2. Were several sides of the issue discussed?
c Yes. Ofren the students would get sidetracked, however and forget what

the original questíon was.
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The round table discussion at Elm Creek School was guided by one of the

. students. The activity was videotaped by another student. A few times the students'

discussion deviated from the original topic; at which time the teacher led them back on

course. Overall, there was good discussion of more than one side of each issue. The

topics for discussion had been chosen by the teacher, and included issues such as whether

there is a need for regulations on the size of bathtubs. The energy audits were also

worked on during the visit to Elm Creek School (Figures 7 - l3). Students had already

gathered the information and were working on tabulation of data in chart format. While

observing at Elm Creek School, it was noted that a large bulletin board display at the

front entrance hallway, entitled 'Energy Conservation Challenge' had been erected.

Various slogans, pictures and energy-conserving tips were posted.

The home economics activity observed at Killarney School involved four groups

of four students; each preparing canots and potatoes using different cooking methods.

Students appeared to enjoy what they were doing, with no procedural problems noted.

The teacher commented that the activity was valuable to take into account energy costs

, in addition to taste, nutritional value, etc. of various cooking methods. Results students

obtained were later sent to the researcher. It was noted that there \ryere some problems

with the mathematical conversion of watts and time to kilowatt-hours.

The provision of a video tape by Elm Creek School enabled the viewing of

additional work on the challenge. This included interviewing the janitor by each of the

energy audit groups, students working during energy theme days, the energy conservation

debate, round table discussion and other related activities.
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Eighty-six per cent of teachers (6 out of 7) responded favourably to the question

whether the challenge provided anything valuable for students that the regular school

program does not provide (Question #4). The specifrc component that was valuable

varied amongst respondents, but included the challenge/competition aspect and concrete

methods to measure energy components.

None of the respondents said they used the "Games", "Resources" or "Videos"

components of the teacher tesource materials. ft was expected that these items would

have been used based upon the results of the preliminary interviews in which teachers

chose multi-media presentation as one of the preferred teaching methods.

When asked about the necessity of the student awards for creativity, participation

and energy audits, there were comments that the awards need not be much, and that they

may not be necessary at all. Other forms of recognition such as school or newspaper

recognition were noted as important to students.

There were va¡ied responses concerning the best time to hold an energy

conservation challenge. All teachers listed either fall or winter months; December and

the spring months were not chosen by anyone. Most of the respondents chose one month

as the preferred length of time for the challenge. This conflicts with some other

responses and verbal feedback that there was not enough time in one month. 86% of

respondents (6 out of 7) responded favourably that they would participate in another

similar energy conservation challenge. Reasons given included the investigation aspect

of the audits.
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3.4.5 Judging and Award Assignment

The results for the winners of awards are presented in AppendixT. The original

intention of the challenge was to include a visit to each school to determine who the

winners of the awards would be. As it turned out, the winners for the particþation and

audit awards could easily be identified without a school visit. Elm Creek School was

visited by the researcher and Professor John Sinclair from the Natural Resources Institute

to judge the various student projects for the energy creativity contest. There were many

projects to view including posters, reusable cloth lunch and shopping bags, solar food

dryers and draft dragons. While at the school, students also presented their findings

from the energy audits in front of the class, princþal and judges. There was only one

school from the rural challenge which entered the creativity contest. Two schools did

not win any awards, but each were given an energy education book in recognition for

their particþation.

3.5 Summarv

Following a cursory evaluation of nine energy education programs, several

activities were chosen for use in the challenge. The most valuable of the programs

reviewed was determined to be the "Iowa Developed Activity Sampler" from which five

activities were selected and modifred for use in the teacher resource materials. A teacher

resource manual was prepared which included activities in five subject areas,

environment club/extra-curricular activities, and additional games and resource

suggestions.
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Four schools particþated in the challenge by working through some of the

activities, conducting student attitude sur-veys, completing activity record sheets and a

final teacher questionnaire. Particþation rates varied amongst schools, with two schools

completing at least six activities each, and the other two schools only completing one

activity each. The energy audits were the most popular activities, while the mathematics

activities were used the least. There did not appea.r to be any change in student attitude

toward energy conservation following the challenge, based upon results of a Likert-scale

attitude survey. All of the awards (for students creativity, school particþation and effort

in the energy audits) in the rural challenge were won by Elm Creek School, which put

the most effort overall into the energy conservation challenge. The awards for school

participation and energy audits in the Winnipeg challenge were won by Valley Gardens

Junior High School, which worked primarily on the energy audits in the teacher

resources materials. A final teacher questionnaire indicated that most teachers would

particþate in another energy conservation challenge.



CIIAPTE,R 4

EFTECTTVENFÆS OF THE ENERGY CONSER.VATION CHALLENGE
AND ADMINISTR,ATION OF A CIIALLEIIGE

4.1 School Participation in the Challenge

Schools involved in the research study had participated voluntarily. For various

reasons, the level of participation agreed to did not emerge in all schools. The challenge

as underÍaken by each school was very different as a result. The participation by staff

at Elm Creek School was the highest. Grade seven and eight classes particþated in

eleven activities for which activity record sheets were completed, and one additional

activity which did not have a completed activity record sheet. Most of the school took

part in the energy theme days, by working without artif,rcial light on "Dark Ages Day"

and dressing more warmly on "Sweater Day". The princþal observed some of the

activities, including the round table discussion, and participated in energy theme days.

The custodian was involved with student interviews. All grade seven students worked

on an individual project which they entered in the energy conservation creativity contest.

Most of the challenge events were recorded on videotape by the students.

The challenge at Valley Gardens Junior High School did not reach as many staff

members in the school as Elm Creek School. While there were five activities completed,

the responsibility was on one teacher in the school. However, a larger number of

students were ultimately participants in the activities at Valley Gardens than at Elm Creek

81
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School, due to the number of different classes taught by the one teacher. The activities

focussed on in this school were the energy audits in the science classroom.

Participation at both Killarney School and Nordale School was limited to only one

teacher and one activity each. Through discussion with teachers from these schools,

there were various explanations given. One teacher had a new group of students in

January which he said were not motivated to do any type of work. Another teacher

mentioned that the science fair was taking up too much time to incorporate anything else

into the science classroom. It was also mentioned that the January time-frame did not

provide enough time, and some teachers asked if they could do some of the activities

later in the school year. At the time of the challenge a few teachers commented that they

were working on a topic in the curriculum which was not compatible with the chailenge

activities. Preparation for exams was also noted as an obstacle to participation in the

challenge.

It appears that there may have been inadequate communication of the challenge,

i.e. the expectations and time ftame, within Nordale and Killarney School, andlor a

miscommunication to the researcher of the level of interest in these two schools. At one

of these schools, the vice-principal (school contact) had forwarded the initial information

and sample activities to approximateþ five other teachers. This school agreed to

participate following the distribution of these materials. The researcher had spoken to

the vice-principal and one of the science teachers who had agreed to participate in the

activities. It is possible that the other teachers were not interested in the challenge

despite reassurance from the school contact, and that the school particþated based upon
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interest shown by only limited staff members. There may also have been inadequate

communication between vice-principal and teachers, and between researcher and teachers,

concerning the challenge.

The other school which participated only minimalty may also have been subject

to similar communication problems. The school contact was the environmental education

coordinator. There may have been limited interest by other teachers to warrant

participation in the program, or inadequate communication with other staff members.

Again, this school agreed to participate following the circulation of information and

sample activities. It is unclear the exact reasons that the school contact did not

participate more fully. According to personal conversations and a written summary by

the school contact, this teacher had sited the following reason for teachers not

participating: "Exams interfered with the teachers getting up steam to initiate new

projects". The teacher contact said the group of students he had in the first semester

would have been more receptive to the activities than the group after Christmas. The

first group in his opinion were "more motivated, took own initiative, were responsibie

for leadership in the school, started the Green Kid Club", while the group he was with

during the time of the challenge were "less motivated, wanted to emulate the other group

but were lazy, liked seatwork and were rather negative".

Reasons for the high degree of participation at Elm Creek School included the

strong staff commitment from the principal, teachers and custodian. Students also

showed a high interest in the challenge (especially in the energy audits and individual

creativity projects), based upon observation and teacher comment. Even though home
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economics is not taught at the school (students took this class in Carman), activities from

the home economics section of the resource manual were completed as student individual

projects. Flexibility on behalf of the teachers allowed incorporation of many of the

activities into the school day. The principal sat in on several of the activities, and was

kept informed of student results. The principal encouraged students to make energy

conservation recommendations to the school board.

4.2 Effectiveness of the Challenge

The challenge was intended to increase energy conservation action and promotion

of energy conservation in the schools. Evidence of such action has been found through

newspaper articles, telephone conversations, observation, pictures taken, videotaping by

students, etc.

4.2.1 Promotion of Energy Conservation

Promotion of energy conservation was very evident at Elm Creek School during

the challenge. All classes were invited to take part in energy theme days. Promotional

announcements were made by students over the school intercom (See Figure L4).

Students tried working without artificial lights as much as possible (Dark Ages Day),

reducing the amount of garbage they produced (Watch Your Waste Day), and working

with the heat turned down (Sweater Day) in an effort to conserve energy. A large

bulletin board display promoting energy conservation was set up in the hallway next to

the school main entrance. Promotion of energy conservation was also attained outside
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The school board has since dropped the ceiling and put in new energy-efficient

fluorescent lighting in the main hallway of Elm Creek School. They have also changed

a few windows from single pane to double pane (McGill, telephone conversation,

September 1994). Elm Creek School also won the Energy Audit Award which consisted

of a $450 award from the Shell Environmental Fund (See Figure 17). The school has

used this money to purchase a few motion-sensing lights and energy-efficient exit sign

light bulbs (Morhart, telephone conversation, August 1994).

Students at Valley Gardens Junior High School also conducted several energy

audits. Some of the students carried out audits in their home as a "bonus" study. The

researcher is unaware of any follow-up measures that have been taken to conserve energy

at the school. The remaining two schools did not participate to the expected level in the

challenge. Consequently, there was very little energy conservation action in these two

schools.

Certain aspects of the challenge appeared to be received more favourably by

participants than others :

Ð Recognition for effort: All grade seven students at Elm Creek School entered the

Energy Conservation Creativity Contest. Students were excited when the judges

(researcher and Dr. John Sinclair) came to their school to evaluate their projects,

as noted through observation and discussion with the teacher and principal.

Students enjoyed presenting the results of their energy audits also to the judges.
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According to questionnaire results, recognition through newspaper articles and school

appreciation were important to students;

iÐ Awards: There were a few conflicting messages concerning the awards.

Students enjoyed the awards according to teacher comment and one response on

the questionnaire, although teachers felt that awards may not be necessary as

indicated on the questionnaire;

Discovery of energy waste: Through the energy audits in two schools, students

were able to determine where in the school energy was being wasted. At one

school, students tried to solve the problem and made recommendations to the

school board which were taken seriously and addressed by the board;

Ð Student control: Allowing students to take some control in the program proved

to be effective at Elm Creek School. Students which wanted to carry out an

investigation further than the required objectives were allowed to do so. For

example, students wanted to know the cost of water in the school, and so they

phoned the school division office to f,rnd out. They incorporated this knowledge

in their results for the water faucet audit to determine the cost of the wasted

water. Students also took control of the videotaping of various activities and in

the design of interviews for the school custodian;
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Competition between schools: It is unclear the effect that competition with

another school had on the outcome. It does not appear that the fact another

school was involved was significantþ motivational; however recognition and

rewards were deemed important upon completion of activities / achievement of

goals.
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Figure 15. Newspaper Article #l

Courtesy of The Carman Times
The Carman Times, February 28, L994, p.5



Oo\ Energy aud¡t challenEes E.C. students
by Sylvia Kaposi
Staff Writer

Students at Elm Creek Col-
legiate exerted a lot of theír
own energy in an effort to
study the conservation of it.

The project is an initiative of
the Natural Resources lnsti-
tute of the University of
Manitoba. Student Pat
Cooper designed the schools'
program as part of her thesis
work. She then sought out
schools whose students
wanted to participate, and
provided teachers with a
curriculum and projects list.

Seventh-graders at Elm
Creek spent a week conduct-
ing a number of experiments
at the school and at their
homes, ranging from sewing
"draft dragons" to place at
the base of doors, to redu-
cing the use of circulation
fans at the school, to finding
ways to reduce the amount
of garbage produced by the
school, to holding discussions
and debates in social studies
classrooms.

Enthusiasm noted
Teachers Loretta Morhart

and Val Esau worked closely
with the students throughout
the chalienge. Morhart said
the students were enthusi-
astic and worked very well in
teams,

"There were different audit
teams. Each team had a
certain goal, like checking to
see if there was any water
wasted. Another team tried
to see if there were draft
problems," Morhart
explained.

Other projects taken on by
the students included turning
off lights to measure energy
savings, constructing solar
heaters, comparing the
amounts of water used in
showers versus baths, and
creat¡ng posters showing
how to dress properly for
both winter and summer
weather, Morhart said.
Presentations evaluated

Cooper and her professor
visited the school and heard
presentations from the stu-
dents about their research
findings.

The students were judged
on their presentations. their
recommendations, and on the
work that they did and how
closely it met the critería
outlined by the project.
All participating schools

have to be evaluated before
prizes are awarded. Some of
the prizes are for individual
part¡cipation, while others are
for group and school efforts.
Schools 'challenged'

The project is really a chal-
lenge to schools, said princi-
pal Dave McGill. "We are
now in a challenge with Kil-
larney," he said. "lt seems
that the type of school is
about the same...for us the
competition is of minor
importance, but obviously,
the kids are interested."
What McGill finds mosr

noteworthy is the high level
of interest the students have
shown in the project. From
their research, they have
drawn up a number of ideas
for reducing both waste and
energy consumption.
Forward recommendations

The students are now for-

warding recommendations,
based on their findings, to
the Midland School Board for
consideration. McGill d¡dn't
elaborate on the recommend-
ations because he wants the
Board to see the students'
work first.

"These are recommenda-
tions the school board may
want to act on, or at least
look into it further," McGill
said.

What's happened is the kids
have not only done this in a
class, but by doing waste
management, by talking to
custodians, by writing to the
board, they've involved an
awful lot of people," he
noted.

The students also produced
a video of their work, show-
ing students preparing for
their aud¡ts, conducting the¡r
debates, and presenting their
findings and summaries to
the university team.
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Figure L6. Newspaper Article #2

energy recofnmendations
Ðivision acting on

Elm Creek School stu-
dents who won a provin-
cial Energy Audit Award
for their study of energy
conservation at their
school have set the
wheels of change in
motion.
A week-long energy

audit identified a number
of areas at Elm Creek
School where energy effi-
ciency could be improved.
The students identified
those areas to the Midland
School Division board in a
letter and the board is
acting on a number of the
recommendations made
by the students:
. incandescent hallway

lights in the school will be
changed to energy effi-
cient lighting;

o weather str¡pping on
exterior doors will be

checked and replaced as
necessary;

o water faucets will be
checked for leaks and
necessary repairs or re-
placements will be made.

"This will represent a
start on the list of items
included in your letter,"
superintendent Eugene
Wiebe wrote in his reply
to the students".

Some of the students'
other suggestions included
use of cloth lunch bags,
converting gym lighting to
mercury lights, using
"draft dragons" on doors
and windows, installing
double doors at entrances,
installing spring-loaded
taps, and using motion-
sensing faucets for
showers.

Courtesy of The Carman Times
The Carman Times, April L8, 1994
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Figure I"7. Newspaper Article #3

Student conservation project
wins energy audÍt a\ryard

by Sylvia Kaposi
Staff Writer

...Students spent a week
in January conducting a
variety of experiments at
the school. Water waste,
draft detection, use of
lights, and examination of
the quantity and type of
garbage generated by the
school were some of the
areas studied.

Debates and round table
discussions about energy
conservatíon were part of
the project. Students also
produced a video based
on the project.

...1n addition to winning
the overall award, Elm
Creek was awarded the
part¡cipation award for
their efforts...As well, a
number of individual
students won prizes for
their personal projects.
...The provincial challenge
was funded by Manitoba
Energy and Mines, and the
Shell Environmental Fund.

Courtesy of The Carman Times
Excerpt from The Carman Times, Apr.IBl94, p.I
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Some sections of the resource materials were used more than others. The energy

audits were the most popular, as indicated by the return of activity record sheets and

remarks on the teacher questionnaire. Most of the activities were used in the science and

social studies classroom. There were no language arts or mathematics teachers involved

in the challenge, but the language arts activities were used in the social studies

classroom, as was one mathematics activity in the science crassroom.

As the literature suggested, it is rare that energy education is infused into

classrooms other than science and social studies. An exception to this has been the home

economics activities as conducted during the challenge. The home economics activity

'Making a Draft Dragon' was well-received as a student home project, in addition to

similar projects developed by the teacher (cloth reusable lunch bags and shopping bags)

in Elm creek school. 'choosing and using Appliances' was also used in the home

economics classroom in one other school.

The 'games', 'resources' 'slides' and 'videos' sections were not used as indicated

by the teacher questionnaire. These sections did not include ready-to-use lessons, but

rather were references to resources which could have been ordered by teachers.

Teachers may have avoided using these materials because of the additional planning

required to inco¡porate them into a complete lesson, including ordering the material

where necessary and preparation. Teachers may need more time to prepare for using

such additional materials, ot they may need to have easier access to these resources.

Teachers may have used games, resources, videos or other multi-media material more
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willingly if they were sent to the school in ready-to-use format. This is confumed by

one teacher's comment at Nordale School that students in his class would probably be

very receptive to a hands-on/interactive display (Goletski, personal communication,

February, 1994). One example of an energy interactive computer game has been

produced by the National Round Table on the Environment and the Economy, called

'Energy, Environment and Me'. This is a game and quiz dearing with energy

conservation for the Maclntosh computer which may be appealing to students (National

Round Table 1993).

Research has demonstrated the importance of promoting an energy education

program to the public and school staff (Cornwall 1989). If there is government money

being spent, the public's acceptance of the program will provide the necessary political

backing to begin and continue an energy education program. The effectiveness of the

program has relied heavily on school staff support (cornwall 19g9).

Promotion of an energy conservation challenge in Manitoba may be initiated by

a notice in "The Manitoba Teacher", or via a bulletin on the school computer network,

or a letter mailout to school divisions describing the challenge. For the purposes of this

research, telephone calls were used and information letters were sent to schools to obtain

a sufficient number of schools for the challenge. This is possible when there are only

a small number of schools involved.
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The Manitoba Teachers' Society publishes "The Manitoba Teacher" nine times

per year' The circulation of this paper is 16,800 and includes Manitoba school teachers,

school administrators and others. Costs for placing an advertisement range from g115

lot 7l20th of a page to $2,000 for a full page. Due to limitations in what is being

accepted by The Manitoba Teacher, only a short paragraph will be considered for

printing, explaining the title, dates and who to contact for more information

(Montgomery, personal communication).

Another method to communicate the project to schools and school administration

is through the placement of a bulletin on the computer network used by over 200 schools

in Manitoba. Until August, 1994, the schools were using the MINET network. This has

been replaced by an INTERNET connection, and the costs for using the network will be

similar to the cost of using the INTERNET (Wallin, personal communication).

A mailout to schools through the school division offices is another possible route

to promote a challenge. The board offices could forward the information to schools.

4.4.2 Fundins

-

Various methods have been used to fund an energy education program.

Sponsorship by government and utilities has been common. A well-known example in

the United States is the Energy Source Education Program which has more than 200

member utility companies and other energy-related organizations which provided

educational resources free to local schools (rranson 1gg3).
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The Energy Efficiency Association in Alberta (a private organization which was

formerly the Alberta Energy Efficiency Branch), has promoted energy education

programs' They have promoted the simulation game, Stratagem (a computer-assisted

board game used to teach the fundamentals of susûainable development) on a small-scale

level' They are considering promoting this game more actively. The time and cost of
becoming more involved with such a program would not be very signif,rcant to the

Association (Charters, personal communication). Schools would be responsible for the

cost of an initial workshop. The price of the game and mail-outs would likely be at least

partialiy included in the workshop cost. A workshop involving several schools would

take one day and wourd be run by one person from the Association.

The Energy Educators of ontario is a charitable membership organizatton which

has drawn funds through its memberships and energy educational materials sales, and

received funding from the ontario Ministry of Environment and Energy. They have

promoted several energy education materials at all grade levels. An example is

"Lifestyle - The Energy Game" which they sold to educators for $25.00 each.

rn Manitoba there are possibilities for a partnership between Manitoba Energy and

Mines and the Fort whyte centre for Environmental Education or Manitoba Hydro to

conduct an energy conservation challenge. Both Manitoba Hydro and the Fort whyte

centre are actively involved in energy conservation education. costs of an energy

conservation education program could be shared between the Energy and Mines

department, other organization and the schools. The department of Education and

Training could also be involved by providing input into the classroom materials, and
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affanging teacher inservice to allow Manitoba Energy and Mines and/or the partner

organizatton to provide teacher inservice concerning energy conservation in the school

and the use of the teacher resource materials.

4.5 Summary

Most of the sections of the teacher resource materials were used by at least one

school, with the exception of the games, resources, slides and videos sections. The

energy audits in the science section were notably used the most. The energy theme days

were well accepted by one school, as was the energy creativity contest. There were few

complaints about the resources, except a few teachers' comments than that the

mathematics activities were too difficult.

school particþation varied in the four schools due possibly to inadequate

communication between the school staff and between researcher and staff regarding the

challenge, inadequate communication to the researcher of the level of interest by staff in

the challenge, lack of administrative support from the principal in some schools, lack of

teacher time to accomplish what they had wanted and lack of teacher or student interest.

The challenge appeared to be a positive experience in those schools that completed the

most activities.



Chapter 5

Conclusions and Recommendations

A pilot energy conservation challenge was conducted between two

Winnipeg schools and two rural Manitoba schools. The purpose of the research study

was to deveþ the challenge and to determine if it was an effective means to implement

energy conservation education in grades seven, eight and Senior 1 in Manitoba schools.

Teacher resources were prepared which guided the challenge and provided for feedback

of the program. There was a follow-up evaluation which determined that the challenge

was effective when used to introduce energy conservation concepts into the classroom.

The challenge was very effective in one school to generate energy conservation action

and promotion and was effective in another school to bring about student investigation

of energy waste. Effectiveness of the challenge in the remaining two schools could not

be determined due to the limited number of challenge activities undertaken.

The success of an energy conservation challenge is dependent upon various

factors. These factors have been identified in the literature and through the results of the

study. Promotion of the project is important, especially if the challenge were expanded

to a larger scale. A challenge can be promoted to schools to obtain initial interest, and

later within the school to encourage particlpation. At one school, promotion of the

project within the school was the students' responsibility. This aspect of student

98
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responsibility was also determined to be important in follow-up investigations. Students

at Elm Creek School were allowed to take some control and investigate further when the

activities led them to seek answers to questions they had formulated.

School support for the energy education program is vital from both teachers and

administration. Communication between project administration and school staff is

required to get the challenge underway, to reinforce school efforts and answer questions

staff may have.

An energy conservation challenge requires preparation of teacher resources,

administration, delivery and evaluation of the program. It was determined that energy

education materials which are developed for schools need to f,rt into the existing

curriculum. Teachers' lack of time and an already full curriculum prevent the use of

outside resources which do not reinforce the goals of the Manitoba curriculum. The

following sections discuss the organization of a challenge, and recommendations

concerning energy conservation education in Manitoba.

5.1 Organization of an Energy Conservation Challenge

Manitoba Energy and Mines has been involved with energy education in the

schools through its particþation in the Energy and Environment Calendar produced by

the federal government, and through intermittent classroom presentations on various

energy topics. The department has offered extensive public education such as the Home

Energy Savers 'Workshops. The department is interested in further promoting energy

conservation in the schools (Wyndels, personal communication). This may be
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accomplished through an energy conservation challenge in Manitoba.

Recommendation #L: Manitoba Energy and Mines should organize a pilot energy

conservation challenge with a sample of four schools inManitoba. Results from this

pilot challenge could be compared with the researcher's study to determine if there

were signifïcant improvements in participation to warrant a future larger challenge

in Manitoba.

5.1.1Role of Manitoba Energy and Mines

The energy conservation challenge as conducted through this study required

production of resource materials and promotion of the program. The pilot study

determined that two schools who were willing to participate required little administrative

suppof in terms of conducting the challenge. At one school the students held much of

the responsibility for undertaking the projects. This was also the school in which the

most activities were completed. Communication was needed between administration and

school staff to get the project underway and to follow up during and after the program.

Teachers also needed a contiact to refer to regarding any questions they had.

Recommendation #2: The Manitoba Energy and. Mines department should be

responsible for administration of the challenge and for most of the promotional

funding and reproduction costs of the materials (which the exception of any multi-

media materials, if produced, as recommended in Recommendation f7).
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5. 1.2 Role of Partnership Organization

The department of Energy and Mines does not have a specific division which is

responsible for school programs, despite its involvement in schools as mentioned in the

previous section. It would be most efficient to deliver the challenge by an organization

which already conducts energy education in the province.

Recornmendation #3: Manitoba Energy and Mines should form a partnership with

at least one other organiz¿fion such as the Fort Whyte Centre or Manitoba Hydro.

Delivery of the energy conservation challenge should be undertaken through this

partnership organiz¿fi6¡1. This would include further promotion and possible

preparation of awards.

The department of Education and Training is responsible for the development of

curricula for Manitoba schools. There are specialists in the department for specific

subject areas. It would be valuable to have their feedback on any existing challenge

resource materials and their participation in any future development of challenge

resources.

School division support is necessary to communicate the project to schools and

to arrange for teacher inservice, if any. Teacher inservice is paid for by the division,

while a workshop cost may need to be financed by the individual schools (See

Recommendation #8). Individual schools would carry out the activities and may be
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responsible for a portion of teacher resource material costs (See Recommendation #7).

Recommendation #4: Advisory support from Manitoba Education and Training

should be sought, possibly in conjunction with the formation of a committee to

oversee energy education programs in the province.

5.2 School Participation

The challenge was successful in increasing energy conservation action and

promotion in two schools. Two of the four pilot schools did not particþate to the level

that was expected, however. Some of the main reasons for the lack of participation of

certain teachers included: a tight schedule which does not permit time for the activities

of the challenge (this includes preparation for exams and science fair) and wrong time

in the school year to fit these activities in. Particþation was voluntary, following

invitation from the researcher. There may have been inadequate communication of the

program to school staff other than the principal and school contact. An alternative to

having all schools participate during the same month (and against one another), may be

to allow each school to choose when it wants to particþate, and make the challenge a

competition to attain certain levels of particþation, creativity, etc. rather than a

competition between schools. The award assignment I renognition could be done at the

end of the school year when all schools are finished.

Teachers may be further encouraged to participate if they see examples of how

prior activities have been conducted. Brief case studies of successful results could be

included in the resource materials to promote the program.
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Recornmendation #5: Before a school decides to participate the following conditions
should be met:

t. The complete resource materials package should be circulated in the school.
If the school chooses not to participate, the materials would be returned to
the aclministration of the program.

Following initial interest by a school, the principal, vice-princþal (if
applicable), and teachers (at least three) should agree in writing tã pardcipate
by signing an 'Energy conservation contract'. This would be a formal
document which would have the principal sign his/her support for the
program, while the teachers (at least three) would sign that they have agreed
to participate in at least one activity in their classroom. This would be a
simple document to agree in principal to participation.

There should not be a similar progrâm in place in the school which would
compete for teacher time and be redundant.

Recornmendation #6: TlheEnergy Conservation Challenge should not be competitive

in nature between schools, but rather a challenge to reach the goals as oulined for

each activity and component of the resources. Awards could still be presented for

creativity, completion of the audits and for participation (based upon predetermined

criteria). Brief case studies of successful results from t}re 1994 challenge (and other

similar projects elsewhere) should be included in the teacher resource materials to

encourage participation.

5.3 Student Motivation

It has been determined that some groups of students may be more motivated than

others to undertake action-oriented work in energy conservation. In one school, some

of the challenge activities were attempted with students, but were not successful

(Goletski, personal communication, February, 1994). some students may prefer to

lu.
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participate in audio-visualpresentations or other learning modes. The challenge resource

materials were designed to include a variety of teaching methods to accommodate some

of the many learning modes. Refe¡ences to games, videos and slides were included at

the back of the resources but were not used as reported by questionnaire respondents.

Teachers may not have had time to o¡der the materials or prepare for their use. While

there was no follow-up on why these resources were not used, it is hypothesized that

sending a multi-media activity such as a video or software program (and lesson plan)

with the teacher resource materials to the schools would increase the likelihood of the use

of the activity.

Recommendation f7z A, video, game, software or other multi-media product (with

a corresponcìing Iesson plan) should be included (only when requested by the school)

with the teacher resource materials to encourage the use of multi-media teaching

techniques. Schools could be charged a small fee to cover the cost of production of

this optional product, depending on how expensive it is.

5.4 Teacher Preparation

Some energy education programs have recommended teacher inservice to prepare

teachers for the program. It may be difficult to provide inservice to schools from

different divisions and distant locations in Manitoba. Teacher inservice days are decided

by the school divisions. In Winnipeg, the Metro Superintendents' Association meets to

decide what inservices will be for. An alternative to a formal inservice would be a
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smaller workshop which could be held in each school upon request.

Recommendation #8: Teacher inservice or workshops should be considered to

provide information to teachers about how to use the challenge resource material

and concerning energy conservation in the school in general. If a pilot study were

conducted with schools from only one division, an inssrvice would be appropriate;

whereas workshops would be more appropriate for schools from different school

divisions.

5.5 Evaluation

According to the student attitude survey, there was not a significant change in

attitude toward energy conservation following the challenge. It may not be worth the

effort to attempt to measure attitude change within such a short period of time. It may

be more useful to measure any increase in frequency in self-reported energy-consewing

behaviour. Students could respond to a list of energy conservation activities by checking

off when they last performed this activity (See Table 10). The measurement of any

change in self-reported behaviour would be more direct than an attitude survey; however

possibly mole open to bias, as after-the-fact self-reported behaviours aïe often

exaggerated (Henerson, Morris & Fitz-Gibbon 1987) & (Soderstrom, Berry & Hirst

1981). This type of survey is likely to be more easily understood by junior high school

students.

Another example of student-reported behaviour has been used by the Green Kid
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Club, sponsored by the Green Group, the Environmental Partners Fund and the

Environmental Youth Corps. To record student behaviour at home, students check off

items on a coupon as they complete them. 'When the coupon has been compieted

(whether or not all actions have been performed), the parent signs the coupon and it is

returned to school. There are progressive levels of achievement; each recognized by a

sticker on a Green Kid club certifrcate as the student advances.

Recommendation #9: If another energy conservation challenge is undertaken, any

change in self-reported behaviour by students should be measured, rather than

measuring attitude change following the challenge. Options to measure this

behaviour include a follow-up survey with a format such as in Table 10, or using a

model similar to the Green Kid CIub parent-endorsed coupons as described above.

The activity record sheets provided useful information regarding the results and

value of the activities. The final teacher questionnaire also provided insight into the

strengths and weaknesses of the challenge and resource materials. The evaluation lailed

to determine reasons for not using the additional resources, videos, slides, games.

Observation in the school was valuable, but it was diffrcult to arrange with teachers a

time to visit the school. It would be valuable during the first year of a challenge, and

during any subsequent evaluation periods that as many schools as possible be visited to

monitor the operation of the challenge. During the observation photographs can be taken

to contribute to promotion of the program.
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Table L0. Sample Questions for Student Survey

When did you

have a short
shower instead. of a
bath?

put on warmer
clothes when you
felt cold at home?

turn off the lights
when you were the
last to leave the
room?

look for energy
waste in your home
or school?

Recommendation #10: The activity record sheets and modifTed questionnaire

(revised to include questions concerrring why certain sections of the resources were

not used, if in fact they were not used), should continue to be used for progrâm

evaluation. Observation should be scheduled to occur during the first year of the

challenge and during every subsequent evaluation.

5.6 Context for the Teacher Resource Materials

The teacher resource materials were focussed on energy conservation. This

design alone may not provide a sufficient context that schools can work with to

1.

)

3.

4.

"Within the...
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implement such activities. To increase participation a further context may be required

which offers another approach to curricular integration.

John Lohrenz, provincial specialist from Manitoba Education and Training, has

reviewed the social studies and introductory sections and also skimmed through other

sections of the teacher resource materials. He has recommended that a context for the

activities would strengthen these materials to make the resources a marketable product

(I-ohtenz, personal communication and letter). He suggested a sustainable development

context in which sustainable development is introduced, and the activities are related to

this concept. He feels that more of a balance between environment, economy and society

should have been presented in the materials (Lohrenz, personal communication).

Such a context for the materials may be a good idea to improve acceptance into

the curriculum. Other options which may be used in light of recent developments in

education in Manitoba include a focus on problem solving or technology (two of the

foundation skill areas put forward by Manitoba Education and Training's new action

plan) (Manitoba Education and Training, 1995). A problem-solving approach could

examine energy conservation by looking for solutions to energy waste and to limited

energy resources. The mathematics activities could easily be revised for use (to make

them simpler as per teacher recommendations) and the energy audits could be used to

look for energy waste in the school and home. The round table discussion and debate

could be used to solve energy waste problems through communication. practical

approaches on problem-solving should be included. The alternative context of technology

could be used to examine current technologies such as energy-efficientproducts (activities
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could be centred on examining the costs and benefits of energy-efficient versus standard

items such as lighting), solar technologies (the solar activities could be modified for use),

and others. This context would require more work to modify the existing resource

materials and would be suitable mainly for the science classroom.

Recommendation #1-1: The scope of the teacher resources should be sharpened by

developing a context for the materials such as problem solving. This may make

curricular integration more feasible and the teacher resource materials more

marketable. Activities/sections which are beyond this scope should be deleted when

necessary. A new introductory section with a greater contextual background should

be created and other activities may need to be developed which enhance the context.

5.7 Summa{v

It is recommended that Manitoba Energy and Mines administer another pilot

energy conservation challenge between a sample of four Manitoba schools which

volunteer to particþate. Modifications to the program should be made based upon the

recommendations of the study. The challenge provided students with an opporfunity to

discover energy waste in their schools, and to initiate conservation strategies which may

not have occurred without the schools' particþation in the research study. The challenge

was successful to promote energy conservation and encourage conservation in two

schools, but success could not be determined in the remaining two schools which did not

particþate to the extent expected. The adaptability of the teacher resources to a problem-
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solving context may improve integration into schools. Improved communication of the

expectations of the program and revision of the timetable to allow use of the materials

at any time in the school year are some of the additional recommendations to improve

school participation.
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Appendix 1-. Student Attitude Survey

DIRECTIONS: INDICATE THE EXTENIT TO WHICH YOU AGREE oR
DISAGREE WITH EACII STATENIEI.{T BY CIRCLING THE APPROPRIATE
RESPONSE TO TTIE RIGHT OF EACH STATEIVIENT.

TIIESE ARE STATEIVIETVTS OF OPIMON FOR WHICH TTIERE IS NO ''RTGIIT''
OR IIWRONG'' ANSWER. PLEASE ANSWER IIOI\ESTLY AS TO HO\ry YOU
FEEL ABOUT EACII STATEMENIT.
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1.

2.

J.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

V/e should begin to worry about using too much
energy when it becomes more expensive.

I often think about ways to use less energy at
home.

I prefer walking rather than getting a ride when
I have a short distance to travel.

Conserving energy means giving up comfort and
leisure.

We should build mo¡e roads and parking lots to
accomodate our vehicles.

The government should spend more money on
energy conservation and efhciency.

There are too many unnecessary
electrical/battery-operated devices.

Technology will take care of our future energy
needs.

SA

SA

SD

SD
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21.

22.

Recycling should be practiced whenever
possible.

Canada should export more of its energy
resources for profit.

I like to go for a drive when I'm bored.

Finding new ways to save energy is exciting.

Energy efficient appliances cost too much.
vehicle.

My family should consider fuel efficiency
before purchasing our next

I have only limited control over the amount of
energy I use.

The pollution created by energy use and produc-
tion is insignifi.cant where I live.

I worry about the world running out of gasoline
in the future.

Our school should get involved in saving
energy.

It's better to bathe than to shower.

Cleaning up our rivers and lakes is more impor-
tant then conserving energy.

I want a car that can accelerate to 100 km/hr. in
5 seconds.

I turn up the heat instead of wearing extra
clothes at home in the winter.
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Appendix 2. gample Activity Record Sheet

ACTN/TTY RECORD SHEET
(to be completed by the teacher)

ACTIVITY:

COMPLETION DATE:

GRADE LEVEL:

SUBJECT:

# OF CLASSES:

TOTAL # STUDENTS:

RESULTS:

1. Did the students maintain interest during the activity?

High interest 
- 

Average interest _ Low interest _
2- What percentage of students found that a bath uses more hot water than a shower?

_%
3. What percentage of students completed the activity? _%
4. Did you find the activity to be of value for classroom use?

High value _ Average value _ Low value

5. V/ould you use this activity again?

6. What improvements to this activity would you suggest?

7. Did the class or any individual students carry out further action or investigation
as a result of this activity? Explain.
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Appendix 3. Cover Letter and Teacher euestionnaire
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March 9, 1994

name-
addressl -
address2 -
pcode-
attention-

Dear attention-:

Enclosed, please find a questionnaire in follow-up to the Energy Conservation Challenge
which took place in your school in January. The Energy Conservation Challenge hãs
been funded by Manitoba Energy and Mines to promote energy conservation education.
I have undertaken this project for my graduate research studies at the Natural Resources
Institute at the University of Manitoba. In order to complete my evaluation of the
Teacher Resource Materials and of the Chatlenge itself, I would like to have your
opinion concerning the usability and value of the program.

This questionnaire has been sent to teachers and environment club organizers in the four
Manitoba schools which were taking part in the challenge. You may or may not have
actually participated, but presumably were aware of the challenge, as discussed with the
contact from your school.. If you have not been a part of the challenge, you need only
answer questions L,2,8,9 and 10 as indicated on the questionnaire.

Please take the time to complete the questions to aid my research and the evaluation of
the Challenge. Your reply will be kept confidential. Please use the enclosed self-
stamped envelope to return your completed questionnaire to the researcher by March 20,
L994. Thank you for your responses and comments. If you have any quèstions I can
be contacted at the numbers listed below.

Yours truly,

Pat Cooper
c/o Natural Resources Institute
University of Manitoba
430 Dysart Road
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3T 2N2
Home: 275-0565; N.R.I.: 474-8373; Fax: 261.-0038
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ENERGY CONSERVÁ,TION CHALLENGE OI]ESTIONNÄIRE

Please answer all questions by placing an rrxrr in the box (You may choose more than one box where
appropriate). Please provide comments where applicable. Resr¡Its will be confidential.

1. How did you find out about the Energy Conservation Challenge?

Phone call tr Principal/Vice-Principal tr Another teacher E
I-etter I Teacher Resource Materials ! Other @lease describe) tr

2. Did you / your class participate in the Energy Conservation Challenge?

Yes n No n (f no, please go to question 8)

3. In what way did you / your class participate?

Attitude Surveys n Energy Theme Day tr
Activity(ies) in rqsource materials E Attitude Surveys tr
Conservation Creativity Contest tr nGames", nResourcesn, or nVideos" fl
Other (Please describe) tr

4. a) Did the Energy Conservation Challenge provide anything valuable for students that the
regular school program does not provide?

YesDNoD

b) If yes, please indicate which components/activities.

5. Ð Did you find that a challenge between schools was motivational?

YestrNo¡
b) Why or why not?
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6, a) Were students made aware that there would be awards for creativity, participation and
the energy audits?

Yes¡Notr

b) In your view, how important were the awards in the Energy Conservation Challenge?

Essential ! Very Important tr lnportant !
UnimFortant n Negative effect tr

Please comment on the necessity of the award system.

a) Have you observed any evidence of the more responsible use of energy by sfudents or
staff in the school following the challenge?

YesnNotr
b) If yes, please describe.

a)

b)

Do you recall any activities in the teacher resources that you thought were unusable?

Yes tr NoD

If yes, please list (and number if more than one).

c) What was the reason(s) that you avoided using this activity(ies)? @lease indicate the
number of the activity you listed beside the reaion cnectea Lff;.

Inappropriate grade level D Was working on another unit in curriculum n
Too time-consuming tr Lack of materials
Unmotivational ¡ Already did similar activity
Other þlease explain) tr

List the school month(s) of the year in which the Energy Conservation Challenge would
best suit your schedule. @lease answer based upon your schedule for the current school

c)

7.

8.

tr
tr

a)9.

year).
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9. b) For what length of time do you feel such a challenge would work best in your school?

1 month n A few months tr
School year ! Other þlease describe) D

10. a) Would you participate in another similar Energy Conservation Challenge?

YestrNof]
b) Please explain why or why not. (Please attach an additional page if necessary).
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appendix 4. student attitude survey correlational nata
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Appendix 5. Classroom Observation Checklist Results

scHool.: Elm creek school GRADE/# sTUDENTS: 7/20 srudenrs
ÄCTWITYT R""rd T"bl" Di

BEHAVIOUR FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE

Htgh M"¿. l"_ VA
1. Students followed instructions. ***
2. Students used the information ***

provided, if any.

3. Students appeared enthusiastic / ***
interested.

4. Students worked cooperatively in ***
groups (if applicable).

5. Teacher provided adequate ***
instructions.

6. Teacher had all necessary materials. ***
7. Students discovered an energy ***

conservation concept through results
obtained or discussion.

8. Evidence was noted outside of the x**
activity of energy conservation
promotion or action.

COMMENTS:
- Teachers came up with own topics for discussion.
- 15 of the L8 students commented during the discussion.

students seemed to be paying attentionÍy their responses to others,
comments.

- Students discussed several energy conservation methods; eg. several ways
suggested to reduce school heating costs.
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scHool-: Elm creek school GRADE/# STIIDENTS: 7/20 studenrs
ACWITYT h"tgy Audir. ¿itl

BEIIAVIOUR

mgn Med. Low N/A

1. Students followed instruction,

2. Students used the information ***
provided, if any.

3. Students appeared enthusiastic / ***
interested.

4. Students worked cooperatively in ***
groups (if applicable).

5. Teacher provided adequate ***
instructions.

6. Teacher had all necessary materials. ***
7. Students discovered an energy ***

conservation concept through results
obtained or discussion.

8. Evidence was noted outside of the ***
activity of energy conservation
promotion or action.

COMMENTS:
- Students worked well in groups without supervision.
- computer word-processing used to summarize data, and charts made.- Students were enthusiastic to explain their results.
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scHool-: Killarney school GRÄDE/# srtrDENTS: 16 srudenrs
acrrvrrY: choosing and using Appliances (4 groups of 4 students)

BEIIAVIOUR FREQTTENCY OF OCCURRENCE

High Med. Low N/A

1. Students followed instructions. ***
2. Students used the information ***

provided, if any.

3. Students appeared enthusiastic / ***
interested.

4. Students worked cooperatively in ***
groups (if applicable).

5. Teacher provided adequate ***
instructions.

6. Teacher had all necessary materials. ***
7. Students discovered an energy ***

conservation concept through results
obtained or discussion.

8. Evidence was noted outside of the ***
activity of energy conservation
promotion or action.

COMMENTS:
- Students understood what they were supposed to do.
- Noticed some waste of energy such as each group f,rlling sink to wash only a

few dishes, preheating stovetop elements.
- Teacher cominented on value of activity, as energy conservation is often

overlooked; tastes, nutritional value and cost of cooking are all importnat
factors.
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Appendix 6. Teacher Questionnaire Rqsults
(Results are presented in percentage format. Written responses are italicized.)

ENERGY CONSERVATION CIIALLENGE OIIESTIONINAIR'E

Please answer all questions by placing an rlxrr in the box (You may choose more than
one box where appropriate). Please provide comments where applicable. Results
will be confTdential.

1. How did you find out about the Energy conservation charlenge?

Phone call 1'4% Principal/Vice-Pnncipal 57% Another teacher 1,4%
I-etter / Teacher Resource Materials 0% Other (Please descnbe) 14%

ø School division's math/science coordinator.

2. Did you / your class participate in the Energy Conservation Challenge?

Yes 71% No 29% (If no, please go to question 8)

3. In what way did you / your class particþate?

"Games", "Resources", or "Videos" 0% Energy Theme Day 29%
Activity(ies) in resource materials 7r% Attitude Surveys 5i%
conservation creativity contest 43% other; please describe 14%
No answer 29%

ø Some students did activities at home as well.

4. a) Did the Energy Conservation Challenge provide anything valuable for
students that the regular school program does not provide?

Yes 86% No 0% No Answer 1,4%

b) If yes, please indicate which components/activities.

The students enjoyed the "challenge and the competitíon aspect
(purpose).

Concrete wsys to measure energy components in a quantitative
manner are always u.seÍul to geî ideas across with kíds.o Clear, concise lesson plans.
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@

ø

a)5.

b)

a)6.

b)

Learned new discussion strategies; researching topics inþrmative.
correct use of appliances/comparison of the various appliances.

Did you find that a challenge between schoors was motivational?

Yes 29% No 14% Maybe 14% No Answer 43%

Why or why not?

ø The stu¿ents had a common goal - stressed cooperation.ø Jt was somewhat vague...possibly due to me more than
anything. An Internet connection or some contact infuture
bemteen schools could be useful.o Bad time of year around exams.ø Achievement definÌtely higher with motivatíon.

'were students made a\ryare that there would be awards for creativity,
participation and the energy audits?

Yes 43% No 29% No Answer 29%

o I ha¿ the students do it as part of their curricular commitment.
Awards will be presented afier for extra special participation.

In your view, how important were the awards in the Energy conservation
Challenge?

Essential 0% Very Imporrzrfi 0% Impofianf. 43%
Unimportant 14% Negative effeú 0% No Answer 43%

Please comment on the necessity of the award system.

students enjoyed the awards but were very appreciatíve of other
forms of recognition (presentation to jud[es,'ir*tpop* afticres,
school award, stu¿ents of the week, ...).ø One does not always have to tie interestíng and vatíd activities to
awards, although it does motivate some people.

' I'm not sure there should be awards for completion of lessons. It may
send an eroneous message to students about learning.n Not necessary.

" Again just moîivation - doesn,t need to be much.

c)
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a) Have you observed any evidence of the more responsible use of energy by
students or staff in the school following the challenge?

Yes 14% No 29% Maybe 14% No Answer 43%

If yes, please describe.

ø Just comments by people,. not necessarily acttons.ø More appropriate use of resources such as paper was most
obvious. The knowledge that arises during discussions ís also a
good indicator.

Do you recall any activities in the teacher resource materials that you
thought were unusable?

Yes 29% No 43% Maybe 14% No Answer I4To

If yes, please list (and number if mo¡e than one).

a The math actívities were fabulous but too advanced for Grarhe 7
(Easily used in Grad,e 10 - skills for In"dependent Livíng: budgets).ø All of them are useful at dffirent times.n The problem-based one ín Maths was somewhat dfficultfor Grade
8... however that ß why problem solving is now such an integral
part of the program.

what was the reason(s) that you avoided using this activity(ies)? (please
indicate the number of the activity you listed beside the reason checked
ofÐ.

Lack of materials 0% Too time-consuming 29%
Inappropriate grade level 14% Unmotivationat 0%
Was working on anothe¡ unit in curriculum 1,4%
Other þlease explain) 29% No Answer 29%

c Poor time of year, new group of students who were hard to
motivate.

e I don't teach these classes.o Lack of time limited us to the actívities we chose. I íntend to use
many of these over the next few years as well.

b)

a)8.

b)

c)
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a) List the school month(s) of the year in which the Energy Conservation
Chailenge would best suit your schedule. @lease answer based upon your
schedule for the current school year).

' September and January ø September/October

" February
u February

I month 77%
School year 0%

A few months 29%
Other þlease describe) 0%

ø NOT January or February
ø Winter

9.

10.

ø October/November
b) For what length of time do you feel such a challenge would work best in

your school?

a) Would you particþate in another similar Energy Conservation Challenge?

Yes 86% No 0% Maybe 1,4%

b) Please explain why or why not. (please attzch an additional page if
necessary).

c The stud.ents enioyed investígating and doíng the audits. They also
enjoyed the míni projects. Grade 6 stu.dents møy have more
success with Waste Less theme days because I think ít would be
easier to motívate younger classes to participate; eg. compost.e Not with a deadline though!ø I would like to try to motivate another new group and concentrate
on this area rather than spreaäng out several others.ø | am pressed for tíme and can't just fit this in. I can do these
things throughout the year one at a time. I teach the sustainable
development in each unit.ø It is a worthy effort to raise cowciousness ín smdents of not only
what they can do, but how they can determíne (audits) whether
something needs to be done...good Science Fair source material.
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Appendix 7. Award Schedule

AWARD CATEGORY WINNER. OF AWARI)

school Particþation Award (urban) vaney Gardens Junior High school

Energy conservation creativity 6 students from Elm creek School
Contest (Rural)

Energy Conservation Creativity No students entered
Contest (Urban)

Energy Audit Award (Rural) Elm Creek School

Energy Audit Award (urban) valley Gardens Junior High school
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Appendix 8. Teacher Resource Materials





Title: Energy Conservation Challenge

Project Manager, Writer and lllustrator:
Pat cooper, Natural Resources Institute Graduate student

Project Funding: Primary Funding: Manitoba Energy and Mines
Secondary Funding: University of Manitoba

Use of Other Materials: Several sources used are educational materials without
copyright. Permission has been obtained where necessary
to use copyrighted materials.

The Natural R.esources Tnsfif¡1g¡
The Natural Resources Institute at the University of Manitoba offers a graduate
studies program in Natural Resources Management.
A research practicum is undertaken in partial fulfilment of the M.N.R.M. degree.

The Energy Conservation Challenge is being proposed by the researcher as a method to
increase energy conservation education and energy-consening behaviour in Grade 7 andI students in Manitoba.

Pat Cooper
c/o The Natural Resources Institute
University of Manitoba
430 Dysart Road
Winnipeg, MB R3T 2N2
Home: 275-0565
N.R.I.: 474-8373
Fax: 261-0038
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Introduction

T,{KE T}TE ENER.GV CONSER.VATNON
CTTALN,ENGE

Manitoba's total energy needs today are met
fossil fuels. Hydro-electric power production makes
in the province.

primarily through non-renewable

up most of the remaining demand

Energy production and use are vital to the economy and livelihood of all
Manitobans' There are however, recognized negative environmental impacts associated
with energy. For instance fossil fuel production and consumption leads to land
degradation, the generation of emissions which contribute to acid rain, smog and global
warming, and conlamination of soil and water through oil discharges in the extraction
and transportation stages. As fossil fuels becomes scarcer, we will see an increase in
their price. our dependence on foreign fossil fuels means that money which could be
invested in the Province, is instead leaving Manitoba to pay for our energy needs.
while hydro-electricity is deemed a renewable resource, large-scale hydro developments
have taken a toll on the environment and have created health and economic concerns of
native peoples in Manitoba. Fish and witdlife habitats have been altered or destroyed
through diversions and flooding. Native peoples have sometimes lost their main source
of livelihood as fishing and hunting deteriorate.

We may substitute and increase our energy supply through the development of
more environmentally benign renewable energy sources such as wind, solar, geothermal
and small-scale hydro. we may reduce our energy demand by conserving energy and
using it more wisely. The purpose of the Energy conservation challenge is to increase
awareness in students of environmen|al, social and economic aspects of energy
conservation, and of the actions they can take to save energy. Various incentives will
recognize student participation, creativity and action to conserve energy and promote
conservation. Individual, classroom and school-wide efforts wiil be awarded as your
school and another school in rvinnipeg compete in the challenge.



The teacher resource materials contain activities in several subject areas to address
the social, scientific, economic and practical everyday aspects of conserving energy.
Teachers are asked to use the materials as they see fit in their teaching. Manitoba
Education and Training curricular objectives Íì.re inciuded to assist integration into the
curriculum. There are opportunities for an Environment Club to take part in the
challenge also. The Activity Record Sheets following each activity should be filled out
by the supervising teacher. I will be asking for the return of the Activity Record Sheets
to me following the challenge (after January).

At the beginning of the manual is a student Energy Conservation Attitude
Survey. Please have each student participating in the challenge complete this, as I would
iike to obtain some preliminary attitudinai measurements. To save paper, you may want
to use the overhead projector and read the statements to students aloud, after which they
record their responses. I will be sending a follow-up questionnaire which should be
administered to students following the chailenge.

Please feel free to modify any of the activities. you
activities will fit into grade levels or subject areas other than
resources.

may find that many of the

the ones suggested in the

11



DIRECTIONS: INDICATE THE EXTENT To \ryHIcH YoU AGREE oRDISAGREE WITII EACII STATEMENT BY CIRCLING THE APPROPRTATE
RESPONSE TO THE RIGHT OF EACH STATEMENT.

THESE ARE STATEMENTS OF OPINION FOR WHICII THERE IS NO "RTGHT'IOR I'WRONGI' ANSWER.. PLEASE ANSWER HONESTLY AS TO IIOW YOUFEEL ABOUT EACH STATEMENT.
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SD

SD

SD

SD

SD

SD

SD

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

A

A

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

1.

2.

-).

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

We should begin to worry about using too much
energy when it becomes more expensive.

I often think about ways to use less energy at
home.

I prefer walking rather than getting a ride when
I have a short distance to travel.

Conserving energy means giving up comfort and
leisure.

We should build more roads and parking lots to
accomodate our vehicles.

The government should spend more money on
energy conservation and efficiency.

There are too many unnecessary
electrical/battery-operated devices.

Technology will take care of our future energy
needs.

Recycling should be practiced whenever
possible.

Canada should export more of its energy
resources for profit.

SD

SD

SA

SA SD



11. I like to go for a drive when I,m bored.

12. Finding new ways to save energy is exciting.

13. Energy efficient appliances cost too much. vehicle.

14. My family should consider fuel effìciency before
purchasing our next

15. I have only lirnited control over the amount of
energy I use.

16' The pollution created by energy use and production
is insignificant where I live.

17. I worry about the world running out of gasoline in
the future.

18. Our school should get involved in saving energy.

19. It's better to bathe than to shower.

20. Cleaning up our rivers and lakes is more important
then conserving energy.

21. I want a car that can accelerate to 100 km/hr. in 5
seconds.

22. I turn up the heat instead of wearing extra clothes
at home in the winter.

SAA

SAA

SAA

SAA

SAA

SAA

SAA

SAA

SAA

SAA

SAA

SAA

DSD

DSD

DSD

DSD

DSD

DSD

DSD

DSD

DSD

DSD

DSD

DSD
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School Farticipation Award

Your school is competing with another school in Winnipeg to conserve energy and to
promote energy conservation and efficiency during the month of January. It is
important, in order for energy conservation to be effective, that it be practiced on a wide
scale by all users of energy. This concept forms the basis upon which the school
participation award was developed.

The school with the greatest degree of participation in the challenge in grades 7 and 8
will be awarded a School Participation Certificate and a prize (energy conservation
educational material) which may be placed in the school library. The degree of
participation will be evaluated based upon the return of completed Activity Record Sheets
and their content.

Completed Activity Record Sheets must be received by the researcher no later than
February 15,1994.

A-1



Energy Conservation Creativity Contest

The Energy Conservation Creativity Contest will recognize individual students for their
particþation in the chailenge. All students in grades 7 and 8 are encouraged to enter the
contest.

The purpose of the contest is to use creativity to express energy conservation/efficiency.
This may be achieved through numerous methods, including the creation of a poster and
the design of a unique plan or invention to save energy, to name a few.

Students and teachers may want to decide which student projects will be entered into
the contest. Each classroom may enter one or more studenipto¡ects. All entries should
be submitted to a central place in the school such as the office, or displayed in a room
in the school. Entries must be submitted by January 3I, Igg4. Judging will take place
at the school by the researcher and one or more members of my t"r.-ltt committee.

Prizes wiil be awarded to the student(s) which best expresses energy
conservation/efficiency in a creative manner.

^-2



Energy ,{udit Award

The Science section of the teacher resource manual con[ains several audits to identify
energy waste in the school. Following each investigation, students are asked to make
conclusions and recommendations based upon what they have learned. Recommendations
may include actions that students and teachers can take to save energy, or retroht
measures to improve energy efficiency. To assist schools in carrying ouü".o¡1'ended
retrofits, the energy audit award will recognize the school which has completed the
audits, and made the most comprehensive conclusions and recommendations.

The audits are found on pages scl-l to scI-15 of the manual.

A-3
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IIome Economics 7.X.

MAKTNG,A ÐR.AFT' ÐR*&GON

CT]RRTCTJLAR. OBJECTIVE: Textiles and Clothing:
o To select fabrics suitable for sewing

projects;
o To demonstrate the application of basic

sewing techniques to construct a project.

ENERGY CONSERVATION OBJECTIVE:
To make sand tube sealers to seal off drafts along
the bottoms of drapes and doors.

RECOMMENDED GRADE LEVEL/STIBJECT AREA: Grade 7 Home
Economics.

TIME:

MATERIALS:

BACKGROUND:

IIl2-2hours.

One 24 cm wide piece of tightly woven fabric 15
cm longer than width of door or window, clean
sand or other heavy filler, pins, sewing machine,
needle & thread, marking pens, felt for decorations.

Inside a house, as warm air rises it can come in
contact with cooler air at places such as window
panes. When the warm air hits the cool arr, it
becomes cooler and sinks. A convection current is
formed. Behind drapes, warm air may mix with
cooler air if the warm air is not prevented from
moving to the window. This also may cause
condensation on the cool window. A draft dragon
can be placed at the bottom of seldomly used doors
and drapes to reduce cold drafts. Theiraft dragon
seals off the bottom of drapes or doors to prevent

H-1-



the mixing of warm and cool air.

The concept of heat loss from a home through convection should be discussed with
students prior to making the dragon. Another way to prevent heat loss through windows
is by making/buying heavy or insulated curtains whic^h fit tightly around and against thewindow ledge. Heavy/insulated drapes or blinds should be closed in the winter on
cloudy days and in the evening.

EXTENSI'NS: Draft dragons courd be made for a gift, or they
could be made and sord to raise f,nds for morô
costly weatherization projects.

R'ECOMMENDED EVALUATI0N: Students should be evaluared as with any
other sewing project. They could also bô
asked to describe how the draft dragon
works and where it should be used.

SOURCE: Adapted from:
EI Dorado County Office of EdLrcation. 4_H Honte
Conservation Guide. publisher & Funding Agency:
California Energy Extensjon Service, Sacramento.
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zuÃ.&KKroG .& &RAW-K ÐR*&GffiN
ACTTWT'Y

Instructions:

1. Fold rhe fabric in half
lengthwise (right side
facing inward).

2. Cut both ends so that
they are rounded.

3. Sew a one-inch seam along
the non-l'olded length, and
at one end.

FRh,r¡e 0ns¡de out

H-3



4. Finish seams and turn right side out.

5. Draw or make and attach a mouth and eyes to the sewn end.

6. Sew pieces of fabric along the dragon's back to nrake its humps.

l. Fill with enough sand (or other filler) to make the rube fìrm bur t'lexible.

8. seal the end by turning in the edges one inch and top stitching.

9 ' Give your draft dragon a home fitting snugly against the bottom of a seldom used
exterior door or drape.

10. Instead of making a dragon you cor-rld make another animal and make different
types of designs. Be creative!

H-4



ACT'ãVKT'V R.ECTR.Ð SFãÐET
(to be completed by the teacher)

ACTIVITY:

COMPLETION DATE:

GRADE LEVEL:

SUBJECT:

# OF CLASSES:

TOTAL # STUDENTS:

RESULTS:

l. Did the students maintain interest during the activity?

High interest Average interest Low interest

2- what variations of the standard pattern did the students use?

3. What percentage of students completed the activity? _%
4. Did you find the activity to be of varue for crassroom use?

High value _ Average value _ Low value

5. Would you use this activity again?

6. What improvements to this activity would you suggest?

7 - Did the class or any indiviclual students carry out further action or investigation
as a result of this activity? Explain.
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Ifome Economics 8.1

CHOOSTNG & USIhIG APPT,TANCES

CURRICULAR OBJECTIVES :
The Consumer and Food:
c Identify ways to use energy efficientiy in the kitchen;o Plan and prepare meals using little non-human energy.

ENERGY CONSERVATION OBJECTIVE:c Identify the most energy-efficient ways of preparing various foods, by recording
the power and time used by several methods.

RECOMMENDED GRADE LEVEL/STIBJECT AREA:
Grade 8 & Senior 1 Home Economics.

TIME: 1 Class period.

MATERIALS: Vegetables, meat or other foods.
Variety of utensils and appliances.

BACKGROUND:
The preparation of food offers many opportunities to conserve energy. The choice of the
appliance and how that appliance is used is under the control of tñê consumer. A few
suggestions for conserving energy in food preparation from various sources are the
following:

Source of food preparation suggestions:
Energy Conservq.tion in the Home - An Energy

Educ atÌonl Cons ervation Curriculum Guide þr Home Economic s Teachers,
University of Tennessee Environment Centre and College of Home
Economics, Knoxvilre, Tennessee, october, r97j. u.s. Dept. of Energy.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR CONSERVING ENERGY IN FOOD PREPARATION

1' When cooking smaìl quantities, it is usually more economical to use small
appliances rather than the range top or large oven.

2' An oven should not be preheated for longer than l0 minutes, and surface units
should not be preheated.

3. Avoid oven-peeking by opening the door, and use a timer to avoid burning foods.

4. Pots and pans should fit the surface unit, and tight-fitting lids should be used
where possible.

5. Lower temperatures can be used with ceramic, glass, stainless steel and teflon-
lined utensils.

6. Use only enough water to make steam and to avoid sticking when cooking
vegetables. Turn down heat once the water is boiling.

7. When using the oven cook several dishes at once.

8. Ensure that appliances are clean and operating properly.

Energy use by an appliance can be nreasured by finding the power rating for that
appliance (wattage), the tinle usecl, the cost of elêctricity, anrj ihen perf.orniing some
sirnple calculations.
Our hydro bill shows us energy use in kilowatt-hours (kwh). The number of kwh x the
cost/kwh gives Lrs the cost of using an appliance.

PR.OCEDURE:
Choose one or more foods, ( eg. carrots, potatoes ) and have groups of students prepare
these; each group using a different method of food preparation.

The class could brainstorm to arrive at various methods, and the teacher cor-rld assign a
method or have students pick from a hat to choose a method to prepare the food. Include
various appliances and utensils to get a variety. Some possible methods are listed:

Carrots:

' Boil on stovetop with lid/without lid (large burner, small burner): 4 methods;
' Microwave in bowl with water;

" Use pressure cooker on stovetop;
o Steam;
o Stirfry (Stovetop or electric wok);* Roast in oven
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Potatoes:
@ Slice and fry on stovetop;
o Slice and fry in electric skillet;
' Roast in oven;
e Bake in oven (whole potatoes in foil);
. Bake in microwave;
ø Boil (stovetop, microwave);

' Deep fry (electrìc);

Carrots and Potatoes:
o Roast together in oven;

" Slice and fry together (oven, electric);ø Slice and grill together on indoor smokeless barbecue grill.

Eat vegetables raw.

Have stLrdents taste-test each others food, and compare the results of the costs of
preparatiorr, by displaying on the blackboard, bulletin board or large paper.

SUGGESTED EVALUATION:
Students could be evaluated, based on the completeness of the table they are requested
to fill in. StLrdents could be asked to summarizethe results of the exercisé, by desôribing
the difference between various cooking methods.
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CHOOSTNG ANþ USTTqG
APPT-TAF{CES ACTTVTTV

What does it cost to cook the foods we eat?
Are there ways that we can prepare foods which
How does the taste compare from one method to

Instructions:

once your group has chosen a food preparation method(s), record the power
rating of the appliance you will be using. If you are using a srnall applianðe, the
power rating can usually be found on a plate at the back or bottom of the
appliance in watt units.

Use the following average wattages for an oven,
oven: oven:

large cooktop element:
small cooktop element:
microwave oven:

consewe energy and save us money?
the next?

rangetop and microwave
6,000 watts
2,400
1,500
1,000

Record the utensil used, if using the stove, oven or microwave oven. Record the
cooking time. Electricity use is measured in kilowatt-hours. One kilowatt-hour
(kwh) is the amount of energy equivalent to 1 kilowatt (1,000 watts) of power
being used for one hour. Calculate the cost of cooking your chosen food(s) and
compare the taste and cost with the rest of your class.
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APPLIÄNCB POWBR RATING (K\Ð
rvatts/1000 : kitorvatts (LW)

HEAT SBTTING FÁCTOR ([ISÐ
High
Med-[Iigh
Mediruu
Med-Lorv

xl)
x 0.75)
x 0.50)
x 0.25)

TIME (hrs.)
urinutes/60 = hours (hrs.)

KILOIVATT-HOURS (k!l'tr)
klV x I'ISF x l_rrs. = kVt4r

COST (cents): kWh x 6 ce¡rts/kWr



ACT V{T'V R.ÐCOR.Ð SF{ÐÐT'
(to be completed by the teacher)

ACTIVITY:

COMPLETION DATE:

GRADE LEVEL:

SUBJECT:

# OF CLASSES:

TOTAL # STUDENTS:

RESULTS:

1. Did the students rnaintain interest during the activity?

High interest _ Average interest _ Low interest _
2. What were the most energy-efficient methods of cooking the various foods?

3. What percentage of students completed the activity? _%
4. Did you find the activity to be of value for classroonr use?

High value _ Average value _ Low value

5. Would you use this activity again?

6. What improvements to this activity would you suggest?

7 ' Did the class or any individual students carry out further action or investigation
as a result of this activity? Explain.
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Home Economics 8.2

WAT''T'T'@ WÐ,&R.

CURRICUI-AR OBJECTIVE:
ø To analyze and apply the fabrig properties which give clothing the characteristic

of warmth.

ENERGY CONSBRVATION OBJECTIVE:
ø To identify, display and promote clothing which is insulating for cool weather.

RECOMMENDED GRA,DE LEVEL/SUBJECT AREA:
ø Grade 8 & Sr.1 Home Economics; also Science (topic of insulation and heat

loss).

TIME: I class period.

BACKGROUND:
Energy can be conserved during cold weather by dressing more warmly to retain body
heat. You can lower your thermostat by dressing more warmly indoors, and still bê
comfortable.

For each degree (Celsius) you lower your thermostat during an eight-hour period, you
will save nearly two per cent of your daily space heating costs (Energy, Mines and
Resources Canada 1985).

PR.OCEDURE:
Students will plan an energy-conserving wardrobe for winter, using catalogues, flyers and
magazines, and applying information regarding fabric content and construction, and
garment design. The accompanying Fabric Information Fact Sheet can be used in
addition to other resources in the school and at home.

Use a bulletin board to display information and pictures the students have compiled. The
bulletin board should be displayed in a high-traffic area to pron'ìote dressing warmly
during the coldest month of the year.

EXTENSIONS:
Make a warm clothing item (eg. fleece pullover, cotton undershirt, etc.) as a sewing
project.
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REFERENCES:

SUGGESTED EVALUATION:
Students could be evaìuated based upon the neatness and completeness of the display.

SOURCE: Adapted from:
Honte Econ.ontics - Iowa Developed Energy Activiry

Sa.mpl.er 6 - 12, Iowa State Department of Education,
Division of Instructional Services, Des.Moines, Iowa,
1986. Sponsoring Agency: Iowa State Department of
Natural Resources - Energy Division. ED Zl5 525.

The Energ¡, Sourcebr¡ok, Tennessee Valley
Authority, Knoxville, Oct. 1986.

Home Energy Mana.gement, Energy, Mines and Resources
Canada. Minister of Supply and Services Canada 19g5.
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''WAT'T TO WEAR''
.ACTTVTTY

DID YOU KNOW?
By wearing long-sleeved sweaters, you can add between 1 and 2 degrees Celsius
in warmth; and two lightweight sweaters add alomost 3 degreei in warmth
(MacEachern 1990).

Find out what kind of clothing you can wear to
on heating costs.

Instructions:

keep warm, conserve energy and save

Using magazines, flyers and old catalogues, select and cut out pictures of clothing
which are attractive and suitable for cool weather.

Use the attached 'Fabric Information Sheet for Added Warmth' and other sources
to determine what kinds of clothing to look for.

Use the pictures to put together complete outfits, and display on a bulletin board,
along with information you may have found about insulating fabrics. you could
show layered clothing by overlapping the pictures.

Include descriptions of the fabric content, construction and garment design which
make the clothing warm. Also look for trademark names of speciañy fabric
designed for warmth.

Try to include as many natural fibers as possible; It takes less energy to
manufacture fabrics made of natural fibers than man*made fibers. Many syrithetic
fabrics are made in part of petroleum.

Include some outerwear (eg. jackets, hats, etc.), but keep in mind the activity is
mainly directed at clothing worn indoors.
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F'AtsR.TC M{F-TR,MATNTN FTR. AÐÐEÐ WARI\,XTFT

It takes less energy to manufacture fabrics made of natural fibers than man-nlade fibers.

Natural Fibers Natural libers absorb perspiration and allow clothes to breathe,
making you feel warmer. There are natural fibers from animal
products such as wool or silk. Naturai fibers from plants include
cotton, linen, ramie and rayon.

Synthetic Fibers Synthetic (man-made) hbers won't absorb body moisture and can
make you feel clammy. They include petroleum or other products
such as acrylics, polyester, nylon and acetate.

Many fabrics are blends of natural and synthetic fibers. Cornpare the warmth of an
acrylic pull-over to a wool-acrylic blencl pull-over.

Fabric Construction Fabrics that provide insulation because of trapped air packets will
be warmer. Examples include thick or bulky fabiics, tightly
woven or knitted fabrics, fuzzy or napped fabrics or those with à
pile, and layered fabrics (quilted or bonded).

Garment Desi-sn Clothing should be close fitting but not tight to increase warmth.
Layers will add insulation.
Full-length garments will keep you warmer.
openings around the wrists, neck, ankles and waist should be close
to the body to reduce body heat loss.
Dark colors in winter will help you feel warmer. "warm" colors
such as red and brown may psychologicaily make you feel
warmer.
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ACT \¡TT'V R.ECTR.Ð SHE,ET'
(to be completed by the reacher)

ACTIVITY:

COMPLETION DATE:

GRADE LEVEL:

SUBJECT:

# OF CLASSES:

TOTAL # STUDENTS:

RESULTS:
1. Did the students maintain interest during the activity?

High interest _ Average interest _ Low interest _
2. Did students comprehend the task, as demonstrated by their choice of clothing?

Explain.

3. What percentage of students completed the activity? _%
4. Did you find the activity to be of value for classroom use?

High value _ Average value _ Low value

5. Would you use this activity again?

6. What improvements to this activity would you suggest?

l. Did the class or any individual students carry out further action or investigation
as a result of this activity? Explain.
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Language Arts
ENERGY CONSERVATXON DEE,&T'E

CURRICULAR OBJECTIVES :

Speaking Objective:
o To communicate effectively through a debate.
Reading Objective:
ø To collect, study and organize information.

ENERGY CONSERVATION OBJECTTVE:o To recognize and argue opposing sides of an issue surrounding energy
con servation/efficiency.

RF,COMMENDED GRADE LEVEL/SUBJECT AREA:
Grades 7, 8 &. Sr.1 Language Arts.

TIME: 4-5hours.

MATERIALS: Access to energy information.

BACKGROUND:
There are numerous recognized benefits to energy conservation
and efficiency. These include:
o prolonging the availability of non-renewable resources;n qtotection of the environment through reduced harmful emissions caused by fossil

fuel use, through the postponement of new large energy developments and
accompanying environmental impacts, and through the reduced need to
import/export fossil fuels which may lead to environmental damage;e economic benefits which often outweigh initial investment costs, if any.

There are barriers to energy conservation which include the investment costs of energy
effìciency, the perceived risk of energy efficiency, and lack of awareness/knowledgô
concerning energy conservation.

Conflicts often arise over who should pay for energy efhciency and conservation, and
over energy efficiency vs. development.
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PROCEDURE:
The general format of a debate would be used. Students could work in groups, assigning
various research, argument and rebuttal duties amongst themselves. Two or more
debates could be held, depending on the class size. Students will need time to research
and prepare their argunlents.

Possible Debate Topics:

There are several issues surrounding energy conservation and effrciency which could be
chosen for which there are opposing sides. A few possible topics include:

1. Energy conservation/efficiency results in a loss of employment in the energy
indLrstry.

2. Energy conservation means giving up comfort and convenience.

3' Electric and gas Lrtilities should be responsible for energy conservation programs
in Manitoba.

Information should be available to students in the school library, newspapers, journals,
utilities (eg. Manitoba Hydro's Power Smart and Demand Side Management programs),
non-govenlment organizations, Energy, Mines & Resources Canada, and Manitoba
Energy and Mines.

SUGGESTED EVAL{JATIOI\ :

Reconrmendations for evaluating a detrate may be found in:

Curriculutn Assessntent Support Mct.terials for Social Stuclies Grade I (INTERIM),
Curriculum Development and Implementation Branch, Manitoba Education ,

October, 1985 - Appendix C: Debates (Evaluation).
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.&CT V{T'V RECORÐ SE{ÐE,T'
(to be completed by the teacher)

ACTIVITY:

COMPLETION DATE:

GRADE LEVEL:

SUBJECT:

# OF CLASSES:

TOTAL # STUDE,NTS:

RESULTS:
l. Did the students maintain interest during the activity?

High interest _ Average interest _ Low interest _
2. What was the debate topic(s) chosen? Did a variety of energy

conservation/efficiency benefits emerge from the debate? Explain.

3. What percentage of students completed the activity? _%

4. Did you find the activity to be of value for classroom use?

High value _ Average value _ Low value

5. Would you use this activity again?

6. What improvements to this activity would you suggest?

7. Did the class or any individual students carry out further action or investigation
as a result of this activity? Explain.
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L.A. / Social Studies

R.O{.IND T'ABLE DISCUSffON

CI]RRICULAR OBJECTIVES :
o To communicate effectively through a round-table discussion;
e To recognize how energy is related to human activity.

ENERGY CONSERVATION OBJECTIVE:
o To identify and experience various points of view concerning an energ issue;
o To use the decision-making process of a Round Table discussion to attempt to

resolve the issue.

RECOMMENDED GRADE LEVEL/SI]BJECT AREA:
c Grade 7, 8 or Senior 1 Language Arts and Social Studies.

TIME: 1 Class Period: Research
1 Class Period: Round Table Discussion
(The discussion may go on for more than 1 class period).

BACKGROUND:
The Round Table process will enable students to participate in the decision-making
process either through a real or simulated experience. One of the conflicts surrounding

energy use is whether to improve effîciency and expand conservation or to expand supply

through new energy developments. The article from Equinox magazine is provided as

an example of this conflict in Quebec. There are several groups of stakeholders involved
in this conflict which would be identified and role-played by students. A list of potential

stakeholders for student sto look for is provided in the Model Round Table for Youth Kit
(See reference).

Background information regarding conflicts over hydro development in Quebec can be
found through the following references:
o "The James Bay Power Project", Canadian Geographic Feb./March 1990: 20-31.
o "The Trouble at Great Whale", Equinox Jan./Feb. 1992:28-4I.
o "Power Struggle at James Bay", CBC-TV News in Review, Sept. 1991. Video

available from the Manitoba Education and Training Library.
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PROCEDI]RE:

Hold a Round Table meeting on an energy-related topic, for which there is an issue that
needs to be resolved.

Instructions for carrying out the Round Table process are outlined in the Sustainable
Development Curriculum Support materials prepared by Manitoba Education and
Training (Manitoba Education and Training 1993).

A comprehensive kit has been developed by the National Round Table which describes
the Round Table process and how to carry out a Round Table simulation (National Round
Table on the Environment and the Economy).

SUGGESTED EVALUATION:
There are methods of evaluation which may be used found in:

Curriculum Assessment Support Materials for Social Studies Grade I (INTENM),
Curriculum Development and Implementation Branch, Manitoba Education,
October, 1985 - Appendix B: Class or Group Discussions (Evaluation) aná
Appendix E: Role Playing and Simulation (Evaluation).

REFERENCES: Model Round Table for Youth Kir, National Round
Table on the Environment and the Economy. Available
from:

National Round Table on the Environment and the Economy
1 Nicholas, Suite 1500
Ott.awa, Ontario
K1N 787
Tel: (613) 992-7189
Fax: (613) 992-7385

Sustainable Development Grad.es 5 to I Curriculum
Support for Social Studies and Science Teachers - Caring
for the World, Manitoba Education and Training L993.
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Reprin.ted with. permission of Equinox ma.gazine
Copyright (c) 1992 Tel.entedia Contmunica.tions Inc.

MEGAWATTS OR

In the campaign to protect their
land from further development, the
Crees and Inuit of Quebec are trying to
convince fellow euebeckers and
residents of the northeastern United
States to look to their own homes and
workplaces to satisfy their appetite for
electric power, rather than to the wilds
of central Quebec. It is a persuasive
argument: a raft of detailed analyses as
well as lessons gained from innovative
utilities suggests that a comprehensive
energy-conservation programme could
neutralize the need for the Great Whale
hydroelectric project.

Effi ciency tech nologies developed
over the past decade have dramatically
altered the energy equation. Energy
analyst and longtime conservation
proponent Amory Lovins of the Rocky
Mountain Institute in Colorado estimates
that conservation measures now available
- from old-fashioned weatherization to
advanced lighting - could save between
30 and l0 percent of total energy
consumption at a cost below that of
building new power plants.

Utilities are taking heed. In
Canada, B.C. Hydro pìoneered the
energy-efficiency route with its power
Smart programme. Power Smart offers
comprehensive efficiency measures to
consumers and businesses, such as
rebates for every kilowatt saved through
the use of high-efficiency motors and
water heaters, as well as loans and
rebates to install efficient lights and to
upgrade insulation in homes. By the year

NEGAWATTS?

2000, Power Smart efficiencies are
expected to save the amount of power
now consumed by 400,000 homes in the
province. Consolidated Edison, a New
York utility that will claim almost half
of a proposed l,OO0-megawatt power
contract between Hydro-euebec and the
New York Power Authority, is planning
to save billions of dollars over the next
17 years by reducing electricity demand
by 21.8 percenr. The analysis is telling:
By investing in Quebec hydroelectric
power, Consolidated Edison wilt pay
$6.5 billion to add 482 megawatts to its
power grid; but by investing in
conservation, it will pay $4.1 billion to
reduce 2,425 megawatts from its
capacity needs. The savings come from
the electricity not produced, something
Lovins calls "negawatts'.

Quebec itself is a pr:irne candidate
for a multi-pronged energy-conservation
programme. About one-third of
Quebec's nonapartment housing stock
has little or no insulation, according to a
recent study conducted for the
department of Energy, Mines and
Resources. Residential energy-
conservation programmes designed to
upgrade houses to present standards
could save 50 percent of the energy
production of the Great Whale project.
The potential for savings from the
commercial sector is also substantial.
Concordia University's Centre for
Building Studies estimates that the
typical office building in Montreal
consumes 30 percent more energy than
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comparable buildings in northeastern
United States. "Our f,rgures show that an
aggressive conservation programme
could delay the need for the Great
Whale project until at least 2010," says
Ian Goodman of The Goodman Group,
a Boston-based consulting firm. "By
that time, technological advances may
well have supplanted the need for the
massive dam complex. "

For many in Quebec, however,
the Great Whale project has merits
extending beyond those of energy
generation. They see the project as an
economic engine, creating jobs and
stimulating the economy into the next
century. But research into energy
conservation questions the prevailing
wisdom. Work by economists Mark
Jaccard and David Sims for B.C. Hydro
reveals that twice as many jobs would be
created through energy conservation
without the creation of a new dam and
that the jobs would be more eVenly
spread geographically.

Far from securing 'euebec's

economic future, says Goodman, the
construction of the Great Whale project
may saddle the province with an energy
glut as American utilities increasingly
look to conservation. As a sign of the
tinres, Vermont's largest utility in l99l
had to sell 10 megawatts of newly
acquired Hydro-Quebec power back to
Quebec. "The demand just isn't there,"
says Lewis Milford of the Conservation
Law Foundation in Montpelier,
Vermont. Without the projected income
from energy sales to pay down the huge
debt burden of the James Bay

megaprojects, Quebec consumers will
face higher electrical bills and their
economy's competitiveness will suffer.
In the end, ironically, scrapping the
Great Whale project may offer a more
secure future not only for the aboriginal
peoples in central and northern Quebec
but for the province as well.

-Pegi Dover & Philip Jessup
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Mathematics 7.1

c &NsH,R.VAg'ä@ro C,etCKlL,&T'xtroS

CUR.RICULAR OBJECTIVE :
ø To solve problems requiring multiplication with decimals.
ø To solve problems using operations with percentages.

ENERGY CONSERVATION OBJECTIVES :
ø To recognize methods of conserving energy and to calculate the corresponding

energy and cost savings.

RECOMMENDED GRADE LEVELiSUBJECT AREA: Grade 7 or 8 math.

SKILLS REQUIRED: Multiplication with decimals, operations with percentages.

TIME: 40 minutes class time.

BACKGROUND:
Incentives for conserving energy include cost savings to consumers on their electricity
and gas bills. While there are sometimes initial investments required in energy
effìciency, often the investment will be regained through reduced energy bills.

PROCEDURE:
The word problems may be used for practicing problem-solving. The fîrst three
problems deal with decimals, and the final four problems are related to percentages.

SUGGESTED EVALUATION:
Students could be graded on their answers. As an extension exercise, students could
develop a checklist/set of energy-saving tips for conserving energy based upon what they
have learned.

RBFBR.ENCES: 1993 En.erguide, Enerey, Mines and Resources Canada. Minister
of Supply and Services Canada.
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CO¡{SERVATXON CAT,C{.]LATTONS
ACTTVTTY

For these problems you will need to understand a measurement of energy called the
kilowatt-hour (kwh). One kwh is the amount of energy equivalent to 1 kilówaff (1,000
watts) of power being used for one hour.

1000 watts x t hour : 1 kwh.
Your hydro bill shows you how much electrical energy your family has consumed in
kwh.

Use an electricity rate of 6 cents per kwh for the problems that relate to the cost of
electricity.

1. a) You go away for a 2-week vacation at Christmas, but don't bother to turn off or
turn down your water bed heater. If the water bed heater is using 200 watts of
power, how much has it cost you to heat the waterbed while you were away?

b) rf your parents leave a lamp on (with a 100-watt bulb) to discourage
burglars during the two weeks you are away, what does this
electricity use cost?

c) How much money would be saved if a 52-watt bulb were used instead of the 100-
watt bulb, and an automatic timer turned the lamp on for only 4 hours per day
instead of 24?
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2.a) During the winter, an outdoor automatic timer can be installed to control the
amount of time your car's block heater is operating. If a car is "plugged in"
from 1i:00pm until 7:00am, using a 400 watt block heater, how muåh electrical
energy has been used?

b) A block heater only needs to be used for 4 hours; after that the engine block
doesn't get any warmer. If the timer is set so that the heater only äns from
3:00am until 7:00am, how much energy has been used? what are the savings
over a 1-month period if the block heater is used for 10 days that month? for 20
days?

c) If the cost of an automatic timer is $25.00, how long will it take to pay back the
investment through cost savings on your electrical Uru if the timer is uiø for 10
days per month? for 20 days per month?

The Energuide rating of an appliance informs the public as to how much electricity the
appliance consumes per month. The ratings are determined by standard teiting
procedures which attempt to approximate average use of the appliance. The units for
energy consumption in the Energuide are kilowatt-hours per mònth (kwh/month).

3. a) Your family needs to purchase a new refrigerator. They are
considering two different models which have the sár" cupa.ity. Model
A has an Energuide rating of 105 kwh/month, while Modei B has a
rating of 75 kwh/month. If the average lifetime of a refrigerator is 17
years, calculate the energy costs for each model for the run tz years.
v/hat would the energy savings be during that time if Model B *"r"
purchased instead of Model A ?
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b) If the initial cost of Model B is $100 more than Model A, approximately
how many years would it take to gain back that $100 through electricity cost
savings if Model B is purchased?

4. To conserve energy, Mr. Smart has decided to install a solar heating system in
his home. The cost is $5,000. This installation will reduce his utility bill by
60%. Presently his utility bill averages $700 per year.
a) How much money will be saved yearly after the installation?

b) How long will it take the savings in the utility bill to pay for Mr. Smart,s
$5,000 investment? (Assume the average utility bill will remain the same).

By reducing highway speed from 100 km/hr. to 80 km/hr., Mr. smith can reduce
his car's fuel consumptíonby 20%. If his car averages S litres/lO0 kilometres
(8 L/100km) at 100 km/hr., what is his fuel consumption at 80 km/hr.?

After having an engine tune-up on her car, Mrs. Green's fuel consumption
decreased from 10 L/i0Okm to 9 L/100km. What was the percentage deciease
in fuel consumption?

5.

6.
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t. Your family is considering the purchase of a new car. By purchasing a 4-
cylinder model with a 2.2 litre engine size, instead of a 6-cylinder 3.1 ¡tre
engine, they can reduce their average fuel consumption by 15 %. If the $-cylinder
car's fuel consumption is 11 L/100km, what is the more fuel-efficient model's
consumption?

List 3 energy-saving tips you would pass on to a friend, based upon what you
have learned.

8.
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ACT'TVTTV XA.E,COX{.Ð SF{EET'
(to be completed by the teacher)

ACTIVITY:

COMPLETION DATE:

GRADE LEVEL:

SUBJECT:

# OF CLASSES:

TOTAL # STUDENTS:

RESULTS:
1. Did the students maintain interest during the activity?

High interest _ Average interest _ Low interest _
2. What were the most common tips (Answer #8) that students gave as a reply?

3. What percentage of students completed the activity? _%
4. Did you find the activity to be of value for classroom use?

High value _ Average value _ Low value

5. Would you use this activity again?

6. What improvements to this activity would you suggest?

1. Did the class or any individual students carry out further action or investigation
as a result of this activity? Explain.
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V{athernatics E" I
CTST' &P' KÐÐPXroG CK,EAN

CIIRRICULAR OBJECTIVE:
ø To solve problems related to area & volume.

ENERGY CONSERVATION OBJECTIVE:
" To compare the amount of energy used to heat water for a bath and a shower.

RECOMMENDED GRADE LEVEL/SUBJECT AREA: Grade 8 mathematics.

SKILLS REQUIRED: Multiplication and division of decimal numbers, units
conversion.

TIME: Classroom: 40 minutes
Home: 20 minutes

MATERIALS: Measuring tape or ruler at home.

BACKGROUND:
All of us have control over the amount of energy we use in our homes. There are
choices we can make, such as whether to have a bath or shower. Students will discover
which uses less hot water.

BENEFITS OF CONSERVING ENERGY WHEN BATHING/SHOWERING:
o Protection of the environment;
ø Reduced electricity/gas bills;
e Lowering the thermostat on the hot water heater from 6OC to 54"C can increase

the life expectancy of the hot water tank and provide a 30 second margin of
safety for 3rd degree burns (Firefighters Burn Fund 1989).

PROCEDURE:
The work that needs to be done at home should be clarified ahead of time, should the
students have any questions (eg. they may have an irregular shaped bathtub). The
students could collect the data at home, and work on the assignment in class.
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Possible answers to Question #10:
(eg. shower instead of barhe, have a shorter or cool.er shower, lower the thermostat
setting on you ltot vvater heater (for el.ectric lt.oÍ water tanks tlrc tlrcrntostat ca.n he tu.rn.ed

down ro 54"C once the power ha.s been turned off and the pl.ate covering the thermostat
h.as been. retnoved, for ga.s water lrcaters turn. the setting to 'low'), use less waîer in. the
bathtub, in.sta.ll a l.ow-flow sltowerh.ead, purchase a ntore fficient ga.s water heater when.

you need a new on.e. The pipes and hot water tank can be insul.a.ted to reduce h.eat loss.)

A comparison between bath and shower for all students could be graphed or displayed
in table format. Comparisons could be made between electric and gas water heaters also.

Recommended Evaluation:
For this activity, students could be evaluated based on completion of the assignment.
Students could be asked to devise a plan that will save their family money on water
heating costs. They should set a few goals and keep a log of their progress toward those
goals.

References:
Energy Con.servation Ed.ucation for New York StaÍe, New York State Education
Department, Albany, New York.

Keeping the Heat In Consumer's Guide, p.93-94, Energy, Mines and Resources
Canada, Minister of Supply and Services Canada 1990.
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COST OF KEEPTNG CLEAN
ACTTVTTY

WHICH USES MORE HOT WATER: A SHOWER OR A BATH?

Only complete the questions which apply to you, i.e complete "electric heater" only if
your water heater at home is electric, and complete "gas heater" only if your water
heater is powered by natural gas.
All measurements should be taken to the nearest 0.1 cm.

1. Measure the length and width of the inside of your bathtub.*
Length: _cm Width: cm

2. Measure the depth of water used next time you bathe.
Depth: _cm

3. Measure the temperature of the water in your bath.**
Temperature: _"C.

4. Plug the drain and measure the depth of water that accumulates next time you
shower. Depth: _cm
Assume the temperature of the water is the same as it was for your bath (See #3).

5. Determine the volume of water used by both bathing and showering.
Bathing Volume: _cm3
Showering Volume: _cm3

6. Convert the cubic centimetres of water to litres (L).
Bathing Volume: L
Showering Volume: L
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7a- The amount of energy used to heat the water will vary according to the type of
water heater you have. The amount of energy will be *easu."ã in kiloþules.
One kJ : 1,000 joules : i,000 J.

Electric heaters: An electric water heater set at 6ûc, uses

ro nnd the amount "tTJ"*i3i:'i"ïJ¡i1Ï1t"; ro the remperarure or
your shower, you need to complete the following:

75r.863kJ/L = ?kJtL
60'C Temp.of water (Answer from #3)

Gas heaters: A gas water heater set at 6OC (140'F), uses approximately
334.161 kJlL. To find the amount of energy used to heat
the water to the temperatlrre of your bath water, you need
to complete the following:

334.161 kyL = ?klL
60'C Temp.of water (Answer from #3)

7b. Electric heaters:
Calculate the number of kilojoules of electricity required to heat the water for
your bath and shower.
Bath: _litres of water x kJ/L : kJ
Shower: _litres of water x Wtt : kJ

Gas Heaters:
Calculate the number of kilojoules of natural gas required to heat the water for
your bath and shower.
Bath: _litres of water x kJ/L : kJ
Shower: litres of water x UStt : kJ

8. Which uses less hot water: bath or shower? Compare with the rest of your
classmates.

9. Electric heaters:
A kilowatt-hour (kwh) is the amount of energy equivalent to I kilowatt of power
being used for one hour. (1 kilowatt : 1,000 watrs). Electricity use in Manitoba
is measured in kWh. Electricity: I kwh : 3,600 kJ
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a.9. How many kilowatt-hours are
for your bath?

for your shower?

used to heat the water:

b. If the cost of electricity is $.06 per kWh, what is the cost of heating the
water:
for your bath?

for your shower?

Gas heaters:
Natural gas is measured in cubic meters (ni3) in Manitoba.
Natural gas: 1 m3 : 37,246 YJ

a. How many cubic meters of natural gas are used to heat the water:
for your bath?

for your shower?

If the cost of narural gas is $0. 18 / nr3, what is the cost of heating the
water?
for your bath?

for your shower?

b.

List ways that you can conserve energy when you bathe/shower. (Use the other
side of this page to continue your answer).

* For an oval shaped bath tub, you will need to make the following measurements:
Measure the inside length of the tub where it is longest, and the inside width of the tub
where it is widest. Multiply length x 0.5 x width x 0.5 x 3.l4to get thearea. For this
type of bathtub, once you have found the area, the volume can be found in the same way
as a rectrangular tub. (Note: if the tub is slanted such that it js wider at the top than at
the bottom, take the area of the bottom oval shape, and also the area of the oual shape
where the water is highest. Add the two areas together and divide by 2 to get the
average area).

** If you do not have access to a thermometer at home, you may use an average
temperature of 38 or 4ûC.

10.
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ACT'ãVTT'V RE,CTR.Ð SF{EET
(to be completed by the teacher)

ACTIVITY:

COMPLETION DATE:

GRADE LEVEL:

SUBJECT:

# OF CLASSES:

TOTAL # STUDENTS:

RESULTS:
1. Did the students maintain interest during the activity?

High interest _ Average interest _ Low interest _
2. What percentage of students found that a bath uses more hot water than a shower?

-To3. What percentage of students completed the activity? _%
4. Did you find the activity to be of value for classroom use?

High value _ Average value _ Low value _

5. Would you use this activity again?

6. What improvements to this activity would you suggest?

7. Did the class or any individual students carry out further action or investigation
as a result of this activity? Explain.
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EhtrERGV AUDXTS

ENERGY CONSERVATION OBJECTTVES:ø To measure energy loss and waste in the school;a To recognize several methods of reducing energy waste, through the use of
resource materials.

o To develop conclusions and recommendations to reduce energy waste in the
schooi.

RECOMMENDED GRADE LEVEL/SIIBJECT AREA:
The audits will likely best fit into the science and industrial arts classes. The audits may
be allocated to various subject areas, such that one class is not doing all audits.
An environmental club may want to take part also; especially with regard to the
observation of lights left on.

PROCEDT]RE:
The audits on the foliowing pages will provide some indication as to how your school can
become more energy efficient.

Students may be divided into 5 groups; each group working on a separate task.
Alternatively, the entire class may participate in each audit; dividing the school area
amongst groups of students.

It is important to notify staff and custodian prior to carrying out the investigations.

Students will carefully record their results, draw conclusions and write recommendations
to correct the energy waste. The Resources section (pages R-l to R-6) in the teacher
resources manual identifies several sources of energy information that could be used to
help students rnake recommendations. Recommendations should include no-cost actions
that students and staff may take to reduce energy consumption, in addition to retrof,rts to
rhe building.

Classrooms which make an extra effort in cornpleting the audits and recommendations
will be recognized for their effort (see Awards section; pages A-1 to A-3).

The time indicated in each audit, represents the estimated time to do the investigative
work. Time is also required to research ways to reduce energy loss.
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ACTTV{TV R.ECOR,D SFTÐET
(to be completed by the teacher)

ACTIVITY:

COMPLETION DATE:

GRADE LEVEL:

SUBJECT:

# OF CLASSES:

TOTAL # STUDENTS:

RESULTS:
1. Did the students maintain interest during the activity?

High interest _ Average interest _ Low interest _
2- Describe some of the findings of students which demonstrated significant energy

loss in the school (if any).

3' what percentage of students compreted the activity? _vo
4' Did you find the activity to be of value for classroom use?

High value _ Average value _ Low value

5. Would you use this activity again?

6. What improvements to this activity would you suggest?

7. Did the class or any individual students carry out further action or investigation
as a result of this activity? Explain.
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WAT'ER. F''AUCET AUÐTT'

DESCRIPTION; Students will investigare ro:
@ measure water waste from leaky faucets/showerheads;
@ measure the maximum flow rate of faucets and to

determine if water-efficient aerators/flow restrictors are
needed;

" observe whether water-efficient showerheads are installed.

BACKGROTIND:
One drop of water per second from a leaky faucet is equivalent to approximately 760
litres per month (Manitoba Hydro 1990).

Self-closing faucets, flow restrictors, water-efficient aerators and water-efficient
showerheads reduce water consumption significantly while maintaining a good spray for
washing and showering.

TIME: 2 hours

MATERIALS: Large, clear, strong plastic freezer bags
Measuring cup (metric)
Felt pen for writing on plastic bag
Stop watch

REFERENCES:
Using energ)t fficÌent$, Manitoba Hydro 1990.

Greening You.r School, Is Five Foundation and Hamilton Region Conservation
Authority, June 1993. Fjnancial Support: Ontario Ministries of Natural
Resources, and Environment and Energy.
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IryATER. FAUCET AUDTT

PROCEDT]RE:
1. Mark off 0.25 L (litres), 0.50 L, 0.75 L, 1.00 L, I.Z5 L, 1.50 L, 1..75 L, 2 L

on the plastic bag, using the measuring cup to fill 0.25 L at a time to get the
correct markings.

2. Dripping Faucets:
Before measuring the maximum flow rate of the faucet, note if there are any
drþping faucets. Note whether the faucet is dripping because it wasn't turned off
completely. Collect a water sample from the dripping faucet during a hve-minute
period. You may want to measure the drþ in a clear measuring cup which has
more precise markings than the plastic bag. Record.

Calculations:
Calcuiate the total amount of water that would be wasted from each drþing
faucet in one hour, in one day, week, month and year.

3. Water Flow:
Measurements of the water flow under high pressure will be taken during a 5-
second period.
o Turn the tap on full (use cold water) and measure the amount of water

collected in the plastic bag after 5 seconds. Record.

o Continue for each faucet you are measuring in the school. You may wish
- to keep the water in containers to water any plants in the school or for

other uses.

Calculations:
Calculate and fill in the table on the next page. Determine the flow rate per
minute. Each faucet should not have a maximum flow rate higher than 10 litres
per minute (Is Five Foundation and the Hamilton Region Conservation Authority
t9e3).

Cross out the faucets that do NOT flow at a rate greater than 10 litres per minute.

For the remaining faucets, calculate the difference between the observed flow rate
and 10 litres per minute to determine the amount of water being wasted by these
faucets at high pressure.
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WATER. WASTET} .AT MAXil\,IT]M FT-,OW F'R.OM FAUCETS

4. Record the percentage of water-efficient showerheads you observe. If you are
unsure whether the showerhead is water-efficient, get help from the teacher or
custodian.

RECOMMENDATIONS & CONCLUSIONS:

ROONf FAUCE I
LOCATION

MÁ.X. FI-O!V
RATE / 5 SEC.

MAX. FLOW
RATE / IIIIN.

IVATERWASTED
AT MAJ(IMI,,NI
FLOW / MIN.
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DESCRIPTION:

ÏNSIJT,ATNOT{ .AUT}IT

This is a simple test to determine if the exterior walls of the school
(or selected rooms in the school) are adequately insulated.

TIME: 2 hours

MATERIALS: 2 thermometers

BACKGROUND:
Walls can account for 10 to 30 per cent of house heat loss (Energy, Mines & Resources
Canada 1990). While all walls could be tested in the school, the outside walls are the
most important with respect to potential heat loss.

SOIIRCE: Activity adapted from:
Industrial Technology. Iowa Developed Energy Activiry sampler, 6-12, rowa state

Department of Education, Des Moines. sponsoring Agency: Iowa state
Department of Natural Resources - Energy Division 1986.

REFERENCES: Keeping the Heat In consumer's Guide, Energy, Mines and
Resources Canada 1990.

PROCEDURE:
Decide if you will be testing the entire school, or only cerlain rooms in the school. Each
time you measure the temperatures in a room, you will need to record the starting
temperatures of each thermometer (should be the same). While the heating system is
operating, place one thermometer finnly against the inside surface of an exterior wall and
another thermometer at the same height in the center of the room. If the thermometer
has a top ioop for hanging, it may be hung on a hook on the wall, and the other
thermorneter could be placed on a chair/table in the center of the room. Avoid holding
the thermometer, as the heat from your hands will increase the temperature. Allow 5
minutes; then record the two temperature readings. If the difference between the
readings is greater than 3" C, the wall is probably not adequately insulated.

Outslde

Thermometers
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ÐAT'A

Highlight the walls which have inadequate insulation.

CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS:

ROOÀt T,IRECTION OUTER
wAt,L ts
¡-^ctNc

STARTTNG
Ttal\rP.

cc)

TE¡\,f P. WÀLL
i{t-l'lìR 5

NflN. eC)

TEIUP, ROOIU

CENTER AITER 5

¡\rrN. fc)

TEI\IPERATTJRE
DIFFERENCE

ec)
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WASTE AUÐTT

DESCRIPTION: Students will sort and analyze the waste from the lunchroom or
entire school to determine what is being thrown out that could
instead be reused or recycled, or replaced by a reusable/recyclable
material.

BACKGROUND:
It is estimated that Manitobans generate approximately one tonne of waste per person
each year (Manitoba Environment 1991).

Reducing our consumption of products and packaging places less demand on the energy
used in manufacturing.

Recycling allows new products to be made with much less energy than if raw materials
were used. By using recycled material instead of virgin resources, the energy required
for steel and paper production is reduced by more than half and for aluminum by 70%
(Perry 1992). You can save more than 400 kilowatt-hours of electricity in one year by
recycling newspapers, glass, steel, aluminum and plastic soft drink bottles used by an
average househoid (Ontario Ministry of Energy 1992).

TIME: two hours

MATERIALS: Gloves for each students handling garbage
Drop Cloth (large plastic sheet)
Scale

State of the Environment: Report for Manitoba,
Manitoba Environment I99L.

Be a Friend of th,e Environment, L. Perry & C.
Simpson. Manitoba Environment 1992.

Energy Matters Series: Energy and the Envíronment,
Ontario Ministry of Energy 1992.

REFERENCES:
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W.{STE AUT}TT'

PROCEDURE:
Save the lunchroom or school garbage for a few days. You may wish to sort food waste

each day and weigh it, or keep it outside where it won't smell in the winter.

l. Place the collected garbage onto a drop cloth on the floor.

2. Sort the garbage into categories. The following is a sample list of categories.
Students may wish to modify or add to the list.

' aluminum, steel, paper (offrce, notebook, computer), newspaper and
flyers, paper packaging, other paper, plastic, glass, cardboard, organic
waste, miscellaneous.

3. Weigh and record the amount of garbage from each category and the total amount
of garbage

4. Go through each category and estimate the percentage of waste that could be
a) recycled (included composting);
b) reused;
c) replaced by a reusable/recyclable item.
Record the percentage of garbage left to be disposed of.

What is the total percentage of garbage that could be diverted from going to the landfilt?

CONCI-USIONS & RECOMME,NDATIONS :
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DATA

tvÂsTE
CÄTEGORY

IVEIGIIT
(gnms)

fø lhat
@uld bc
rcc,rcled

qo lhlt
ñuld bc
rcuscd

Vo lhat
@uld bc
¡cplaccd

Vo golng

lo
lândnll

TOTAL EA

WÄSTE
DIVERTED

TOTAL:
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ÐR.AF'T' ÐETÐCTTVES

DESCRIPTIOIT{: Students will determine where there are areas of heat loss in the
school by using a simple draft detector.

TIME: 2 hours

MATERIALS: Draft Detector 1: Long pencil
Plastic food wrap
Scotch tape
Scissors & ruler

Draft Detector 2: Incense sticks

BACKGROIIND:
Air leaks will cause heat loss from a building. You can easily check for air leaks
through and around windows, doors and electrical outlets where there may be holes in
the building envelope. You can also check exhaust fans and vents (when not in use),
corners where two walls meet, light fixtures in ceilings, baseboards, and any cracks in
the wall or ceiling (cracks/gaps may result in cold air rushing into the building:
infiltration).

REFERENCES: Keeping the ÍIeat In. Consumer's Guide, Energy, Mines and
Resources Canada i990.
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ÐR,AF"T DETECTN/ES

PROCEDURE:

Draft Detector:
During cold weather , heat escaping through air leaks can be tested by using a simple
draft detector. Choose one of the following options to make a draft detector:

1. Incense sticks: Hold the lit ends of a few
incense sticks in front of the area you are
testing. (Powerful leaks will cause the smoke
to dissipate and the incense tips to glow;
slower leaks will cause the smoke to move more
slowly towards the leak).

Pencil and plastic food wrap: Cut and tape
a 15-cm by 20-cm piece of plastic food wrap
to a pencil. Hold the draft detector near
the testing area, and note if the plastic
moves back and forth (indicating a draft).
Don't move the pencil.

tçlp\_

2.

Record all areas where there is a draft, indicating whether the draft is strong or weak,
in a notebook for later reference. Make sure to describe the location with enough detail
so that others will know where the draft is.
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DATA

CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS:

ROOt\.f LOCiTTIOñ- IN ROOlrf
(d6c¡lbc ln dctall)

STRONG DRAFT ?

(chæk mark)
1VEAK DRAF'T ?

(chæk mark)
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Ï,TGE{T'A{IÐIT

DESCRIPTION: Students will attempt to determine the frequency with which lights
are being left on when not in use, and also to observe the number
of standard incandescent ligth bulbs which courd be replaced by
more energy-effi cient bulbs.

BACKGROUND:
Many schools have adopted a practice where students monitor rooms in the school to
check that lights have been turned off when not in use. This activity will determine if
there is a need for such a light conservation program.

There are various methods to audit lights in the school; many of which require technical
expertise to determine the appropriate lighting level in a room and how to best achieve
this level efhciently. The incandescent light bulb investigation is suggested as a simple
method to determine if there is energy wasted by the lighting in the school. Incandescent
lights can be replaced by rnore energy-efficient fluorescent bulbs. Students will only
record those lights not operating on a dimmer switch or motion-sensing system.

TIME: two hours

MATERIALS: Ladder may be necessary
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r-IGTTT,duÐtrT

PROCEDURE:

! Lights Off:
During class, lunch-hour and break, students will check rooms in the school to determine
whether any lights have been left on while not in use. It is not necessary to go into the
rooms if you can see that the light has been left on and the room is empty without
entering the room.

Incandescent Audit:
Incandescent bulbs are the common light bulbs found in homes as in the diagram at the
top of the page. (Some compact fluorescent bulbs may look similar). Record all
incandescent bulbs in the school, and where possible record the wattage of the bulb. It
is not necessary to remove or even touch the bulb to read the wattage. In some cases,
a lamp shade may need to be removed (Obtain permission first).

Record all results in a table such as that below.

EMPTY ROOM LIGHTS LBFT ON ?

(check mark)
INCANDESCENT

BULBS
(# in room)

WATTAGE OF
INCANDESCENT

BULBS

RECOMMENDATIONS & CONCLUSIONS:
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Science 8.tr

E/å,&KKNG A STï,,EK. WATER E{EATER

CT]RRICULAR. OBJECTIVE:
Changes in Energy & Matter: HEAT
ø Describe solar energy production.

ENERGY CONSERVATION OBJECTIVES :
ø To measure the amount of solar energy that can be collected by a simple solar

water heater.
o To describe possible applications of this method of solar heating.

RECOMMENDED GRADE LEVEL/SUBJECT AREA: Grade 8 Science classes.

TIME: 45 minutes total class time.
30 minutes total of student time before and after classes.

MATERIALS: ø Used steel cans from home (eg. large juice or coffee cans);
enough so that there is one for every 2 students;

o Plastic lids for cans or foil paper;
ø Black paint or black paper;
e Thermometers

BACKGROUND:
Solar energy is a renewable resource with vast potential for further development in the
world. When combined with another energy source, an active solar hot water heater can
save up to 40% of the energy required for water heating (Energy, Mines & Resources
Canada 1990).

PROCEDURE:
Students make the solar water heaters as on the instructions provided. Some groups may
wish to put their solar water heaters in areas with little sunlight; eg. north side of the
school, to compare the difference in water temperature.

SUGGESTED EVAI,UATION:
Students could be evaluated based on the results of the questions following the activity.

Possible Answers to Question #ll:.
Solar energy is a renewable resource and reduces our dependence
on fossil fuels.
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There is very little pollution associated with the use production and
use of solar energy.
Once a solar energy system is in place, it is inexpensive to
maintain.

Possible Answers to Question #12:
A solar water heater could be installed at the cabin to heat water
during the spring/sunlmer/fall.
A solar water heater could be Lrsed to heat a swimming pool in the
summer.
It could be used in combination with another energy source to
ensure adequate energy year-round.

EXTENSIONS:
Students as a class or environment club could make a simple greenhouse out of plastic
and wood, and use solar water heaters to heat it in the spring.

StLrdents could further research applications of solar energy.
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VIAKIF\TG A S0LAR WATER. FilEATER.
ACTTVITY

Instructions

Students are recommended to work in groups of two for this activity.

1 Paint the can and lid (or foil paper) with black paint OR cover with black paper.

2. Cut a hole in the center of the lid, small enough so that the thermometer will fit
tightly through the hole.

3. Fill the can almost to the top with water and piace the lid on top. The water
should be at room temperature.

4. Fit the thermometer through the hole and if possible, suspend it so that the
bottom of the thermometer is touching the water but not the can.

5. Measure the temperature of the water and record.

6. Place the solar water heaters near a window on the south side of the school (not
on top of a heat register).

Thsrmomeier

Black
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7.

8.

For the next week, record the temperature of the water early in the morning and
at the end of the day, at the same time each day. Also record the weãther
conditions, eg. sutlny and clear, partially cloudy, overcast.

At what time of day were the ten-rperature recordings the highest? why? Did the
weather conditions affect the temperature of the water?

9. How does the solar water heater work?

What kind of energy does it collect?

What kind of energy does it release?

10. How could this be used on a larger scale?

11. What are so¡rìe of the benefits of using solar energy?

If there is limited direct sunlight in Manitoba in the winter, how could a solar
water heater be used effectively?

t2.
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ACT'XVãT'V R.ÐCTRX} SE{ÐÐT'
(to be completed by the reacher)

ACTIVITY:

COMPLETION DATE:

GRADE LEVEL:

SUBJECT:

# OF CLASSES:

TOTAL # STUDENTS:

RESULTS:
1. Did the students maintain interest during the activity?

High interest 
- 

Average interest _ Low interest _
2' Summarize the students' responses to the benelrts and applications of a solar

water heater.

3. What percentage of students completed the activity? _%
4. Did you find the activity to be of value for classroom use?

High value _ Average value _ Low value

5. Would you use this activity again?

6. What improvements to this activity would you suggest?

7 ' Did the class or any individual students carry out further action or investigation
as a result of this activity? Explain.



Science 8.2

XNSUK,AT'TTN T'ÐSTER.

CURRICT]LAR OBJECTIVE: To analyze and compare various forms of
insulation.

ENERGY CONSERVATION OBJECTIVE:
To test various materials to determine which ones
best keep spaces warm or cold (which are the best
insulators).

RECOMMENDED GR,A.DE LEVEL/SIIBJECT AREA:
Grade 8 Science, Industrial Arts

TIME:

MATERIALS:

BACKGROUND:

@

@

aÐ

@

hours.

100-watt bulb in ceramic socket
a variety of insulating materials (such as
wood, aluminum foil, fiberglass insulation,
heavy cloth, newspapers, polystyrene board,
etc.)
4 thermometers
square cardboard box (at least 30 cm high
and 30 cm wide)
a watch
masking tape
utility knife
gloves if handling fiberglass.

Insulation slows the rate of heat transfer which normalry occurs
through conduction, convection and radiation. The metric
measurement of the thermal resistance value of insulation is the
RSI value. The imperial measurement is the R value. The higher
the RSI or R value, the slower the rate of heat transfer through the
insulating material.

This activity allows 4 different insulating materials to be tested for
thermal resisLance at the same time.

Students could work in groups of 3 or more. Different types of
materials and different thicknesses should be tested. No insulation
should also be tested.

r -2

o

ø

PROCEDURE:
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EXTENSION/FOLLOW-UP:
Test the insulation in your home or school by comparing the
differences in temperature of the center of a heated room and the
inner surface of an outside wall in the same room: place a
thermometer in the center of the room, and attach another
thermometer to the inner surface of an outside wall. Record the
difference if any in temperature after 10 minutes. Is there a
significant difference?

SOURCE OF ACTMTY: Adapred from:
4-H Home conservatíon Guide, El Dorado ofhce of Education.
Publisher &. Funding Agency: california Energy Extension
Service, Sacramento.

REFERENCES: Keeping tlte Heat In Consunler's Gu.i.de, Energy, Mines and
Resources canada. Minister of Supply and Se¡vices canada i990.
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IhISULATIOIuI TESTER.
,ACTTYTTV

How well do different types of materials insulate? For this activity you will make an
insulation tester as pictured below to test various materials for their thermal resistance
or insulating ability.

Tnstructions:

Cut four windows of equal size (no bigger than 15 cm x 15 cm) in the center on
each of the 4 sides of your square box. Don't cut holes in the top or bottom.

Cut the insulating materials so they are big enough to cover the windows on the
inside of the box.

Tape a thermometer on the outside of each insulating material (in the center).

Record the starting temperature of the thermometers.

The box should be placed so that the opening is on the bottom. Place the light
in the center of the box and run the cord through the center of the bottom of itre
box and out to the side.

1.

)

J.

4.

5.

Th e rmome t

CUT AWAY VIEW OF INSULATION TESTER

lnsulating-Mato rlal
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T'esting the trnsulation

1. To test the different types of insulation, turn the light on for 8 minutes and record
the temperature of each material every 2 minutes.

2. The insulatìng material slows the rate of heat transfer. Which material is the best
insulator?

3. Plot the change in tenrperature vs. time for each insulating material on a graph.

4. What properties do the best insulators have in common?

5. V/hich material is the best insulator? Why?

6. Find out what kind of insulation you have in your home (in the walls, attic and
bagement). How is it similar to any of the materials you tested.

IhISULATING
MATERIAL

Temp. "C
2 min.

Temp. "C
4 min.

Temp. "C
6 min.

Temp. "C
8 min.

a.

b.

c.

d.
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,ACT VTT'V R.E,CTR.Ð SË{ÐET
(to be comple[ed by the ceacher)

ACTIVITY:

COMPLETION DATE:

GRADE LEVEL:

SUBJECT:

# OF CLASSES:

TOTAL # STUDENTS:

RESULTS:
1. Did the students nraintain interest during the activity?

High interest _ Average interest _ Low interest _
2. What materials were tested that were similar to students' insulation in their home,

as evidenced by their responses.

3. What percentage of students completed the activity? _Vo

4. Did you find the activity to be of value for classroom use?

High value _ Average value _ Low value _

5. Would you use this activity again?

6. What improvements to this activity would you suggest?

1. Did the class or any individual students carry out further action or investigation
as a result of this activity? Explain.



Science / Ë{ome Economics

S&LAR. F'&&Ð K}R.YÐR.

CURRICIILAR OBJECTIVE:
Science:

' Describe solar energy production.
Home Economics (Nutrition and Foods):
ø Identify energy-conserving steps in the food production industry and in food

preparation.

ENERGY CONSERVATION OBJECTIVE:
e To build a solar food dryer to preserve foods using sunlight energy.

RECOMMENDED GRADE LEVEL/SUBJECT AREA:
Grade 7,8 or Senior I Home Economics, Grade 8 Science.

TIME: Building the dryer: 1-112 hours. (Can be made ahead of time by teacher,
or groups of students can make one dryer for each group).
Preparing food to be dried: 15 minutes.
Food needs to be turned 2-3 tinies each day for 4_6 days.

MATERIALS: Each group making one solar food dryer will need:
Plastic food wrap packing/duct tape
1 cardboard storage box string
2 metal coat hangers wire cutter
2 pieces wire mesh sharp blade for cutting box

20" x II ll2" x 8 112 " storage boxes with lids can be purchased at Canadian
Tire; 6 boxes for $7 (you assemble).
Galvanized steel mesh (U4 ") comes in 3-ft. widths at winnipeg supply.
Purchase in 1i l 12lengths. You will need three: 11 llzlengths to make 6 solar
food dryers. (approximareìy $9 for 6 dryers).

BACKGROUND:
Drying foods is the most ancient method of food preservation. Drying foods using solar
energy requires no other energy source for preservation. In comparison, canning uses
more energy than drying. Freezing requires even more energy which must be used
continuously during storage. Irradiation is another more recent preservation method
which requires energy.

Dried foods will keep a minimunr of one year, and many may be kept for up to four
years. Foods must be dried to a 5% moisture content or lower to store well. Storage
should take place in airtight jars/bags in a cool, dark place.
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PROCEDURE:
One solar food dryer could be made as a demonstration model, or students could work
in groups to make one dryer per group. Follow tlie instructions to make the dryer.

Preparing food for dr)¡ing:
ø Use fresh, ripe but not overripe fruits and vegetables.

' Slice food into thin (112 cm thick) pieces.
ø Fruits that brown when exposed to air may be dipped in equal parts of lemon

juice and water to prevent browning (eg. apples, bananas and peaches).
ø Place the slices on the wire mesh shelves so that the pieces are not touching each

other.
ø Place the box, so the plastic is facing direct sunlight.
ø Turn the food over a few tìmes each day; moreso during the first few days to

ensure even drying.
@ Vegetables are dry when they are leathery or brittle. Fruits are dry when they

are leathery and pliable. (It is better to overdry than to underdry when in doubt).

Some foods may reqr-rire pretreatment by steanring for various reasons: to kill
microorganisms, stop certain chemical processes, preserve colour, vitamin or mineral
content, or break down outer tissue to allow moisture to escape more rapidly.(eg. grapes)

Once various foods have been dried, taste and rate them. Dried fruits can be used for
baking, and dried vegetables can be r-rsed in recipes such as spaghetti sauce. Solar dried
foods are lightweight and can be brought on a camping trip.

SUGGESTED EVALUATION:
There are many ways to evaluate this activity; one method is to use follow-up questions
encouraging students to reflect uporr the activity and its implications for energy
conservation.

Ouestions:
1. List as many advantages of solar foocl drying that you car.ì. What are the

disadvantages?
Adva.ntages: retain.s thefood's nutrienÍ vallte, inexpensive meîhod of preservation,
a long shelf life, ntin.imunt packaging, reduced weigltt anrl bul.k, n.o arfirtcial
preseruatives, non,-h,u.n1an. encrgy n.ot required. (except in. the case of steamin.g).
Disadvantages: in.crea.sed huntan effort and time, dependent on sunl.ight an.d l.ovv

h.untidiry, some may n.ot like the taste.

SOURCE: Adapted from:
Honte Econontics. Iovttct Devel.oped Energy Activiry Sampl.er, 6-12,Iowa
State Department of Education, Division of Instructional Services, Des
Moines, Iowa, 1986. Sponsoring Agency: Iowa State Department of
Natural Resources - Energy Division. ED 215 525.
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TNSTRUCTIONS F'OR. MA,'KTNG .& SOLA.R.
FOOD DRYER

Tnstructions:

1. Assemble the box and lid.

2. Using a sharp blade, cut out a large rectangle from the box lid, leaving a 4 cm
frame.

BOX LID

Cover the missing area in the lid with plastic food wrap, taping it to the inside
of the box lid.

Plastic
Wrap

J.
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4. Bend a wire coat hanger to form a wide diamond shape. You will need to do this
with two coat hangers. Using wire cutters, cut the hangers as indicated in the
diagram.

You will be inserting the coat hangers into the box to make two holders for the
wire mesh trays. The box will be set up on an angle, so the coat hangers will
need to go into the box at a slight angle. Make small slits in the sides of the box,
and small holes in the back of the box to insert each coat hanger.

Coat
Hangers

5.
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6. Using wire cutters, cut two pieces of wire mesh. The dimensions of each piece
should be i1 Il2 " x7 314 ". Place one piece of mesh on each coat hanger
holder. The mesh should lay flat. If it doesn't, adjust the coat hangers.

Take the rectangular piece of cardboard that was cut out ea¡lier, and bend it in
half. Tape it to the centre, lower back of the box as in the diagram. This makes
a stand which will allow you to tilt the box backwards to capture more sunlight.

7.
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8. To keep the box stand from slipping, you will use string to hold it in place.
Make two small holes; one in the lower left corner of the stand and one in the
lower right corner. Make two more small holes in the lower right and left
corners of the back of the box. Tie a knot in the end of one piece of string.
Thread the other end through the left hole of the box and out through the left hole
of the stand. Tie a knot so that the box will be sitting at an angle. Do the same
for the right side.

Paint the outside of the box black to better absorb sunlight.

Cut slits (1-cm wide, 4-cm long) in the sides (upper and lower), top and bottom of the
box to allow air circulation to remove moisture.

Place the dryer so that the piastic is facing south in front of a window. The dryer works
much better in the spring, summer and fall when sunlight lasts longer and is stronger.
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,&CTXV{T'V R.E,CTR.Ð SFTE,ÐT'
(to be completed by the teacher)

ACTIVITY:

COMPLETION DATE:

GRADE LEVEL:

SUBJECT:

# OF CLASSES:

TOTAL # STUDENTS:

RESULTS:
l. Did the students maintain interest during the activity?

High interest _ Average interest _ Low interest _

2. Describe the results of the solar food dryer experiment. Was there adequate
sunlight to dry the food?

3. What percentage of students completed the activity? _%

4. Did you find the activity to be of value for classroom use?

High value _ Average value _ Low value

5. Would you use this activity again?

6. What improvements to this activity would you suggest?

1. Did the class or any individual students carry out further action or investigation
as a result of this activity? Explain.
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Social Studies 7.1-

ÐruÐR.GY Ðffi.KSgS

CURRICULAR OBJECTIVE:
The Physical Environment and Its Resources:

" To recognize how energy is related to human activity.

ENERGY CONSERVATION OBJECTIVE:
o To examine and describe our dependence on energy using a simulation exercise.

R.ECOMMENDED GRADE LEVEL/SUBJECT ARE,A:
Grade 7 Social Studies.

TIME: 30 minutes

BACKGROUND:
Canadians are the world's highest consumers of energy per capita. Manitoba ranks fifth
in Canada in energy consumption (Manitoba Round Table on Environment & Economy
1990:32).

Canada's harsh winters and large area (with sparse population) explain some of this
energy use. But in addition, deveìoped countries such as Canáda have more conveniences
than underdeveloped countries, such as cars, appliances, collsumer goods, etc. which use
energy in manufacturing and use.

The simulation exercise will help students to analyze their use of energy in the home.
This is a good opening exercise to reveal the importance of energy in our everyday lives.

FROCEDURE:
The activity on the following page should be followed up with class discussion. Students
could be asked the reasons for their choices, which items were the easiest to give up, etc.

SUGGESTED EVALUATION:
Students could be told they are being graded based on their participation in the class
discussion, and the quality of their contribution to the discussion.

EXTENSION/FOLLOW-UF: Discuss the effects on transportation if gasoline
were rationed.

SOURCE OF ACTIVITY: Adapted from: The Energy Sourcebook. Tennessee Valley
Atrthority, Knoxville. Oct/86. ED 282143.
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ENH,R.GV CR.KSgS,&CT'KVKTY

INTRODUCTION:

SITUATION:

t.

Think back to the last power outage you experienced. when the
power went out, did you have to stop what you were doing?

We often use electricity without thinking very much about it. For
this activity, you will need to carefully consider the most important
uses of energy in your home, and those which are not very
necessary. This is a simulation exercise in which you imagine you
are found in the following situation in the future:

The year is 2020. Due to supply shortages of oil and natural gas,
and bizarre weather events which have drastically reduced hydro-
electric power production. we are experiencing an energy crisis in
Canada. The Prime Minister has announced that energy usage will
be rationed. Homeowners will be pernritted to own and use no
more than 6 electrical/gas powered iterns other than lighting and
heating.

Listed on the next page are several items found in many Canadian
homes. Choose the six devices that you feel would be most
essential to have in your home and rank them from 1 to 6 (1 being
the most important; 6 the least). There may be something missing
from this list that you wish to include on your list of 6. Be
prepared to defend your choices.

2. Identify electrical items used for entertainment and describe other
ways to get entertainment which don't require non-human energy.

3. List items used in the kitchen which are convenient but can be
replaced by devices that don't use non-human energy.
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automatic coffee pot
curlers/curling iron
range with oven
electric can opener
sewing machine
home security system
electric typewriter
microwave oven
food processor
eleitric nrixer
Nintendo/Sega
vacuum cleaner
power tools
air cleanerltonizer
garage door opener

television
dishwasher
blender
electric shaver
electric clock
hair dryer
telephone
electric blanket
garbage disposal
refrigerator
washer/dryer
electric knife
toaster
humidifier
car block heater

makeup mirror
waffle iron
fan
water heater
stereo
toaster oven
freezer
computer
VCR
iron
electric fry pan
crock pot
aquarium equipment
dehumidifier
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ACTXVãT'V R.ECTR.Ð SFXEET'
(to be completed by the teacher)

ACTIVITY:

COMPLETION DATE:

GRADE LEVEL:

SUBJECT:

# OF CLASSES:

TOTAL # STUDENTS:

RESULTS:
1. Did the students maintain interest during the activity?

High interest _ Average interest _ Low interest

2. What were the most common itenrs chosen as important in the home?

3. What percentage of students completed the activity? _%

4. Did you find the activity to be of value for classroom use?

High value _ Average value _ Low value _

5. Would you use this activity again?

6. What improvements to this activity would you suggest?

7. Did the class or any individual students carry oLrt further action or investigation
as a result of this activity? Explain.
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Social Studies 8.L

LKF.'Ð WåT'Fã&US' H,K-,ÐCT'KKCXT'Y

CTJRRICULAR OBJECTIVE:
Life in a Contemporary Developing Society:
e Describe how people in the Third World meet their basic needs.

ENBRGY CONSERVATION OBJECTIVE:

' Contrast and compare the use of energy by Kenyans in a rural village and by
Canadians for thier basic daily needs. Recognize ways that we can conserve
energy.

RECOMMENDED GRADE LEVEL/SUBJECT AREA: Grade 8 Social
Studies.

TIME: 40 minutes.

MATERIALS: Atlas for each student / pair of students.

BACKGROIIND:
Read the letter on the following pages discussing energy use in a rural village in western
Kenya.

PROCEDURE:
Students will read the letter / teacher will read the letter aloud to the class. An atlas will
be used to locate the village, and other characteristics of the area. The questions

following the letter could be undertaken by the class as a whole, or individually by
students with discussion following.

SOURCE: Letter used with permission from:
o c i at s r u d-i 

", ;," åII' W' {:;:::#:: " :? :i#"i::", p i v i s io n o r
Instrr.rctional Services, Des Moines, Iowa, 1986. Sponsoring
Agency: Iowa State Department of Natural Resources - Energy
Division. ED 275 525.
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LXF.'H, WKS'&{&UT' EK,H,CT'R.XCX3'Y
AC?'gVXTY

How do people live if there is no electricity? Read the letter on the next page and
answer the following questions once you have read the letter.

l. Locate Kenya in an atlas. Find the area where Jensy Patterson was living. In
which climatic region is the village found? Discuss the energy resources in this
area.

Which energy resource has high availability for further development throughout
Kenya? How is this resource being used currently from what you've read?

Contrast and compare Kenyans' and Canadians' use of energy for the following:
@ telling time

" cooking

' lighting
@ washing and drying clothes
ø bathing

' food storage
ø heating and air conditioning

Using the information in the letter, describe two ways that we can conserve
energy by doing similar things that Kenyans do everyday.

In what ways do you see a lack of electricity as a benefit to the people in this
community? In what ways do you view it 'as a hardship? Discuss the
environmental implications of energy use in the village.

2.

4.

5.
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Life Without Electricity
A Peace Corps Experience

Introduction:

After graduation from the University of lowa, Jensy Patterson joined the Peace Corps
in the sLrmmer of 1978. She was sent to Kenya, East Africa where she became one of
four teachers staffrng a 9O-student Harambee high school. The rural village that is her
home now lies in mountainous terrain near Lake Victoria and Kisii in western Kenya.
The area has only two seasons, the rainy and the dry. Daytime temperatures do not
change much throughout the year, but nights during the dry season can be chilly. Here
are some of Jensy's comments on her new life without electricity, excerpts from a letter
she wrote to a snowbound friend in lowa:

The Letter:
Keroka, Kenya, January 22, 1979

For your own knowledge, I'll try to describe sonre of the energy uses here. Of course,
there is no electricity. There is some in Kisii town which is about 12 miles away.

Everyone lives in small mud and thatched huts. The only permanent buildings around
are the school and my house. Even the small dukas (shops) down the road are made of
tin.

Firewood is commonly used if the dead wood can be found. (I came back one weekend
to find many of my trees chopped down.) It's hard for these peopìe on the top of the
mouniain and on the sides because the trees help prevent erosion, yet they need the wood
for cooking and occasionally for warmth. They cook in their huts on the floor or in
chiko - a small round metal container. It sits on the ground and is similar to our
barbecue stoves. The old men in the market make them and sell them for about 15/:
to 251: ($2 - $3).

December is also charcoal making month. All over the hills you can see smoke
billowing. They chop the wood and cover it with dirt, leaving some small holes, and
then light it to remove the impurities. After about 18 hours they have charcoal. This
is sold for about 201: for a large burlap bag. This is what is most commonly used in
the chiko cookers. They use kerosene to ìight them. This is also used in their lanterns.

Candles are also used for light, but not often. (I do use them, but they are expensive
here.) Kerosene costs about 111: ($1.50) for five liters. I also use a pressure lamp
which is about 600 candle power, but these are very expensive. Mine cost about 300/:
($43). I almost feel bad about having it, but figure the cost of my eyesight is worth a
lot more than the impression these people will get of me having so many things.
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A few, very few, wealthy people use a gas cooker. There are also pump stoves that run
on paraffin and some people use these, but I prefer the charcoal.

After a while, all this becomes a way of lifle. I really enjoy not having electricity. Life
is very simple without it. People usually go to bed early here too. 9:00 p.m. is "getting
very late, madam!"

Kenyans depend on the sun for so much - time, drying clothes, crops. It seems the days
are getting longer here too.

Of course there is no running water either. I'm the only one within several miles who
has a rain tank. The school provided it, but it leaks and thus I too am dependent on the
"river" (small stream actually) for my daily water needs. Because of my cooker I can
warm my bath water but most either bathe in the river or out of a bucket; both are
chilling experiences, believe me!

Because there are no street lights there is very little transport on the road after 6:30 -
7:00 p.m. The African's eyesight must not adapt too well to driving at night.

Torches (flashlights) are a part of every household. Batteries are very expensive. I have
gone through so many. In physics I taught my kids that if you put the cells in the sun
when they are weak, this exposLrre will repoìarize them so that they can be used again.
They were thrilled.

In all of Kenya there is only one "laundromat." It's in Nairobi and you can bet four of
the six machines are always broken. Everyone does laundry by hand, then lays it on the
grass to dry. I've learned to fold mine so they don't have too many wrinkles. There are
charcoal irons though.

Of course, with no electricity there is no refrigeration. Many simply don't need it. My
eggs last about three weeks and up on my hill my fresh butter will stay hard for two
weeks. I'm extrenely atypical though. No one else has the coolness I have.

There is milk in cartons I buy called UHT - it's ultra heated. Also margarine comes in
a can and dried milk is popular. Many people enjoy the "sleeping milk" which is sour
and curdled and kept in gourds. Kenyans think that the soured milk is very sweet and
they simply can't understand why I don't like it. They use fresh milk only in tea.

Hope this gives you some picture of life without electricity. Cold sodas are unheard of
as is beer. You get used to things!

As always,

Jensy
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ACT'TVTT'V R.ÐCOR.Ð SX{EET'
(to be completed by the teacher)

ACTIVITY:

COMPLETION DATE:

GRADE LEVEL:

SUBJECT:

# OF CLASSE,S:

TOTAL # STUDENTS:

RESULTS:
1. Did the students maintain interest during the actiyíty?

High interest _ Average interest _ Low interest _

2. Did students in general see the lack of electricity as a hardship or as a benefit?
Expìain their response.

3. What percentage of students completed the activity? _Vo

4. Did you find the activity to be of value for classroom use?

High value _ Average value _ Low valLre _

5. Would you use this activity again?

6. What improvements to this activity would you suggest?

7. Did the class or any inclividual students carry oui further action or investigation
as a result of this activity? Explain.
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C.&E/ÃPAäGro

There are many activities to use when undertaking an energy conservation campaign.
Research through some of the recommended resource materials to get some ideas. The
following suggestions may appeal to your environment club.

Gather energy conservation information and tips from govemment brochures and
publications. Display these tips in the school to encourage others to conserve energy.

Produce a simple newsletter (providing information and tips for conserving energy),
which can be photocopied and distributed to parents. Have someone read tips from your
newsletter over the intercom system at school.

Conduct fund-raising activities such as selling reusable coffee mugs, energy-efhcient light
bulbs, cloth shopping bags, lunch bags or draft dragons which could be made at home
or in home-ec class, and holding a recycling day at the school.

Create a bulletin board display or banner, asking students in the school to contribute New
Year's Resolutions for saving energy in the home, school or community.

Create a video about saving energy, and present it to the rest of the school.
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EroH,R.GY ?'&äÐ&/ÃÐ e,&YS
Many schools have Hat Day or Greaser Day; what about Energy Saving Day? Use some
of these ideas to show students (and staffl) how they can incorporate energy conservation
into their daily lives easily.

Procedure:

Obtain permission from the principal to hold an energy conservation theme day.

1. Research into ways to conserve energy, by using the reference material
recommended in the teacher resoLrrce manual.

2 
l''o'ii,",:','ffiiäå3'ål;-n;": 

':i: 
,i" bus, srudenrs wa,k or

take the bus instead of going in a car)
ø Dark Ages Day (work without lights as much as possible)

' Watch Your Waste Day (collect all paper to be reused or recycled,
collect beverage containers for recycling, etc. - see how little
garbage you can produce in one day)

3. Make posters and announcements to publicize the event. Ask students and
staff to think of their own ways of saving energy. Ask teachers to devote
a few minutes of class time first thing in the morning of the theme day for
students to inform the rest of the class how they are saving energy.

Source: Used with permission from:
Alberta Energy, Energy Efficiency Branch. Somebody Sh.ould Do
Som.eth.in.g About Tlt.is, 1990.
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H,NH,KGEZ R.&EX@

If your school has regLrlar announcements, or pìays music over the intercom at lunch
hours, why not have an energy conservation focus? It will keep this topic in everyone's
rninds.

Obtain permission from the principal to use the intercom for the following:

Procedrlre:

1. Speak to the individual in charge of in-school announcements or radio,
telling them of your idea. Tell them you can make tips available to them.

2. Look for songs which have an energy/environmental theme - you may also
be able to get help on this from the person who works at a local rock
station. Some of the artists who have written and/or recorded such songs

include Bruce Cockburn, U2, the Eurythmics, Midnight Oil, Gentlemen
Without Weapons, Paul McCartney, Dead Kennedys, 10,000 Maniacs,
The Dead Milkmen, The B52s and L'Etranger.

(You will need to research energy-conserving tips).

Source: Used with permission from:
Alberta Energy, Energy Efficiency Branch. Somebody Should Do
Somerhin.g Ahout This, 1990.
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Prepare cards such as the one on the next page. No two cards should be exactly alike.
Use words related to energy to fill the cards.

Prepare slips with a short descriptive sentence for each energy word used on the cards.

To Play: The caller shakes up the word slips in a container and draws and reads
one slip at a time. Players decide if the word the caller is describing is on
their card, and if so they cover it. The game can be played until a line,
4 corners, the entire card, etc. is covered as in regular bingo.

SOURCE: Adapted from:
Industrial Technology - Iowa Developed Energy Activiry

sampler 6 - 12,Iowa state Dapartment of Fducation, Division of
Instructional Services, Des Moines, Iowa, 1986. Sponsoring
Agency: Iowa State Department of Natural Resources - Energy
Division.
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E N R G Y

electricity nuclear
fission

recycle gasoline hydro

evaporate natural gas radiation geothermal battery

efficiency non-
renewable F'R.EE greenhouse synthetic

Energuide neutron retrofit global
warming

bicycle

energy natural
resource

reflection generator flywheel

electric nuclearfusion radiowaves gravity photo-synthesis
blanket nuclear energy renewable gigawatt physics

noise pollution reactor garbage

electric fan
earth
environment

refuel gasohol
refraction groundwater
refinery
RSI value
reduce
feuse
recover
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" þ letm the value of efficiency invesrnenrs and úreir long_
ærm payoffs

Game Components

. l¡¡ge, colou¡ful game board

. 6 player decision ca¡ds

" World Evenrs and Facs & Figures cerd sers. 6 denominarions of Lifescyle money
" dice, rings and player pieces
. æ-acher and sùdenr ma¡u¡ls

A . monopoly-style board game
suitable for grades 7 to OAC.

In ùis ne's simulcdon grme, çonsored by Energy, lvlines a¡d
Resou¡ces Canad¡, fou¡ ro six studens make de¡isions abour
tieu mode of n-ansporurion, home hearing, appliarces,
lìghtirg, indusrial invesrmens. They úren ravel a¡òund ¡he
board colleccing srlary and inæresr, a¡d paying fuel cosls a¡d
cr¡bon r¡.res. In ûris way, they learn abouc energy use a¡d
energy efficiency as a compleæ sysrem, and rhe effecr úrar
individual decisions have upon r.he envi¡onmenL The playing
rime is about t hou¡.

Player decision ccrds r¿duced to 50Vo.

O bjectives:

. to unCersu¡d lhe relacionship beiween rhe inicial cost of
energy used in our various acriviries and úre long range
env'i¡onmentd coss ùa¡ will h¡ve ro be paid by someone,

. to explore the belance berwern energy enough to live a
"good life," bur nor wasring ir unnecessarüy

ó) According to t$e
circle groph ot
ihe righr, the grætest I
source of wodd I

energy is: co¡¿

o) oil b) cæl c) nuclær d) gcs

Sample "Facts & Figures" card.

Benefits ol Simulation Games

Class members a¡e acdve learners ratier thar passive
recipienr. Th"y ma-ke the decisions and pry ùe
cofNequences. Furchermore, they can work lrom differenr
perspecrives, ressoning for themselves, a¡rd developing
reflexive skills ¿s the consequences of their decisions a¡e
immediacely apparenL

Leaming wirh games enables srudenrs ro "experience úre opic
as a whole, since many componenÈs of rhe sysrem are
presenæC simulæneously in the simularion.,' Afrer play,
discussion is ofren sructureC by roles núrer ttran by
Outspokenness Or asserliveness.

I rvould like to order
(or four for 985 plus

Lifestyle: The Energy Game and enclose g25 plus pST
PST.)

ftvorkshops are providec for boa¡ds of education or groups of schools ar no charge, except lor u-avél expenses. phone forintbrmation.)

ENERGY EDUCATCRS OF ONTARIO, 517 COLLEGE STREET, STE. 406, TORONTO, ONTARIO M6G 4A2 1416) 323-9216
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Lifestyle - The Energy Game may be borrowed from the researcher:
Pat Cooper

Home: 215-0565
Natural Resources Institute: 474-8373

To order f,ronl the Energy Educators of Ontario, specify the grade levels. There is a
French version available also.
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Efficien.cy in Canada.: Ba.ckground Paper BP-3048. Minister of Supply and Services
Canada.

Butti, K. & J. Perlin. 1980. A Golden Th.read: 2500 Years of Sola.r Arch.itecture and
Techn.ology. Palo Alto, California: Cheshire Books.

Canadian School Trustees Association, Ottawa. 1987. Energy Ma.nagement in School.s.
ED 29r 643.

Earthworks Group, Berkeley, California. 1990. 50 Simple Th.ings Kids Can. Do To Save
the Earrh. ED 349 165.

Fowler, J.M., National Science Teachers Association. 1984. En.ergy an.d the
Environ.men.t, 2n.d ¿rl. New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc.

Ginn and Company. 1916. ISß (Individualized Science Instruction System) : Household
Energy. Lexington, Mass: Ginn & Co.

Jolrnson, L. 1990. Green Fu.ture - How to Make a. World of Dffiren.ce. Markham,
Ontario: Penguin Books.

Lean, G., D. Hinrichsen & A. Markham. 1990. Worl,d Wildlife Fund Atl.as of the
Environmenr. New York: Prentice Hall Press.

MacEachern, D. 1990. Save Our Planet - 750 Everyday Ways You Can Help Clean Up
th.e Ea.rth.. New York: Dell Publishing.

Manitoba Department of Energy and Mines. 1993. Energy in Man.itoba.. Winnipeg,
Manitoba.

Manitoba Round Table on Environment & Economy. 1990. Workbook on Energy
Strategy. Winnipeg: Manitoba Round Table - Sustainable Development Coordination
Unit.

Reynolds, L. 1992. The Green Gu.ide to Winnipeg. Winnipeg: The Manitoba Eco-
Network.

Statistics Canada, March 7993. Environ.menÍa.l Perspectives 1993 Studies and Statistics,
Catalogu.e 11-5288. Minister of Industry, Science and Technology 1993.
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University of Tennessee Environment Centre and College of Home Economics,
Knoxville, Tennessee. 1977. Energy con.servation. in. the Home - An. Energy
Education/Con.servatÌon. Cu.rricu.l.u.nt Guide for Honte Economics Tectchers. U.S.
Department of Energy.

ORGA.NIZATIONS AND PUBLICATIONS

Energy, Mines and Resources Canada, Communications, Room 828, Distribution, 580
Booth Street, Ottawa, Ontario, K1A 084. There is a wide variety of publications related
to energy. The following are only a select few.

Brochures:
Caulking
Insulation

Booklets:
Consumer's Guide to Buying Energy-Efficient Appliances and

Lighting
Consumer's Guide to Buying an R-2000 Home
1993 Fuel Consumption Guide
Future Transportation Fuels:

Electric and Hydrogen-Powered Transportation
Conventional Fuels
Synthetic Fuels
Alcohol Fuels
Gaseous Fuels

The Car Economy Book

Documents:
Solar Water Heaters: A Buyer's Guide
It's the Only One We've Got
Keeping the Heat In Consumer's Guide.

Teacher Resources:
Gibbons, D., L. Reader & F. Allan. (No date). Conserving Energy in. Ca.nar\a..
CANMET, Energy, Mines and Resources Canada.

Environment Canada Fublications, Enquiry Centre, otlawa, ontario, KlA 0H3
(Information about the greenhouse effect and global warming) Tel: 1-800-668-6767

Did You know We Live in a Greenhouse?
A State of the Environment Fact Sheet: Environmental Irnplications of the

Automobile
Government of Canada: Canada & Global Warming.
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Manitoba Energy and Mines Info Centre, 555 - 33- Graham Avenue, Winnipeg,
manitoba, R3C 4E3
Tel: 945-4154 Long Distance: 1-800-282-8069
(Have a wide variety of resources related to energy and mining).

Be an Energy Saver!:
10 Tips on Maintaining Your Vehicle and Saving Energy
10 Ways to Save Energy When Driving
6 Reasons to Join a Carpool
7 Reasons to Use Public Transit and Save Energy

What Can I Do to Save Energy?

Alberta Energy, Energy Efficiency Branch, 2nd Floor, Highfield Place, 10010 - 106

Street, Edmonton, Alberta, T5J 3L8 (403) 427-5200.

Somehod.y Should Do Someth.ing About Th.is! A Tea.ch.er's Resou.rce Book on
Energy and th.e En,viron.men.t. Alberla Energy 1990.

Ontario Ministry of Energy, 56 Wellesley Street West, 9th Floor, Toronto, Ontario,
M7 

^ 
287 (416) 327-1234

Energy Matters: Fascinating Facts, 199i
Energy Matters: Energy and the Environment, L992

United States Governments' Teacher Resources

California Department of Education, California Energy Extension Service & Sonoma

State University. 1992. En.viron.ntenÍal. Etlucation. / Compendium.for En.ergy ResoLtrces.

Conservation and Renewable Energy Inquiry and Referral Service (CAREIRS), P.O. Box
3048, Merrifreld, V A 22116. (Provides reference lists of energy resources in the U.S.

El Dorado County Office of Education. (No date). 4-H Home Conservation Guide.
Sacramento: California Energy Extension Service.

Council on the Environment of New York City & New York State Energy Ofhce. (No
date). Energ¡,Conservcttion Education: An Action Approa.ch. Albany: New York State
Energy Office.

New York State Education Department. (No date). Energy Con.servation. Educa.tion for
New York Sto.re. (Grades l-12). Albany, New York.
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Utilities

Centra Gas:
Wise Energy Use: How to Make Your Home More Energy Efficient -and Help
Preserve Our Environment.

Manitoba Hydro:
Apartment Dweller's Guide: The eff,rcient use of energy
Demand-and Energy Metering
Power Smart: Low cost, no cost energy savers

Power Smart: Building a Power Smart Home
Saving Energy in Parking Lots
Using Energy Efficiently

Non-Profit Organizations

Energy Educators of Ontario, 517 College Street, Suite 406, Toronto, Ontario, };46G 4A2
Tel: (416) 323-9216

Energy Fact Sheet
Conserving Energy in Canada
Canadian Energy Issues

Solar Electric Education Kit
Sustainable Energy Issues

Canadian Energy Issues

Global Inquiry Skills and the EEO Transition Years Units
Global Energy Issues

Lifestyle: The Energy Game

Energy Probe
225 Brunswick Avenue
Toronto, Ont. M5S 2M6
1-800-97EARTH
Fax: (416) 964-8239
To order, add 7% GST and $1.35 Postage and Handling.
(10% discount to EP supporters)

ALTE,RNATIVE ENERGY & CONSERVATION:
EP-058 Energy Eff,rcient Housing Construction $0.25
EP-060 Facts on the Conserver Society $0.40
EP-061 How to Save Energy around the House and $0.50

Reduce Pollution (1991).
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EP-068 What Canadians Can Do to Promote More $0.25
Benign Energy Use Patterns

EP-205 Compact Fluorescents and Other Energy $1.00
Efhcient Lighting

EP-208 Energy Efficiency and Alternatives to $4.50
Traditional Supply

EP-220 Energy Probe's Guide to Solar Energy $2.60
EP-332 Moving Towards Energy Sustainability: $1.50

Energy and the Environment (1989).
EP-350 Seven Problems with Subsidized, Utility- $1.00

Driven Conservation Programs (1991).
EP-355 Planning and Pricing in the Energy $2.00

Conservation Business by Lany Ruff (1992).
EP-451 Negawatts: A Gold Mine of Opportunity. A $5iwk

20-minute Rocky Mountain Institute VHS
video. $20.00 refundable deposit.

GLOBAL WARMING:
EP-065 How Trees Can Help Fight the Greenliouse $0.25

Effect
EP-067 What Governments and Individuals Can Do to FREE

Check the Greenhouse Effect

OTHER:
EP-323 Regulating the Export of Environmental $1.50

Quality: The Case of Electricity Exports.
Includes a preface on the potential
environmental impact of the Free Trade
Agreement (1988).

EP-326 Electricity: Can It Ever Really Be Clean? $2.00
Outlines the irnpact of Canada's low energy
prices on consumption and environment (1990).

Is Five Foundation

Greening You.r Sch.ool: An. En.vironmental Action. Pla.n for Elementa.ry School.s,Is
Five Foundation and Hamilton Region Conservation Authority. 1993. Ontario
Ministry of Environment and Energy.

Manitoba Eco-Network, Box 3125,201 - 128 James Avenue, Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3C
4F,6 Tel: 956-1468

The Green Guide to Wi.nnipeg, L. Reynolds, The Manitoba Eco-Network 1992.
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SEEDS Foundation, Suite 440, 10169-104th Street, Edmonton, Alberta, T5J 145 Tel:
(403) 424-0911 Fax: (403) 424-2444

The Power is People (SEEDS Sustainable Development Module)
Learners in Action program
The Energy Literacy Series

Businesses

Manitoba Home Builders' Association, Box B 231-1120 Grant Avenue, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, R3M 246
Tel: 471-5[0 Fax: 417-5139

Manitoba Advanced House (brochure)
Manitoba Advanced House Walk Through Guide

Field Trips

Fort Whyte Centre for Environmental Education , 196I McCreary, Winnipeg, Manitoba
Tel: 989-8350

Energy Encounters interactive clisplay
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Manitoba Advanced House

The Advanced House Program is an initiative by Energy, Mines and Resources Canada

in partnership with the Canadian Home Builders' Association and the following:
Environment Canada, Manitoba Energy and Mines, The City of Winnipeg, Centra Gas

Manitoba, Manitoba Hydro, Ladco Co. Ltd. and C.I.B.C.

The home uses energy-efficient, environmentally sensitive construction practices. The

House was open to the public until the fall of 1993. It is now up for sale.

The following Walk Through Guide provides an explanation of the features of the

home. The stide collection illustrates some of the features (those marked with an asterisk

can be seen in the slides).

Use the slides in a discussion of construction, retrofitting and operation of a home for
energy efficiency.

The slides were photographed by the researcher and may be borrowed:
Pat Cooper

Natural Resources Institute: 41 4-8373
Fax: 26i-0038
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WtrLCOME TO TI-IE MANITOBA ADVANCED I_IOUSIi!

Use this gui<ie anrl the nLrnrbers posted in each room of the house to

discover the special energy and environrnenlal featLrres. A plan of the

main tìoor and seco¡rd lloor is ar rhe back ol this gtride for yottr
re fe re rtce.

IVIIAT YOU CAN DO . . .

At rhe end of your tour, take some oi the ideas and plnn them into your new home, or act on

them in your current home:

- stíìrt cornposting and recycling 1t lìome.
- replace incandescenr bulbs rvith compact fìuorescent bulbs in areas of high use.

- sÍìve water tnd money with faucet aerators, water-corlserving showerheads, dual

flush toilet levers.
- insulare, weatherstrip and seal the drafts in your home.

IVALK THROUGH GUIDE

MAIN FLOOR

BtrDROON.T 4 /HOBBY ROOìVT

This room is designed to be converted into a wheelchair accessible bed¡oom if required. nll 
,

main floor lighr switches and plugs are accessible lrom a wheelchai¡. It is also designecl as aì

hobby room/smokers room.

l. A lorv-volume, conrinuous exhaust énsures that all air flows into this room and

pollutants generated in this room clo nor spread lo other a¡ees of the house.

2. Pollutants can also be quickly exhausted by a quiet, high-volume exhaust fan

conrrolled by a separate timer switch.

3. Heat is supplied in rhis room by a separate hot water baseboard heater to ensure that

room air is not mixed rvith other house air.

4. The ceiling and rable lights use long-lile, energy-saving conìPact fltrorescènt bulbs.

¡vL\MTOBA HOME BL'ILDERS' ASSOCIATION
Box B 231-IÌ20 Grmt Avcnue, Wimipcg, MB, R3M 2Aó

TEL: (204) 477 -5110 . FA,\: (204) 477 -5139
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ì\f À IN FLOOR BA'f I'IROOIVI

AlthoLrgh presently used as a laundr¡' roorn, a wheelchair accessible shorver can be installed

and the latrrrdry relocaled to the baseÌìlent'

5. An infrared beam automaticall¡' turns the rvater on rvhen hands are placed under the

sink faucet. The sink faucer also fearure a $,ater-saving aeralor.to funher co¡ìserve

\\'aler, compared to standa¡d aerarors'

6. The toilet is a srandard 13 litre per ffush unit converted with a dual flush levcr. When

the inner lever is pushed, 6 litres are used to flush liqtrid wastes. When the longer

lever is pushed, ¡he lull l3 liues are used to flush solid rvaste'

'7. Tlte energy-effìcient clorhes rvasher is EnerGuide rated aÌ 74 kilow'att hours (kWh) per

monrh. Less eflicient washers can use up to 152 kWh per ntonth. This more efficiert
rvesher could save you $460 over 10 years at cunent electricity prices. Hot rvash

rvarer is drained to a heat recovery tank before being drained to the sewer.

B. The narural gas dryer exhausr air is ducted to a seParate heat exchanger in the

basemen! that reclairns heat from the exhaust air.

g. This room is conrinuously venrilated at a lorv-voìume b¡'a heat recovery ventjlator

(Fresh Air lr4achine) in the basement.

10. \,foisrure ancl odor¡rs can be quickly exhausted by a quiet, high-volume exhatrst fan

controlled by a separate timer srvitch.

I L The ceiling and rvall lights use Iong-life, energ¡,-saving comPact fluorescent bt¡lbs.

II,{NIILY ROOIVI

'lO irnprove conlfort and temperature contrOl, the heating s¡'slem ltas been zOned. The

south ;ide of the main ffoor and basement are controlled by a separate thermostat. i

The valance lighring ¡ses ffuorescent tubes that are more energy elficient and pÌeasing

in colour than standard tubes. Swirches allorv only half the ìights to be turned on if
desired. Recessed halogen ceiling lights save energy rvhile providing a more d¡amatic

effecr compared to incandescent IiglìtS. The table lamp has an extended ha¡p to accept

a compect fluorescent bulb.

The narr¡ral gas fireplace has a direct vent through the rvall. This vent brings in

outdoor air for combustion and vents the combtrstion gases to the otltside. A tight-

fitring glass door reduces air ìeakage out the venl. Electronic ignition eliminates the

wasre of a continuously burning pilot ligltt.

\2.

13.

14.
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produced. They are efficient because of:
- four layers of glazing that provide three air spíìces;

- high performance "low-E" coatings on three of the lour glazing layers;
- air spaces that are ñlled rvirh a mixture of krypton and argon gas;

- insulating edge spacers that separate the glazing layers;
- very effective weathersrripping that stops air leaks.

Added benefirs of rhese efficient windorvs inchrde increased comfort, elimination of
condensarion problems and protection from UV rays thlt cause lading of drapes,

carpeting and furniture.

18. Exreriordoors and rvindows have been installed using expanding foam sealant to

elinrinare d¡afts around rhe frames.

19. The POWER SENTRY* monitor provides a contintrous display of horv much

elecrriciry rhe house and it's occup¿ìnts are using. Bo¡h the quantity (kilowatt hours)

and cosr of the elecrriciry being used can be displayed. The mönitor can also display

past usage and can predict the next electrical bill. Units will soon be available for

. natural gas and water usage.

KITCIIEN

EATING AREA/GRETN SPACE

15. The large windorv areÍÌ on the south sìde of the home capturÈs passive

solíu heat during the rvinter.

Removable sola¡ shade screens and overhangs cotlcroI heat gain during the summer.

The windows used in the Advanced House a¡e aruong the most energy-efficient ever

The recessed ceiling lights feature long-life, energy-saving compacr fluorescent bulbs.

The light box over the kitchen island uses fluorescent tubes that are more energy

efficient and pleasing in colour than standard tubes. Switches allow only half the

lighrs ro be tumed on if desired.

A convenient compost storage pail can be emptied from the outside deck.

A recycling chute in the cupboard bottom sorts and directs recyclables to basement

storage bins.

The natural gas range has a very effective exhaust hood that vents cooking odours

direcrly to the outdoors, while the kitchen is conrinuously vendlated at a low-volume

by a heat recovery ventilator in the basement.

The prototype relrigerator is rated at 55 kilowatt hours (kV/h) per month. Less

efficient refrigerators ol simila¡ size can use up to 85 kwh pe¡ month. This could

cost you S180 over 10 years at cunent electricity prices. Outdoor replacement air for
rhe range hood is inrroduced under the refrigerator compressor. This increases

relrigeraror efficiency and preheats the incoming air.

lvfÄNtTOBÂ HONIE BUILDERS' ÅSSOCIATION
Box B 231-I120 Grmt Àvcnue, $4mipeg, ¡vfB, R3Nl 2Âó

TEL: (204) 477-SII0 . F,1'\: (204) 477-5I39
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25.Theenerg¡,-efflcienrdishrvasherisEnerCtrideratedlrt72kWhpermonth.lÆss
eflicienr dishruasllers can use up to i20 k\\/h per month. This more efficient

dishwasher could save you $290 over l0 years al current elecrricity prices. Hot wash

rvarer is d¡ained ro a heat recovery tank belore being dlained 1o the sewer.

26. The kitchen sink faucets have watef-saving aerators to conserve waler $'hen washing

food.

21. Painrs, finishes, ffooring, and countenops have been selected to meet standa¡ds for

reduced "off-gassing" õf chemicaì pollutants. The cork floors, made from a renervable

resource, are manufictured and finished rvith rvater based glues and finishes'

DINING ROOI\Í/LI\/ING ROOM

28. The halogen lighdng connolled by dimmer srvitches saves energy while providing

more dramatic effects compared to incandescent lighting'

trNTRANCE FOYER

29. The TOTAL IjoME" sysrem conrrols the security system, lighting, thermostats, and

rvall plugs. The ke¡'pad unirs are located in the entrance foyer and upstairs hallway.

The system can be "ralked to" and conrrolled from any louch tone phone. The

ke¡,pads are programmed ro auromarically connol the lemperature in the home's four

zone s.

SECOND FLOOR

BEDROOI\4S 2 & 3

30. The ceiling and wall lights use long-liie, energy-saving compact fluorescent bulbs,

3t. Noise betrveen the bedrooms is ¡educed by insulatìng the common rvall, and by sealing

the rvall plugs and the toPs and bottoms of the rvalls'

32. The energy-efficienr windows are especially important on the noflh side of the home.

33. Each bedroom has a rvarm air supply register in the ffoor near the rvindorv. The

relurn ai¡ from the bedrooms is d¡awn from the closets to pick up odours, dust, and

orher pollutants. This return air is filtered, mixed with outdoor air, heated and then

sent back to the supply register in the ¡oom.
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34. Visible through tlte nonh rvindows are the pine roof shakes' They

requirelittleenergytontont¡fltclurÈ,comefiomarenervableresource
and have a long liîe e)ipectancy (30 to 50 years)'

IvIAIN BATIIROOIV1

This bathroom's water conservation package includes:

35. An infra¡ed beam that automalically turns the water on whcn hands are placed under

the sink faucet. The faucet also feature a water-saving aerator to further conserve

warer.

36. A warer-efficienr showerhead in rhe tub/shorver stall reduces water waste by 40Vo to

507o while providing a satisfying shorver.

37 . A low-flush roiler thar uses only 6 lirres per flush, saving over 9 lires of water per

flush.

38. This bathroom also has a

the bathroom "fresh".
constant lorv-volume e.rhattst air sysrem that keeps the air in

39. Moisture and odours can be quickly exhausted by a quiet, high-volume exhaust fan

controlled by a separate timer switch'

ÌIfASTER BEDROOI\I

The master beclroom, like the orher bedrooms has insulated and sealed walls to reduce

sound t¡ansmission and increase privacy-

The warm air supply register is in rhe floor nea¡ the door to the deck. The return air

from the bed¡oom is d¡awn from the closet to pick up odours, dust' and-othet 
I

pollurants. This return air is filtered, mixed with outdoor air, heared and then

delivered back to the supply registers.

IVIASTER B EDROOù1 ENSUITE

An inlrared beam autonratically turns the water on when hands a¡e placed under the

sink faucet. The faucet also feature a water-Saving aerator to furthe¡ COnsewe water'

A water-efñcient showerhead in the shower stall redttces water waste by 40Vo to 507a

while providing a satislying shorver.

The lo,,v-flush toiler that uses only 6litres per flush, saving over 9 litres ol water

ffush.

40.

41.

42.

43.

AÀ

^\L\MTOBA HO ¡vfE BUILDERS' ASSOCTATION
Box B ?31-I120 Grmt Avcnuc, lVimipcg, lvfB, R3l!f 2Aó

TEL: (20+) 477-Sl l,0 ' FÀ\: (204) 477'5139
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45. This barhroom also has a consranr lorv-volUme exhaLrst air systern that keeps the air in.

the bathroom "fresh".

46. Moisture and odou¡s can be quickl)' exhausted by a quiet' high-r'oìume exhatlst lan

conr¡olled by a separate tinrer srvitch'

BASEMENT

B ASEN'IENT CO]\{N'ION AREA

4'. . Rigid glass fibre insularion covers the exterior of the basement walls belorv ground

lewt. fnis not only adds RSI-1.5 (R-8.5) of insLrlating value, but also provides a

drainage layer ro pieuent moisrure problems. These rigid glass fibre boards also 
.

provide a cushion against soil movement'

4g. An interior rvood frame wall is insulated rvilh one layer of RSI-2.1 (R-12) and another

layer of RSI-3.5 (R-20) fricrion-fit glass fibre batts. When combined rvith the exterior

iniularion rhis provides a total of RSI-5.6 (R-32) above ground and RSI-7'1 (R-40-5)

below ground level.

49. Because hear also ffoq,s down into the cool soil under the concrete floor slab, RSI-1.8

(R-10) exrruded pol¡,sryrene boards have been placed under the floor slab. This keeps

the floor warm and reduces heat loss.

50. Backfill around and under the foundation is a mixture of gravel and recycled glass.

51. A continuous polyethylene moìsrure ba¡rier under the slab prevents soil moisture from

entering the basement.

52. The edge of rhe ffoo¡ slab is caulked and sealed to reduce the enrry of soil gases

including radon gas.

53. The ainight sumP Pump pit is also sealed against soiì gases'

54. An insulated ducr brings warm attic air dorvn to the sumP pir. It is then blown into

the rveeping tiles around the exrerior of the foundation. This keeps the soii

surrounding the basement warrner reducing heat loss.

55. The electrical s)rstems incorporares measures to redrìce the effects of elecnomagnetic

fields.

56. An indoor timer adds convenience in controlling vehicle block heaters and inrerior

wamlers.

5:., Engineered rvood products such as floor rrusses, ¡oof trusses, laminated wood beams

anÀ splir-srud wall framing use small dimension lumber. This lessens the need to

harvest old grorvth forests.
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MECTIANICAL SYSTEÌ\{

58. Exhausr air collectecl froni the batllrooms, ki¡chen (including under rhe

kirchen sink), guest bedr-oonl/hobt¡y foonl, and irom the recyclirlg room

is exhausred ro tlìe ourdoors by a heat lecovery ventilator. This "Fresh

Air lvfachine" recovers abotrt 807o o[ the heat in the outgoing air'

Efficient motors keep cnergy usage lorv.

Fresh outdoor air is brought into the home, preheated in the heat recovery ven¡ilator

and then mixed with return air frorn tlte house.

All the air supplied by the heatirrg s¡'stcm is ñltered by an 85Vo efFrcient bag filter to
remove dust and very fine particles.

This supply air rhen passes thror¡gh an activated charcoal ñlter to remove odours and

chemicals.

Air is circulated constantly through the home by a very efficient' variable-speed fan.

This fan mixes the outdoor and return air, before moving it through the filters and

heating coils for each zone ol the home.

Heating coils independenrly control comfort in each zone of the home. One a¡ea of

the house can receive fresh, heared air while another area can receive fresh, unheated

air.

Cold water from the .i,y *ut., mains is preheated in a greywater recovety tank. This

tank collects the hot water from the bath, the shorvers, the clothes washer and the

dishrvasher. It ttses the heat ol this wastewater in a heat exchanger to pfewalm the

incoming cold water to thÈ hot water tank.

This prervarmed water is heated in a high efficiency (9390)hot water tank. This

nututål gas-fired hot water tank has a seParate intake pipe to supply outdoor air for

burner combusrion. The conlbustion gases are directly vented through the basement

wall to the outside. This vinually eliminates the possibility oî combustion gases,

entering the house. 
i

Separate exha.ust fans quickly exhaust air frorn the gtrest bedroom/hobby room, each I

baihroom, and rhe exhaust hood over the range. These quiet, porverful fans a¡e

conrrolled by separate time srvitches so they only run as required'

This specially designed hear recovery unit uses heat from the natural gas clothes dryer

exhaust to pieheat the incoming replacement or "makeup" air needed by the dryer.

Replacement o¡ "mâketrp" air is also supplied when the exhaust hood over the range is

operated. This air is preheared wirh an elecrric duct heater only in very cold weather.

This "makeup" air is supplied to the kitchen under the refrigerator comPfessor,

boosting refrigerator eff-rciency and prehearing the incoming air'

The elecrrical system includes measures to reduce the effects of elecrromagnetic fields.

Ñ{ÂNITOBA HO NIE B UILDERS' ASSOCIATION
Box B 231-II20 Grmt Àvcnue, lVìmipcg, lvlB' R3Ñ1 2Àó

TEL: (204) 477-Slrc ' FÀ\: (204) 477'5139
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?0. l¡fonnlttioli abotrt cnergy ttse pltrs <jarlt fl'orll spccial tltoisttrre nrtcl lettlperlttrre ser]sors

is senr ro a corììl).tcr. iítri. ¿,i,. collcctio' systc¡n is rno'itorirrg perltlrntance of tlte

llouse and its cor]1porrcnts. This inclt¡tlcs clcctrical rlse, gíìs usc, ltir lìorvs,

tenlper¿rtures, ru.ii''',*, tenìperiìlure:trtd moisture Ievels in walls, under lhe lloor sl.l¡

and outside rhe basement ruollr. Th. actual ílnd theorerical perlorntance ol the hotrse

rvill be cornPitrcd'

-71. A Narural cas relueling slirtion is usccl to lìll a vehicle convcrled to run on clean

burning nattlral gas'

oouSrE oan^qE

main floor plan
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Dead Ahead (90 minutes)
Producer: Imperial Entertainment, 1993

A Home Box Office Showcase/BBC Film
Description: The Exxon Valdez oil spill in Prince William Sound, Alaska is

reconstructed based on research, official reports, transcripts and

interviews with the people who experienced the disaster.

Available by loan from your local video store.

Energy Crunch Energy Education Unit (Part i: 13 minutes); (Part 2: 12 minutes)

Producer: Energy Source Education Council, Lakewood, California.

Description: Part 1: Detective Sy Malone is working on the energy crunch

case. He discovers there are problems with our energy supply due

to our heavy dependence on fossil fuels. (The focus is on the

United States; however the dependence on fossil fuels is a reality

in both the u.S. and canada). He discovers that energy is wasted

and that we must reduce our demand and increase our supply to

solve the energy crunch.
Part 2: Malone discovers the importance of energy conservation

and alternative energy sources. (ANIMATED)
Available to use from Pat Cooper - Home: 275-0565 Msg: 474-8313

How to Make Great Videos About Saving Energy (24 Minutes)

Producer: WilySquid Productions and The Noodlehead Network, 1993.

Description: A presentation of various techniques for making a video with only

one camcorder. The use of planning and creating a storyboard are

illustrated by students through examples. There are no references

to energy or conservation in the video.

A 9-page student I teacher guidebook is available.

For more information contact:
The Noodlehead Network
105 Intervale Avenue
Burlington, Vermont 05401
(802) 639-5680

Negawatts: A Gold Mine of Opportunity (20 minutes)

A Rocky Mountain Institute video.
Available by loan from Energy Probe (See Resource list for address and phone

number). Order # EP-451.
Cost: $5/week. ($20.00 refundable deposiQ
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Power Struggle at.James Bay
CBC TV News in Review, September, 1991.

Available from the Manitoba Education and Training library.

Race to Save the Planet - Only One Atmosphere (60 minutes)

Producer: Magic Lantern Communications Ltd.
Description: The possible implications of global warming are discussed,

including man's contribution to greenhouse gas production and

ways to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Available by loan from the Winnipeg Centennial Library.

The following 5 videos are available by loan through the Communications Branch of
Energy, Mines and Resources Canada.

Winnipeg phone: 983-0058
Ottawa: (613) 992-8163

Energy in Canada (8 minutes)
Producer: Lambert Multimedia, February 1990.

Description: An overview of all Canadian energy sources through a voyage
froni the centre of the Earth to space.

Fuel Sense (4 minutes)
Producer: Western Video, March 1987.

Description: A rap-video promoting Energy, Mines and Resources Canada's

Car Economy Book and low fuel consumption among young

adults.

The Green }Iouse (10 minutes)
Producer: InterfaceProductions,Septemberl990.
Description: The Energy Cat helps to demonstrate what we can do in our homes

to become more energy efhcient.

Harvest the Wind (10 minutes)
Producer: Blue Heron Productions, January 1989.

Description: An overview of wind energy. The Atlantic Wind Test Site in
P.E.L studies wind as a potential energy source.

It's Our Future (30 minute version)

Producer: Why Not Productions, September 1991.

Description: The link between a healthy environment and a sound economy are

presented through the topic of alternative fuels.
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The following videos are available from the National Film Board of Canada, 245 Main

Street, Winnipeg. Phone: 983-4131

A World of Energy 1 #I8l \78 (1987)
ø Energy from the Atom
@ Sun, lVind and Wood
ø Tomorrow's Energy Today

A World of Energy 2 #185 147 (1987)
ø Harness the Wind
ø The Solar House
ø Bate's Car: Sweet as a Nut
@ Bill Loosely's Heat Pump


